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Wstp i streszzenie
Mimo odwieznyh poszukiwa« wi¡» nie znamy peªnej odpowiedzi na pytanie jak
brzmi¡ podstawowe prawa Przyrody. W wyniku ogromnego rozwoju nauki w minionym
stuleiu stwierdzono, »e prawa te z pewno±i¡ obejmuj¡ teori wzgldno±i i mehanik
kwantow¡. Teoria wzgldno±i wyja±nia zahowanie materii na du»yh skalah, siga-
j¡yh nawet rozmiarów Wszeh±wiata. Z kolei mehanika kwantowa, a w szzególno±i
kwantowa teoria pola, opisuj¡ ±wiat na bardzo maªyh odlegªo±iah. Wedle obenego
stanu wiedzy, wikszo±¢ zjawisk na poziomie kwantowym jest opisywana przez Model
Standardowy, który jest pewn¡ szzególn¡ realizaj¡ kwantowej teorii pola z grup¡
ehowania SU(3)× SU(2)× U(1).
Tym niemniej, dotyhzas nie udaªo si dokona¢ unikaji mehaniki kwantowej
z teori¡ wzgldno±i, i mimo wielu spektakularnyh sukesów teorie te nie wystar-
zaj¡ do wyja±nienia wszystkih obserwowanyh zjawisk. Przykªadami takih niewy-
ja±nionyh zjawisk s¡ ªamanie symetrii elektrosªabej, niskoenergetyzne zahowanie
hromodynamiki kwantowej oraz przebieg wysokoenergetyznyh proesów w teorii
wzgldno±i. Symetria elektrosªaba zwi¡zana jest z podgrup¡ SU(2) × U(1) Modelu
Standardowego i jest ona spontaniznie zªamana poprzez tzw. mehanizm Higgsa.
Mehanizm ten wymaga istnienia dodatkowej z¡stki skalarnej, zwanej bozonem Hig-
gsa, która jako jedyna w Modelu Standardowym nie zostaªa dotyhzas zaobserwowana
do±wiadzalnie. W istoie nie wiadomo nawet zy bozon Higgsa jest z¡stk¡ elemen-
tarn¡ zy te» jakim± stanem zwi¡zanym, a jego niezwykle maªa masa w stosunku do
skali Planka jest ¹ródªem tzw. problemu hierarhii. Chromodynamika kwantowa
jest z±i¡ Modelu Standardowego zwi¡zan¡ z grup¡ SU(3). Jedn¡ z jej najistot-
niejszyh eh jest nieperturbayjny harakter staªej sprz»enia dla maªyh energii, o
uniemo»liwia otrzymanie ilo±iowyh wyników w tym zakresie przy pomoy rozwini-
ia perturbayjnego. Z kolei teoria grawitaji Einsteina nie jest renormalizowalna, o
uniemo»liwia przeprowadzenie jej kwantyzaji jak¡kolwiek standardow¡ metod¡. Tym
niemniej, kwantowe efekty grawitayjne bez w¡tpienia musz¡ odgrywa¢ istotn¡ rol w
warunkah które panowaªy we wzesnyh stadiah rozwoju Wszeh±wiata, lub które
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wystpuj¡ we wntrzu zarnyh dziur.
W elu rozwi¡zania powy»szyh problemów zaproponowano kilka niezwykle in-
teresuj¡yh idei teoretyznyh. Niestety, dotyhzas nie zostaªy one potwierdzone
do±wiadzalnie, azkolwiek wiele ró»norodnyh argumentów przemawia za tym, »e
mog¡ by¢ one istotne przy opisie Przyrody na najbardziej podstawowym poziomie.
Mehanika kwantowa i teoria wzgldno±i mogªyby by¢ unikowane w ramah teorii
strun, która opisuje wszystkie z¡stki elementarne i ih oddziaªywania jako stany je-
dynego fundamentalnego obiektu, zyli struny. Z fenomenologiznego punktu widzenia
najbardziej obieuj¡e wydaj¡ si by¢ teorie superstrun, które posiadaj¡ pewn¡ do-
datkow¡ symetri, tzw. supersymetri. Supersymetria ma istotne konsekwenje tak»e
je±li zapostuluje si j¡ w teoriah pola, a w szzególno±i w Modelu Standardowym.
Przewiduje ona midzy innymi, »e ka»da z¡stka powinna mie¢ swojego superpartnera
o innym spinie. Mimo, »e superpartnerzy znanyh z¡stek elementarnyh dotyhzas
nie zostali zaobserwowani, supersymetryzny Model Standardowy ma wiele zalet: na
przykªad mógªby on pozwoli¢ na rozwi¡zanie problemu hierarhii, jak te» przewiduje
on unikaj staªyh sprz»enia przy du»yh energiah. W zwi¡zku z tym istniej¡
pewne przypuszzenia, i» supersymetria mogªaby by¢ odkryta nawet w najnowszym
akeleratorze LHC w niedalekiej przyszªo±i.
Innym fasynuj¡ym pomysªem teoretyznym jest idea dualno±i, zgodnie z któr¡
zjawiska zahodz¡e poza zakresem stosowalno±i danej teorii mog¡ by¢ opisane przez
teori do niej dualn¡ o zupeªnie odmiennyh stopniah swobody. Jedn¡ z propozyji
realizaji tej idei jest dualno±¢ teorii z ehowaniem i teorii grawitayjnyh, która mo»e
by¢ zrealizowana w teorii strun jako tzw. dualno±¢ otwarto-zamknita.
Supersymetria oraz dualno±¢ s¡ interesuj¡e tak»e dlatego, »e uproszzone teorie
zwi¡zane z tymi ideami s¡ zsto ±i±le rozwi¡zywalne. Bardzo du»e nadzieje wi¡»e
si z faktem, i» szzegóªowe rozwi¡zanie takih teorii pozwoli tak»e na zrozumienie
najistotniejszyh aspektów teorii opisuj¡yh realny ±wiat, i rozwi¡zanie ih w nastp-
nej kolejno±i ju» bez stosowania uproszze«. Takie wªa±nie podej±ie prezentujemy w
niniejszej pray: jest ona po±wiona ±isªym rozwi¡zaniom tzw. teorii topologiznyh,
w któryh wiele skomplikowanyh zjawisk kwantowyh mo»e by¢ jawnie zanalizowanyh
w pewien uproszzony sposób.
Istniej¡ zarówno topologizne teorie pola jak i strun. Uproszzenia w nih wys-
tpuj¡e zwi¡zane s¡ z faktem, i» zazwyzaj teorie te posiadaj¡ du»o mniej zyznyh
stopni swobody ni» teorie okre±lane mianem zyznyh, które opisuj¡ pewne aspekty
Przyrody (jak np. teorie z ehowaniem) lub te» wi¡»e si z nimi takie nadzieje (jak
np. teorie superstrun). Tym niemniej, istnieje wiele motywaji dla studiowania teorii
topologiznyh. Po pierwsze, jak wy»ej wspomniano, w wielu przypadkah s¡ one ±i±le
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rozwi¡zywalne. Po drugie, amplitudy teorii topologiznyh s¡ zsto podzbiorem am-
plitud odpowiednih teorii zyznyh, a zatem ih rozwi¡zanie jest automatyznie z±-
iowym rozwi¡zaniem odpowiednih teorii zyznyh. Ponadto istniej¡ oraz bardziej
przekonuj¡e argumenty na to, i» opis pewnyh rzezywistyh zjawisk, na przykªad
zwi¡zanyh z zahowaniem si materii skondensowanej w bardzo niskih temperatu-
rah, rzezywi±ie wymaga zastosowania teorii topologiznyh. Rozwój tyh teorii ma
tak»e niebywaªy wkªad w wiele dziedzin matematyki, i niejednokrotnie prowadziª do
niespodziewanyh i zaskakuj¡yh rozwi¡za« skomplikowanyh zagadnie« matematy-
znyh.
W niniejszej rozprawie szzególn¡ uwag po±wiamy topologiznym teoriom strun.
Istniej¡ dodatkowe motywaje, opróz tyh wymienionyh wy»ej, by zrozumie¢ t
wªa±nie klas teorii. W ih ramah mo»na ±i±le zrozumie¢ pewne modele dualno±i
otwarto-zamknitej. S¡ one gªboko zwi¡zane z ró»nymi zterowymiarowymi teoriami
pola i pozwalaj¡ na wylizenie wielko±i takih jak prepotenjaªy w teoriah super-
symetryznyh typu N = 2, superpotenjaªy w teoriah typu N = 1, zy te» entropii
pewnej klasy zarnyh dziur. Z matematyznego punktu widzenia topologizne teorie
strun ª¡z¡ na pozór bardzo odlegªe zagadnienia, na przykªad teori Kodairy-Spenera
z teoriami niezmienników Gromova-Wittena, Gopakumara-Vafy, oraz Donaldsona-
Thomasa.
Niniejsza praa po±wiona jest pewnej niezwykªej wªa±iwo±i teorii topolog-
iznyh: w niektóryh sytuajah teorie te okazuj¡ si by¢ zwi¡zane z prostymi mode-
lami krysztaªów znanymi z zyki statystyznej. Modele takie, odpowiadaj¡e topolog-
iznym teoriom pola oraz strun, zdeniowane s¡ odpowiednio poprzez pewne zespoªy
dwu- i trójwymiarowyh partyji, o pozwala konkretnie zinterpretowa¢ amplitudy
topologizne. Ponadto, sumy statystyzne zwi¡zane z takimi modelami krysztaªów
mog¡ by¢ ±i±le wyznazone, i s¡ one równe pewnym amplitudom topologiznym.
Teorie pola oraz strun dla któryh znane s¡ modele krysztaªu zdeniowane s¡ na tzw.
rozmaito±iah Calabi-Yau i w zwi¡zku z tym modele te zwane s¡ krysztaªami Calabi-
Yau.
Reasumuj¡, niniejsza rozprawa po±wiona jest badaniu krysztaªów Calabi-Yau w
teoriah topologiznyh, ze szzególnym uwzgldnieniem topologiznyh teorii strun.
Poni»ej zwi¹le harakteryzujemy wiele niezale»nyh idei zwi¡zanyh z opisan¡ wy»ej
tematyk¡ rozprawy z nadziej¡, »e uªatwi to Czytelnikowi lektur pozostaªyh rozdzi-
aªów. Poza ogólnymi uwagami dotyz¡ymi teorii strun, wszystkie pozostaªe aspekty
poruszone w niniejszym wstpnym rozdziale s¡ du»o bardziej szzegóªowo opisane w
gªównej z±i pray.
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Teoria strun
Podstawowe informaje dotyz¡e teorii strun znale¹¢ mo»na w podrznikah
[1, 2℄. Najwa»niejszym jej zaªo»eniem jest to, i» ¹ródªem wszystkih z¡stek elemen-
tarnyh oraz ih oddziaªywa« s¡ drgania jednowymiarowyh strun. Poruszaj¡ si w
zasoprzestrzeni M struny zakre±laj¡ dwuwymiarow¡ powierzhni ±wiata struny Σ.
Rozró»niamy dwa rodzaje strun: zamknite i otwarte. Powierzhniami ±wiata strun
zamknityh s¡ powierzhnie Riemanna o dowolnym genusie g, ewentualnie z rozi¡ga-
j¡ymi si asymptotyznie ko«ami reprezentuj¡ymi z¡stki nadhodz¡e z niesko«-
zono±i. Z kolei powierzhnie ±wiata strun otwartyh harakteryzowane s¡ zarówno
przez genus g jak te» lizb spójnyh skªadowyh brzegu h. Wspóªrzdne oraz me-
tryk na powierzhni ±wiata oznazamy odpowiednio jako σa oraz gab dla a, b = 1, 2.
Wspóªrzdne zasoprzestrzenne Xµ deniuj¡ odwzorowanie
Xµ : Σ −→M, (1)
natomiast metryk zasoprzestrzenn¡ oznazamy Gµν(X). W ogólno±i teoriom, które
opisuj¡ odwzorowania w pewn¡ nietrywialn¡ zakrzywion¡ przestrze«, nadaje si miano
nieliniowyh modeli sigma, lub po prostu modeli sigma. Klasyzne dziaªanie dla strun
zamknityh jest przykªadem modelu sigma i mo»na je zapisa¢ jako
Sstruna =
1
4πα′
∫
Σ
d2σ g1/2gabGµν∂aX
µ∂bX
ν . (2)
W przypadku strun otwartyh nale»y dodatkowo uwzgldni¢ warunki brzegowe
zwi¡zane z istnieniem ko«ów takih strun. Parametr α′ o wymiarze (dªugo±¢ zaso-
przestrzenna)
2
jest jedyn¡ arbitraln¡ staª¡ w teorii strun. Jest on zwi¡zany z napiiem
struny T poprzez T = (2πα′)−1 i przyjmuje si, i» dªugo±¢ struny jest rzdu ∼ α′1/2.
Jednym ze sposobów kwantyzaji teorii strun jest wprowadzenie aªki po trajekto-
riah Polyakova, która w Euklidesowej sygnaturze przyjmuje posta¢
Z =
∫
DX Dg e−Sstruna.
Klasyzne dziaªanie Sstruna jest konforemnie niezmiennize, w zwi¡zku z zym teoria
kwantowa jest dobrze okre±lona wtedy i tylko wtedy je±li tak»e jest konforemnie niezmi-
enniza. Narzua to bardzo silne warunki na posta¢ zasoprzestrzeni M : jej wymiar
musi by¢ równy 26 oraz musi ona speªnia¢ pró»niowe równania Einsteina
Rµν +O(α′) = 0.
Niemniej jednak, speªnienie powy»szyh warunków nie zapewnia jeszze
poprawno±i teorii, gdy» jej najl»ejszy stan jest tahionem, którego kwadrat masy
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Rysunek 1: Powierzhnie ±wiata strun otwartyh (po lewej) oraz zamknityh (po
prawej).
jest ujemny. Okazuje si, »e zapostulowanie supersymetrii w teorii strun eliminuje z
niej tahiony i zapewnia konsystentnj. W tak zwanym formalizmie Ramonda-Neveu-
Shwarza wi¡»e si to z uwzgldnieniem superpartnerów Xµ oznazanyh jako ψµ, oraz
rozpatrywaniem rozszerzonego dziaªania Polyakova z supersymetri¡ typu N = (2, 2).
Uwa»na analiza takiej teorii pokazuje, »e opróz braku tahionów harakteryzuje si
ona supersymetryznym spektrum z¡stek w zasoprzestrzeni, o ma du»e znazenie
z fenomenologiznego punktu widzenia. W teorii superstrun znikanie anomalii kon-
foremnej tak»e implikuje koniezno±¢ speªnienia pró»niowyh równa« Einsteina w za-
soprzestrzeni, azkolwiek w tym wypadku jej wymiar musi by¢ równy dimM = 10.
W zwi¡zku tym, aby otrzyma¢ fenomenologizny model z zterowymiarow¡ zaso-
przestrzeni¡ reprezentuj¡¡ realny Wszeh±wiat, rozpatruje si teorie z 6 wymiarami
skompaktykowanymi na pewnej rozmaito±i, na tyle maªej by nie byªa obserwowalna
w rzezywisto±i. Warunki zahowania supersymetrii implikuj¡, i» musi to by¢ roz-
maito±¢ Calabi-Yau, zyli rozmaito±¢ o zespolonym wymiarze 3 i znikaj¡ym tensorze
Riiego.
Po wyeliminowaniu tahionów spektrum strunowe skªada si z pewnej ilo±i stanów
bezmasowyh oraz niesko«zonej wie»y stanów masywnyh o masah rzdu ∼ α′−1/2.
W graniy punktowej α′ → 0 wszystkie masywne stany odprzgaj¡ si i teoria strun
redukuje si do tzw. teorii efektywnej dla stanów bezmasowyh. W teorii strun
zamknityh spektrum stanów bezmasowyh skªada si ze stanu o spinie 2, który
mo»na zidentykowa¢ z grawitonem odpowiadaj¡ym metrye Gµν w dziaªaniu (2), an-
tysymetryznego pola Kalba-Ramonda Bµν , oraz dylatonu Φ, który zadaje strunow¡
staª¡ sprz»enia gs = exp Φ. W teorii superstrun wystpuj¡ ponadto tzw. pola R-
R o aªkowitym spinie oraz pola R-NS o poªówkowym spinie. Spektrum strun ot-
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wartyh jest odmienne z powodu warunków zwi¡zanyh z obeno±i¡ ih ko«ów, które
pozwalaj¡ na wprowadzenie dodatkowyh stopni swobody, tzw. zynników Chana-
Patona zwi¡zanyh z pewn¡ grup¡ symetrii Liego. Bezmasowy stan w bozonowej teorii
strun otwartyh ma spin 1 i jego oddziaªywania s¡ odtwarzane przez efektywne dzi-
aªanie Yanga-Millsa z symetri¡ ehowania zwi¡zan¡ z powy»sz¡ grup¡ Liego. Stan ten
mo»e by¢ zatem zidentykowany z polem ehowania Aµ. W teorii supersymetryznej
pojawiaj¡ si tak»e odpowiedni partnerzy supersymetryzni.
Jeszze jednym istotnym skªadnikiem teorii strun s¡ tzw. D-brany. Mog¡ by¢ one
opisane jako podrozmaito±i do któryh zazepione musz¡ by¢ ko«e strun otwartyh.
Obiekt taki nazywamy Dp-bran¡, je±li rozi¡ga si w wymiarze zasowym oraz p wymi-
arah przestrzennyh. D-brany s¡ w istoie nieodª¡znym skªadnikiem teorii strun: po
pierwsze okazuj¡ si one by¢ ¹ródªami dla pól typu R-R, a po drugie pewne symetrie
teorii strun wi¡»¡ je ze zwykªymi strunami fundamentalnymi.
Z uwa»nej analizy wszystkih wspomnianyh wy»ej warunków spójno±i wynika, »e
istnieje 5 niezale»nyh teorii superstrun. Z punktu widzenia niniejszej pray najistot-
niejsze s¡ teorie strun zamknityh typu IIA i IIB. Teorie te zawieraj¡ pola R-R o
szzególnyh spinah, o zwi¡zane jest z istnieniem D-bran bd¡yh ih ¹ródªami o
odpowiednih wymiarah. W szzególno±i, w teorii IIA i IIB Dp-brany harakteryzuj¡
si odpowiednio przestrzennym wymiarem p parzystym i nieparzystym. Pozostaªe kon-
systentne teorie superstrun to teoria strun otwartyh typu I z symetri¡ SO(32) oraz
dwie tzw. teorie heterotyzne z symetriami SO(32) i E8×E8. Ponadto okazuje si, »e
wszystkie te teorie powi¡zane si ró»norodnymi dualno±iami i wedle pewnej ±miaªej
hipotezy reprezentuj¡ one zaledwie kilka szzególnyh grani jednej fundamentalnej
teorii, tzw. M-teorii.
Kompaktykaje Calabi-Yau w teoriah typu II
Jak wspomnieli±my powy»ej, efektywn¡, supersymetryzn¡, zterowymiarow¡
teori mo»na otrzyma¢ poprzez kompaktykaj teorii superstrun na rozmaito±i
Calabi-Yau. Wªasno±i teorii efektywnej, takie jak skªad z¡stek i sposób ih oddzi-
aªywania, zdeterminowane s¡ przez geometri tej rozmaito±i. Idea zawaria infomaji
dotyz¡ej z¡stek elementarnyh we wªasno±iah pewnego obiektu geometryznego
jest niezwykle interesuj¡a. Ilo±¢ rozmaito±i Calabi-Yau jest bardzo du»a, tote» iden-
tykaja jednej z nih jako hipotetyznie odpowiadaj¡ej stanowi Wszeh±wiata nie
jest ªatwa. Niemniej jednak, w ostatnih latah prowadzone s¡ intensywne badania w
tej dziedzinie [97, 98℄.
Aby zrozumie¢ ide kompaktykaji, rozwa»my przypadek teorii superstrun typu
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II na przestrzeni Calabi-Yau M . W teorii IIA redukuje si ona do zterowymi-
arowej teorii supergrawitaji typu N = 2 z h1,1(M) multipletami wektorowymi oraz
(h2,1(M) + 1) hipermultipletami. W teorii IIB ilo±i tyh multipletów s¡ przyporz¡d-
kowane przeiwnie. Multiplety te zawieraj¡ pola skalarne odpowiadaj¡e tak zwanym
moduªom przestrzeni M , które determinuj¡ jej geometryzne wªasno±i, takie jak ksz-
taªt i rozmiar. Nietrywialna konguraja pól skalarnyh w zterowymiarowej zaso-
przestrzeni odpowiada nietrywialnemu rozwªóknieniu nad ni¡ rozmaito±i Calabi-Yau.
W ogólno±i zahowanie tyh pól zadawane jest poprzez ró»ne potenjaªy. Na przykªad,
dla jednego moduªu φ odpowiadaj¡ego aªkowitemu rozmiarowi przestrzni M , z teorii
strun otrzymujemy konkretn¡ posta¢ tzw. potenjaªu Kählera dla zwi¡zanego z nim
multipletu
K = −3 ln(φ+ φ∗).
Mimo i» pola skalarne rzadko wystpuj¡ w Przyrodzie, istotnymi ih przykªadami
które mogªyby wynika¢ z kompaktykaji strunowyh s¡ pole Higgsa oraz hipotetyzny
inaton zwi¡zany z teori¡ inaji kosmiznej. Konkretnyh modele fenomenologizne
wymagaj¡ ozywi±ie bardziej skomplikowanej postai potenjaªów dla pól skalarnyh.
Mehanizmy pozwalaj¡e generowa¢ takie potenjaªy s¡ w ostatnih latah szzegóªowo
badane; tego typu przykªad dyskutowany jest w pray [100℄.
Podjto równie» wiele prób odtworzenia aªego spektrum Modelu Standardowego
poprzez kompaktykaje strunowe. Szzególnie obieuj¡¡ klas¡ takih modeli s¡ tzw.
senariusze branowe. Maj¡ one kilka harakterystyznyh wªa±iwo±i. Aby uwzgld-
ni¢ bozony ehowania, zakªada si, »e nasza zasoprzestrze« pokrywa si z D3-bran¡.
Skªad pól materii zadawany jest poprzez nawiniie  tak»e nawzajem przeinaj¡yh
si  bran na ykle przestrzni Calabi-Yau. Mimo i» teorie typu II prowadz¡ do su-
persymetrii typu N = 2, bardziej prawdopodobny fenomenologiznie przypadek typu
N = 1 mo»na uzyska¢ poprzez kompaktykaje na przestrzeniah z osobliwo±iami,
na przykªad tzw. orbifoldah. Interesuj¡a próba odtworzenia Modelu Standardowego
przedstawiona jest w pray [96℄.
Dualno±¢ teorii z ehowaniem i teorii grawitaji
Jak wy»ej wspomniano, bozony ehowania zwi¡zane s¡ z bezmasowymi stanami
strun otwartyh, natomiast grawitony z bezmasowymi stanami strun zamknityh. W
teorii strun znana jest odpowiednio±¢ pomidzy opisem w jzyku strun otwartyh i
zamknityh, z której zatem wynikaj¡ dualno±i pomidzy teoriami z ehowaniem
i teoriami grawitaji. Po raz pierwszy tego typu dualno±¢ rozwa»aª 't Hooft ju» w
1974 roku [44℄, znajduj¡ ogólne argumenty za tym, i» ka»dej teorii z ehowaniem
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powinna odpowiada¢ pewna teoria strun zamknityh. Jego oryginaln¡ motywaj¡
byªo znalezienie teorii grawitayjnej dualnej do hromodynamiki kwantowej, która poz-
woliªaby zrozumie¢ natur oddziaªywa« silnyh w niskih energiah. Mimo »e problem
ten wi¡» nie jest rozwi¡zany, idea takiej dualno±i staªa si w ostatnih latah szerokim
polem bada«, przede wszystkim dzi odkryiu Maldaeny, i» teori¡ dualn¡ do super-
symetryznej teorii z ehowaniem typu N = 4 jest teoria grawitaji na przestrzeni
AdS (anty de Sittera) [45℄. Wkróte znaleziono wiele podobnyh zwi¡zków dla aªej
klasy tego typu teorii, które okre±la si mianem odpowiednio±i AdS/CFT. Jako »e
bozonowa z±¢ supersymetryznej teorii typu N = 4 jest zwykª¡ teori¡ Yanga-Millsa,
tak¡ sam¡ jak w przypadku hromodynamiki kwantowej, odkryie Maldaeny o»y-
wiªo nadziej na rozwi¡zanie zagadki oddziaªywa« silnyh zgodnie z oryginaln¡ ide¡
't Hoofta. Tym niemniej, du»a ilo±¢ supersymetrii w teorii typu N = 4 powoduje,
»e jest ona konforemnie niezmienniza. Oznaza to w szzególno±i, »e jej staªa
sprz»enia nie zale»y od skali, o jest zahowaniem zupeªnie odmiennym ni» wyj±-
iowy problem nieperturbayjnej staªej sprz»enia dla oddziaªywa« silnyh. Jednak»e
istniej¡ pewne zjawiska zwi¡zane z hromodynamik¡ kwantow¡  jak na przykªad za-
howanie si plazmy gluonowo-kwarkowej  dla któryh nawet przewidywania teorii
supersymetryznej wydaj¡ si mie¢ pewne znazenie. Mo»na mie¢ zatem nadziej, i»
idea dualno±i midzy teoriami z ehowaniem oraz grawitaj¡ oka»e si sªyszna przy
opisie niektóryh aspektów Przyrody.
Istnieje wiele innyh modeli strunowyh opróz teoriami opisanyh powy»ej.
Szzególnie interesuj¡ym przykªadem s¡ przedstawione w dalszej zsi topolog-
izne teorie strun, bd¡e gªównym tematem niniejszej rozprawy. W teoriah tyh
znany jest pewien szzególny przykªad dualno±i otwarto-zamknitej, zwanej dualno±-
i¡ Gopakumara-Vafy, któr¡ mo»na analizowa¢ w ±isªy i ilo±iowy sposób. Zrozumienie
istotnyh aspektów dualno±i otwarto-zamknitej dla tego przypadku mo»e okaza¢ si
enne przy analizie bardziej skomplikowanyh modeli, takih jak hipoteza AdS/CFT,
jak te» natury oddziaªywa« silnyh i kwantowej grawitaji.
Podsumowanie
W tej z±i podsumowali±my wyªaniaj¡y si z teorii strun obraz zjawisk funda-
mentalnyh. Niestety, w hwili obenej nie jest mo»liwe dokonanie jego bezpo±red-
niej eksperymentalnej werykaji. Niemniej jednak, powy»ej zwróili±my uwag na
wiele silnyh ogranize«, które ka»da teoria pretenduj¡a do miana fundamentalnej
powinna speªnia¢. Po pierwsze, w odpowiednih graniah teoria taka powinna odt-
warza¢ znane prawa teorii wzgldno±i i kwantowej teorii pola. Po drugie, sama jej
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struktura matematyzna musi by¢ spójna, o narzua niebanalne warunki z uwagi na
skomplikowany aparat matematyzny stosowany w omawianyh teoriah. Teoria strun
speªnia te wszystkie ogranizenia przy stosunkowo niewielkiej lizbie elegankih za-
ªo»e«. Ponadto, w jej ramah mo»na zrealizowa¢ wiele fenomenologiznie atrakyjnyh
modeli. Pozwala to »ywi¢ nadziej, i» rzezywi±ie jest ona dobrym kandydatem na
teori fundamentaln¡.
Topologizne teorie pola
Kwantow¡ teori pola okre±lon¡ na rozmaito±i M nazywamy topologizn¡, je±li
jej obserwable nie zale»¡ od i¡gªyh deformaji metryki przestrzeni M , i w zwi¡zku
z tym s¡ topologiznymi niezmiennikami M lub pewnyh obiektów z t¡ przestrzeni¡
zwi¡zanyh. Istniej¡ zarówno topologizne teorie pól jak i strun, przy zym znane
s¡ dwa odmienne sposoby konstrukji tyh pierwszyh, które zwi¹le przestawiamy
poni»ej.
Jedna klasa topologiznyh teorii pola to teorie takie, któryh lagran»jany mo»na
zapisa¢ aªkowiie bez u»yia metryki przestrzeni na której s¡ one okre±lone. Taka
sytuaja zahodzi na przykªad wtedy, gdy lagra»jan danej teorii mo»na zapisa¢ je-
dynie przy pomoy form ró»nizkowyh, i ponadto miara w aªe po trajektoriah nie
wprowadza »adnej dodatkowej zale»no±i od metryki. Przykªadem takiej teorii jest
teoria Cherna-Simonsa, której zaskakuj¡e rozwi¡zanie znalezione przez Wittena [25℄
miaªo ogromny wpªyw na t gaª¡¹ zyki matematyznej. Dziaªanie Cherna-Simonsa
dla koneksji ehowania A ma posta¢
SCS =
k
4π
∫
M
Tr
(
A ∧ dA+ 2
3
A ∧A ∧A), (3)
przy zym warunek niezmiennizo±i wzgldem ehowania w teorii kwantowej imp-
likuje i» k musi by¢ lizb¡ aªkowit¡.
Wa»n¡ klas¡ obserwabli w teorii Cherna-Simonsa s¡ warto±i ozekiwane ptli
Wilsona
WKR = 〈TrRPe
H
K
A〉 =
∫
DAeiSCS TrRPe
H
K
A,
oblizane dla pewnej reprezentaji R grupy ehowania i dla zamknitej ptli K.
Z matematyznego punktu widzenia ptla taka deniuje wzeª, a niezmiennizo±¢
powy»szej amplitudy ze wzgldu na i¡gªe deformaje metryki oznaza, i» amplituda
ta jest pewnym niezmiennikiem wzªa K. Najprostszym przykªadem wzªa jest tak
zwany wzeª trywialny, zyli zwykªa niezaw¹lona ptla homeomorzna z okrgiem.
Z kolei jako splot deniuje si obiekt zªo»ony z kilku wzªów i analogiznie warto±i
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ozekiwane ilozynu kilku ptli Wilsona w teorii Cherna-Simonsa s¡ niezmiennikami
splotów. Prostym przykªadem splotu jest tzw. splot Hopfa pokazany na rysunku 2,
zªo»ony z dwóh zaw¹lonyh wzªów trywialnyh, którego niezmienniki mo»na oblizy¢
w teorii Cherna-Simonsa jako
WR1R2 = 〈TrR1Pe
H
K1
A
TrR2Pe
H
K2
A〉. (4)
Je±li jedna z reprezentaji R1, R2 jest trywialna, niezmiennik ten redukuje si do niezmi-
ennika wzªa trywialnego WR•.
Rysunek 2: Splot Hopfa.
Druga klasa topologiznyh teorii pola to tzw. teorie z twistem. Konstruowane s¡
one poprzez zmieszanie symetrii zasoprzestrzennyh z symetri¡ R w teoriah super-
symetryznyh w taki sposób, »e obserwable nowej teorii mo»na uto»sami¢ z klasami
kohomologii pewnego operatora Q typu BRST, a obserwable zwi¡zane z metryk¡ s¡
kohomologiznie trywialne. Cz±¢ wyników przedstawionyh w niniejszej rozprawie
odnosi si do supersymetryznyh teorii typu N = 4 z twistem wprowadzonyh w
pray [27℄.
Topologizne teorie strun
W supersymetryznyh modelah sigma typu N = (2, 2), bd¡yh uogólnieniami
teorii odwzorowa« typu (1), tak»e mo»na wprowadzi¢ powy»ej opisany twist [34, 35℄.
Topologizne teorie strun s¡ zdeniowane poprzez rozwiniie w genusie g, tak »e am-
plituda Fg(t
I) dana jest przez aªk po trajektoriah analogizn¡ do (2), lez zawier-
aj¡¡ dziaªanie dla supersymetryznego modelu sigma z twistem. Caªkowita energia
swobodna strun topologiznyh zdeniowana jest poprzez szereg
Ftop(t
I) =
∑
g=0
Fg(t
I) g2g−2s , (5)
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gdzie parametr gs mierzy wkªady odpowiadaj¡e poszzególnym genusom, i jest inter-
pretowany jako strunowa staªa sprz»enia. Suma statystyzna strun topologiznyh
dana jest jako
Ztop = e
Ftop(tI ). (6)
Konstrukja topologiznyh teorii strun otwartyh jest analogizna, azkolwiek nale»y
uwzgldni¢ w niej powierzhnie Riemanna z brzegiem. W powy»szyh wzorah tI
s¡ tymi samymi moduªami rozmaito±i Calabi-Yau, które wprowadzili±my w dyskusji
kompaktykaji teorii superstrun powy»ej.
W konstrukji strun topologiznyh tak»e pojawiaj¡ si ró»norakie warunki kon-
systenji. Wynika z nih midzy innymi, »e struny te mog¡ si propagowa¢ na roz-
maito±iah Calabi-Yau o zespolonym wymiarze 3. W ogólno±i przestrze« mod-
uªów rozmaito±i Calabi-Yau skªada si z dwóh niezale»nyh z±i, odpowiadaj¡ym
tzw. deformajom Kählera oraz deformajom zespolonym. Deformaje te zwi¡zane
s¡ odpowiednio z modykaj¡ rozmiarów oraz ksztaªtu yklów homologii danej roz-
maito±i. Jak si okazuje, amplitudy w teoriah strun topologiznyh zale»¡ od de-
formaji tylko jednej z tyh klas. W zwi¡zku z tym istniej¡ dwa typy topologiznyh
strun, tzw. model A oraz model B, takie »e:
• W modelu A moduªy tI odpowiadaj¡ jedynie deformajom Kählera, a amplitudy
oblizane w tyh teoriah nie zale»¡ od deformaji zespolonyh.
• W modelu B moduªy tI odpowiadaj¡ jedynie deformajom zespolonym, a ampli-
tudy oblizane w tyh teoriah nie zale»¡ od deformaji Kählera.
Analogiznie jak w zwykªyh teoriah strun omawianyh wze±niej, w teoriah ot-
wartyh strun topologiznyh ko«e strun musz¡ by¢ przymoowane do tzw. bran. W
modelu A brany takie nazywane s¡ A-branami i okazuje si, »e musz¡ one by¢ nawinite
na trójwymiarowe (rzezywiste) podrozmaito±i lagran»owskie przestrzeni Calabi-Yau.
Brany w modelu B nazywane s¡ B-branami i musz¡ by¢ nawinite na zespolone po-
drozmaito±i przestrzeni Calabi-Yau, wi w szzególno±i s¡ one parzystego wymiaru
rzezywistego. Ponadto, teorie modelu A oraz B s¡ z sob¡ zwi¡zane tzw. symetri¡
lustrzan¡, wedle której wszystkie rozmaito±i Calabi-Yau mo»na pogrupowa¢ w pary,
takie »e moduªy Kählera jednej z rozmaito±i w danej parze odwzorowywane s¡ w
moduªy zespolone drugiej rozmaito±i i vie versa. Manifestaj¡ symetrii lustrzanej w
topologiznyh teoriah strun jest równo±¢ odpowiednih amplitud modelu A dla jednej
rozmaito±i oraz amplitud modelu B dla drugiej rozmaito±i w danej parze. Ponadto
symetria lustrzana odwzorowuje A-brany w B-brany i vie versa.
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Zwi¡zek z teoriami superstrun
Fakt, i» zasoprzestrze« w teorii strun topologiznyh musi by¢ rozmaito±i¡ Calabi-
Yau o zespolonym wymiarze 3, jest odpowiednikiem dyskutowanego wze±niej warunku
istnienia 10-wymiarowej zasoprzestrzeni w teorii superstrun. W istoie 6 rzezy-
wistyh wymiarów skompaktykowanyh na rozmaito±i Calabi-Yau w teorii super-
strun w elu uzyskania efektywnej zterowymiarowej teorii mo»na w ±isªy sposób
uto»sami¢ z trzema zespolonymi wymiarami rozmaito±i Calabi-Yau w teorii strun
topologiznyh. Zbie»no±¢ ta jest ¹ródªem gªbokiego zwi¡zku pomidzy teori¡ super-
strun i strun topologiznyh, i w konsekwenji teorie strun topologiznyh zawieraj¡
wiele interesuj¡yh informaji o efektywnyh teoriah w 4 wymiarah ortogonalnyh do
rozmaito±i Calabi-Yau w kompaktykajah superstrunowyh. Lizne zwi¡zki z teo-
riami zterowymiarowymi s¡ tak»e siln¡ motywaj¡ dla dogªbnego studiowania strun
topologiznyh, niezale»nie od ih pozostaªyh wªa±iwo±i. Oto kilka przykªadów ta-
kih wªa±nie zwi¡zków:
• Moduªy Kählera i zespolone, od któryh zale»¡ amplitudy w modelu A i B zden-
iowane na rozmaito±i Calabi-Yau, s¡ zwi¡zane odpowiednio z multipletami wek-
torowymi oraz hipermultipletami w kompaktykaji teorii IIA na tej samej roz-
maito±i. W teorii IIB multiplety te s¡ zamienione rolami.
• Amplitudy Fg(tI) wprowadzone we wzorze (5) okazuj¡ si by¢ podzbiorem
amplitud superstrunowyh zwi¡zanyh z rozpraszaniem grawitonów i ih su-
persymetryznyh partnerów (tzw. grawifotonów) w efektywnej teorii super-
symetryznej teorii pola typu N = 2 [36, 37℄.
• Energia swobodna strun topologiznyh Ftop na odpowiednio dobranej roz-
maito±i Calabi-Yau odtwarza tzw. prepotenjaª, który zawiera ±isª¡ nieper-
turbayjn¡ informaj o rozwi¡zaniah instantonowyh w odpowiedniej super-
symetryznej teorii z ehowaniem typu N = 2 [29, 30℄.
• Energia swobodna Ftop wyznaza tak»e wkªad do superpotenjaªu dla multipletów
zwi¡zanyh z moduªami tI rozmaito±i Calabi-Yau M w teorii z ehowaniem
typu N = 1 w obeno±i strumieni pewnyh pól przehodz¡yh przez ykle M
[95℄. Ponadto, w wyniku szzególnej realizaji dualno±i 't Hoofta która odw-
zorowuje strumienie pól w D-brany [63℄, superpotenjaª ten mo»na zinterpre-
towa¢ jako superpotenjaª dla stanu zwi¡zanego pól ehowania w odpowiedniej
teorii typu N = 1.
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• W teoriah supergrawitaji mo»liwe jest opisanie mikroskopowyh stopni swo-
body pewnej klasy zarnyh dziur jako zespoªów D-bran. W szzególno±i
zostaªo zapostulowane, »e suma statystyzna dla tyh zarnyh dziur Zczarna dziura
zwi¡zana jest z suma statystyzn¡ odpowiedniej topologiznej teorii strun [43℄
Zczarna dziura = |Ztop|2. (7)
Mimo i» analiza powy»szyh zwi¡zków nie jest gªównym tematem niniejszej
rozprawy, wyniki tu przedstawione zawieraj¡ szereg amplitud dla strun topologiznyh,
które w efekie mog¡ mie¢ znazenie tak»e w pewnyh teoriah zterowymiarowyh.
Dualno±¢ Gopakumara-Vafy
Podobnie jak w zwykªyh teoriah strun, teorie efektywne zwi¡zane z bezmasowymi
modami strun otwartyh i zamknityh istniej¡ tak»e dla strun topologiznyh. W
istoie wszystkie stany masywne w teoriah strun topologiznyh odprzgaj¡ si od
zyznyh amplitud, w zwi¡zku z zym odpowiednie teorie efektywne s¡ jednoze±nie
teoriami ±isªymi. Takie teorie efektywne maj¡ tak»e topologizny harakter i zsto
s¡ o wiele prostsze do rozwi¡zania ni» zwi¡zane z nimi teorie strun. Fakt ten le»y u
podstaw wielu wyników uzyskanyh w niniejszej pray.
Jak zostaªo wykazane przez Wittena w pray [48℄, dyskutowana wze±niej teoria
Cherna-Simonsa jest ±isª¡ teori¡ efektywn¡ dla otwartyh strun topologiznyh. W
przypadku modelu A  który jest gªównym obiektem naszyh zainteresowa«  t
odpowiednio±¢ mo»na podsumowa¢ jako nastpuj¡¡ równowa»no±¢
otwarte struny topologizne
okre±lone na T ∗M
⇐⇒ teoria Cherna-Simonsa
okre±lona na M
(8)
gdzie M jest lagran»owsk¡ podrozmaito±i¡ rzezywistego wymiaru 3 peªnej wi¡zki
kostyznej T ∗M (bd¡ej rozmaito±i¡ Calabi-Yau o wymiarze zespolonym 3), przy
zym na yklM jest nawinityh N A-bran w teorii strun otwartyh. W teorii Cherna-
Simonsa N odpowiada rzdowi grupy ehowania.
Aby kontynuowa¢ nasze rozwa»ania dotyz¡e topologiznyh teorii strun musimy
przypomnie¢ sªynn¡ dualno±¢ 't Hoofta pomidzy teori¡ z ehowaniem a pewn¡ teori¡
strun zamknityh [44℄, w graniy du»ego rzdu grupy ehowania N . Zwi¡zek ten jest
ozywisty je±li dokona si rozwiniia amplitud teorii z ehowaniem w potgah N .
Rozwiniie takie jest szzególnie ªatwo uzyska¢ w tzw. notaji 't Hoofta, która ró»ni
si od notaji zwykªyh diagramów Feynmana jedynie poszerzeniem linii reprezentuj¡-
yh pola ehowania. W efekie takiego poszerzenia powstaj¡ dwie krawdzie, które
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Rysunek 3: Diagram planarny w notaji 't Hoofta po lewej stronie mo»na narysowa¢
na sferze, zyli powierzhni o genusie g = 0. Diagramy które nie s¡ planarne
mo»na narysowa¢ na powierzhni o wikszym genusie; w przykªadzie po prawej stronie
powierzhni¡ t¡ jest torus o genusie g = 1. Wkªad od ustalonego diagramu w no-
taji 't Hoofta jest proporjonalny do λE−VNh, gdzie E, V i h s¡ odpowiednio lizb¡
propagatorów, wierzhoªków i spójnyh skªadowyh brzegu.
reprezentuj¡ dwa indeksy reprezentaji doª¡zonej. Przykªady diagramów w notaji
't Hoofta przedstawione s¡ na rysunku 3. Najistotniejsz¡ obserwaj¡ jest to, »e am-
plituda dla ka»dego takiego diagramu jest proporjonalna do ustalonej potgi N oraz
staªej sprz»enia λ i mo»e by¢ narysowana na powierzhni Riemanna o genusie g i
h spójnyh skªadowyh brzegu. Energia swobodna teorii jest sum¡ takih wªa±nie
pró»niowyh diagramów oznazanyh przez Fg,h
F pert =
∑
g,h
Fg,h λ
2g−2th,
gdzie t = Nλ jest tzw. staª¡ sprz»enia 't Hoofta. Istot¡ pomysªu 't Hoofta jest
obserwaja, i» w graniy du»egoN wykonanie w powy»szej amplitudzie sumy po hmo»e
by¢ zinterpretowane jako wypeªnienie wszystkih dziur w odpowiednih powierzhniah
Riemanna, o prowadzi do rozwiniia w genusie dla powierzhni bez brzegu. Dla teorii
Cherna-Simonsa mo»na zapisa¢
FCSg (t) = F
non−pert
g +
∞∑
h=0
Fg,ht
h, (9)
gdzie F non−pertg s¡ wyrazami nieperturbayjnymi w rozwiniiu 't Hoofta. W ogól-
no±i takie rozwiniie w genusie jest harakterystyzne dla teorii strun zamknityh,
je±li Fg(t) zinterpretuje si jako amplitud strun zamknityh dla genusu g, natomi-
ast parametr t uto»sami si z pewnym moduªem zasoprzestrzennej rozmaito±i tej
teorii strun. W szzególno±i, identykuj¡ stany strun zamknityh ze wzbudzeniami
grawitayjnymi, prowadzi to do dualno±i pomidzy dan¡ teori¡ ehowania i teori¡
grawitayjn¡.
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Du»a z±¢ wyników niniejszej pray zwi¡zana jest z niezwykle interesuj¡ym
przykªadem dualno±i 't Hoofta znalezionym przez Gopakumara i Vaf dla teorii topo-
logiznyh [51℄. Zidentykowali oni teori dualn¡ do teorii Cherna-Simonsa na S3
jako model A topologiznyh strun zamknityh na rozmaito±i zwanej rozwi¡zanym
konifoldem. Rozwi¡zany konifold jest prostym, azkolwiek nietrywialnym przykªadem
rozmaito±i Calabi-Yau zawieraj¡ym nietrywialn¡ sfer S2. W tej odpowiednio±i
staªe sprz»enia teorii Cherna-Simonsa oraz strun s¡ z sob¡ identykowane, natomiast
staªa sprz»enia 't Hoofta t jest identykowana z rozmiarem sfery S2 w rozwi¡zanym
konifoldzie. W szzególno±i, Gopakumar i Vafa pokazali expliite równo±¢ rozwiniia
energii swobodnej dla strun topologiznyh (5) oraz zsumowanego rozwiniia Cherna-
Simonsa (9)
FCSg (t) = F
konifold
g (t).
Podsumowuj¡, w modelu A strun topologiznyh
teoria Cherna-Simonsa
okre±lona na S3
⇐⇒ zamknite struny topologizne
na rozwi¡zanym konifoldzie
(10)
Powy»sze obserwaje mo»na zinterpretowa¢ w nastpuj¡y sposób. Ze zwi¡zku
(8) dla M = S3 oraz (10) wynika, i» w graniy du»yh N model A topologiznyh
strun otwartyh na T ∗S3 jest równowa»ny modelowi A topologiznyh strun zamkni-
tyh na rozwi¡zanym konifoldzie. Jest to przykªad dualno±i otwarto-zamknitej
pomidzy dwoma teoriami strun. Ponadto, T ∗S3 jest rozmaito±i¡ Calabi-Yau zwan¡
zdeformowanym konifoldem, zawieraj¡¡ nietrywialn¡ trójsfer S3. Zarówno konifold
rozwi¡zany jak i zdeformowany s¡ dwoma wygªadzeniami osobliwego konifoldu, który
jest opisywany nastpuj¡ym równaniem w C4 ze wspóªrzdnymi (z1, . . . , z4)
z21 + z
2
2 + z
2
3 + z
2
4 = 0.
Powy»sza dualno±¢ mo»e by¢ zobrazowana jako i¡gªy proes, w którym trójsfera S3
w zdeformowanym konifoldzie kurzy si aªkowiie, po zym nastpuje rozszerzanie
sfery S2 odpowiadaj¡ej konifoldowi rozwi¡zanemu. Równoze±nie znika N A-bran
które byªy nawinite na S3, zemu towarzyszy pojawienie si stopni swobody strun
zamknityh. Proes ten, zwany przemian¡ geometryzn¡ Gopakumara-Vafy, pokazany
jest shematyznie na rysunku 4.
Wierzhoªek topologizny
Z dualno±i Gopakumara-Vafy wynika równo±¢ sum statystyznyh dla teorii
zamknityh strun topologiznyh na rozwi¡zanym konifoldzie oraz teorii Cherna-
Simonsa na S3. Okazuje si, »e zwi¡zek ten mo»na uogólni¢ w sposób, który pozwala na
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Rysunek 4: Przemiana Gopakumara-Vafy pomidzy modelem A otwartyh strun topo-
logiznyh na zdeformowanym konifoldzie oraz zamknitymi strunami topologiznymi
na rozwi¡zanym konifoldzie.
oblizanie amplitud strun topologiznyh w modelu A dla aªej klasy niezwartyh, to-
ryznyh rozmaito±i Calabi-Yau. Z deniji, rozmaito±¢ toryzn¡ mo»na przedstawi¢
jako rozwªóknienie torusów nad pewn¡ baz¡. Peªna informaja o takim rozwªóknieniu
mo»e by¢ zawarta w postai dwuwymiarowego diagramu, którego krawdzie reprezen-
tuj¡ podrozmaito±i przestrzeni bazowej, wzdªu» któryh jedno z dziaªa« S1 jest zde-
generowane. Podstawowym elementem takiego diagramu jest wierzhoªek z trzema
odnogami, który reprezentuje pojedynzy lokalny ukªad wspóªrzdnyh C3. Wzajemne
sklejenie takih lokalnyh ukªadów wspóªrzdnyh jest reprezentowane na diagramie
jako sklejenie dwóh wierzhoªków wzdªu» wspólnego odinka reprezentuj¡ego nietry-
wialn¡ sfer S2 zawart¡ w rozmaito±i. Caªy dwuwymiarowy diagram zawiera infor-
maj, jak lokalne ukªady wspóªrzdnyh C3 s¡ sklejone w peªn¡ toryzn¡ rozmaito±¢
Calabi-Yau. Przykªad takiego diagramu dla rozwi¡zanego konifoldu pokazany jest na
rysunku 5.
Diagramatyzny sposób przedstawienia rozmaito±i Calabi-Yau mo»na równie»
uogólni¢ do oblizania ró»norakih amplitud strun topologiznyh, poprzez przyp-
isanie pewnej konkretnej amplitudy do pojedynzego wierzhoªka. Amplituda taka
jest funkj¡ q = e−gs gdzie gs jest strunow¡ staª¡ sprz»enia. Jest ona oznazana
jako CR1R2R3 i reprezentuje konguraje strun otwartyh o ko«ah umieszzonyh
na trzeh ukªadah bran, któryh konguraje s¡ zakodowane w diagramah Younga
Ri, i = 1, 2, 3. Amplituda ta nazywana jest wierzhoªkiem topologiznym i zostaªa
wyprowadzona w pray [64℄. Wyprowadzenie to w aªo±i opiera si na dualno±i
Gopakumara-Vafy, a wierzhoªek topologizny wyra»ony jest poprzez niezmienniki
splotu Hopfa (4) w graniy du»ego N , o uwidaznia zwi¡zek strun topologiznyh
z teori¡ Cherna-Simonsa. W istoie oblizanie amplitud strun topologiznyh w for-
malizmie wierzhoªka topologiznego przypomina reguªy Feynmana, przy zym poje-
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Rysunek 5: Rozwi¡zany konifold jest reprezentowany przez diagram zªo»ony z dwóh
wierzhoªków reprezentuj¡yh lokalne ukªady wspóªrzdnyh C3 poª¡zonyh wzdªu»
wspólnego odinka odpowiadaj¡ego nietrywialnej sferze S2.
dynzy diagram reprezentuje aª¡ rozmaito±¢ Calabi-Yau, a jego wierzhoªki i propa-
gatory odpowiadaj¡ strunom propaguj¡ym si w lokalnyh ukªadah wspóªrzdnyh
oraz nawinitym na nietrywialne sfery wewn¡trz rozmaito±i. Formalizm wierzhoªka
topologiznego pozwala równie» na wyznazenie amplitud topologiznyh w obeno±i
bran.
Wiele wyników otrzymanyh przy u»yiu wierzhoªka topologiznego zostaªo porów-
nanyh z bezpo±rednimi rahunkami w topologiznej teorii strun, oraz sprawdzonyh
innymi nietrywialnymi metodami. Zgodno±¢ uzyskana we wszystkih tyh przypad-
kah jest bardzo silnym potwierdzeniem dualno±i otwarto-zamknitej. Poza niebywaª¡
mo»liwo±i¡ ilo±iowego sprawdzenia przewidywa« tej dualno±i, formalizmwierzhoªka
topologiznego niezmiernie upraszza rahunki amplitud strun topologiznyh, z zego
wielokrotnie bdziemy korzysta¢ w niniejszej pray.
Krysztaªy Calabi-Yau
Powy»ej podsumowali±my konstrukj topologiznyh teorii strun, jak te»
ró»norodne motywaje zyzne i matematyzne stoj¡e za wyznazeniem i analiz¡ ih
amplitud. Opisali±my równie» jak dualno±¢ otwarto-zamknita jest realizowana w topo-
logiznyh teoriah strun i w jaki sposób prowadzi ona do sformuªowania wierzhoªka
topologiznego, który pozwala na oblizenie amplitud strun topologiznyh w modelu A
na szerokiej klasie niezwartyh toryznyh rozmaito±i Calabi-Yau. W pierwszej hwili
wydawa¢ by si mogªo, »e struktura tyh amplitud jest niezmiernie skomplikowana 
sama amplituda wierzhoªka topologiznego CR1R2R3 jest wysoe nietrywialn¡ funkj¡
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q = e−gs. Jednak»e, w topologiznyh teoriah strun modelu A ukryta jest niezwykªa
prostota i eleganja okazuje si, »e s¡ one ±i±le zwi¡zane ze statystyznymi modelami
topnienia krysztaªów. W szzególno±i, ih amplitudy s¡ równe sumom statystyznym
po wszystkih kongurajah topniej¡ego krysztaªu. Obserwaja ta pozwala zinter-
pretowa¢ rozmaito±i Calabi-Yau jako rozmaito±i kwantowe w jzyku odpowiednio
rozumianej kwantowej geometrii. Ka»da konguraja krysztaªu mo»e by¢ zinterpre-
towana jako kwantowa uktuaja zmieniaj¡a struktur zasoprzestrzeni i mo»na j¡
tak»e opisa¢ w jzyku pewnej efektywnej teorii grawitaji w tej zasoprzestrzeni [74℄.
Suma po uktuuj¡yh topologiah zasoprzestrzeni jest te» nazywana pian¡ kwantow¡,
a ta teoria grawitayjna, jako »e jest efektywn¡ teori¡ strun zamknityh z rysunku 4,
jest równoze±nie teori¡ dualn¡ do teorii Cherna-Simonsa. W ten sposób otrzymujemy
niezwykle interesuj¡y przykªad odpowiednio±i teorii z ehowaniem i teorii graw-
itayjnej, którego ±isªa ilo±iowa analiza mo»e by¢ przeprowadzona. Aby podkre±li¢
zwi¡zek modeli statystyznyh oraz topologiznyh teorii strun, te pierwsze zwane s¡ w
tym kontek±ie krysztaªami Calabi-Yau  i wªa±nie one s¡ gªównym tematem niniejszej
rozprawy.
Krysztaªy Calabi-Yau zwi¡zane z topologiznymi teoriami strun s¡ zdeniowane
w trzeh wymiarah rzezywistyh, o jest zwi¡zane z obeno±i¡ trzeh wymiarów
zespolonyh przestrzeni Calabi-Yau. Najprostszy przykªad takiego krysztaªu jest
zdeniowany poprzez trójwymiarowe partyje, które wypeªniaj¡ dodatni oktant Z
3
.
Trójwymiarowa partyja jest  w ±i±le okre±lonym sensie  maksymalnie upakowan¡
konguraj¡ zªo»on¡ z elementarnyh kostek zlokalizowanyh wokóª naro»nika krysz-
taªu, jak na rysunku 6. Ka»da taka konguraja π reprezentuje jeden stan topniej¡ego
krysztaªu, a jej wkªad do sumy statystyznej krysztaªu zadany jest przez lizb kostek
|π| wa»on¡ pewnym parametrem q. W przypadku zwykªyh opisanyh tutaj trójwymi-
arowyh partyji, ih suma statystyzna zadana jest tzw. funkj¡ MMahona
M(q) =
∑
π
q|π| =
∞∏
n=1
1
(1− qn)n .
Okazuje si, i» suma statystyzna (6) topologiznyh strun zamknityh modelu A na
rozmaito±iC3 jest tak»e dana przez t funkj, je±li strunow¡ staª¡ sprz»enia uto»sami
si jako q = e−gs. Otrzymujemy zatem zaskakuj¡y zwi¡zek
ZC
3
top = M(q) =
∑
π
q|π|.
W ostatnih latah znaleziono wiele innyh równowa»no±i pomidzy bardziej skom-
plikowanymi rozmaito±iami Calabi-Yau oraz bardziej skomplikowanymi modelami
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krysztaªów. W szzególno±i, amplituda wierzhoªka topologiznego jest równie»
zwi¡zana ze zlizaniem pewnego szzególnego zespoªu trójwymiarowyh partyji 
takih, które asymptotyznie d¡»¡ do ustalonyh dwuwymiarowyh partyji R1, R2, R3
poªo»onyh w niesko«zono±i wzdªu» trzeh osi dodatniego oktantu Z3
CR1R2R3 ∼M(q)−1
∑
π→{R1,R2,R3}
q|π|.
Powy»sze zwi¡zki zostaªy po raz pierwszy zaobserwowane w pray [73℄, która zapo-
z¡tkowaªa rozwój aªej tej dziedziny.
Rysunek 6: Przykªad trójwymiarowej partyji odpowiadaj¡ej pewnej konguraji
krysztaªu Calabi-Yau.
Tre±¢ rozprawy
Gªównym tematem niniejszej rozprawy jest realizaja modelu A teorii strun topo-
logiznyh jako modeli krysztaªów Calabi-Yau. W rozprawie wprowadzamy nowe mod-
ele krysztaªu, udowadniamy ih zwi¡zek z teori¡ strun topologiznyh na odpowiednih
rozmaito±iah, oraz analizujemy je pod wieloma wzgldami, w szzególno±i rozwa»a-
j¡ ró»ne konguraje bran i zwi¡zek ih amplitud z niezmiennikami wzªów. Ponadto,
rozwijamy tak»e formalizm wierzhoªka topologiznego i wykorzystujemy go przy anal-
izie przestrzeni Calabi-Yau zwi¡zanyh z jednym z wprowadzonyh przez nas modeli
krysztaªu.
Krysztaªy Calabi-Yau mo»na wprowadzi¢ tak»e dla zterowymiarowyh teorii topo-
logiznyh z twistem. W tym kontek±ie modele krysztaªu s¡ dwuwymiarowe i zwi¡zane
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s¡ ze zlizaniem ró»nego rodzaju dwuwymiarowyh partyji. W niniejszej pray
wprowadzamy tak»e takie modele dla teorii supersymetryznej N = 4 z twistem
na przestrzeniah ALE typu C2/Zk i wyprowadzamy zwi¡zek ih funkji podziaªu z
harakterami aniznyh algebr Liego wykazany w praah [26, 27℄. W istoie modele
dwuwymiarowe wprowadzamy w rozprawie w pierwszej kolejno±i, w pewnym sensie
jako przygotowanie do analizy bardziej skomplikowanyh modeli trójwymiarowyh.
Plan rozprawy jest nastpuj¡y. Rozdziaªy 2-4 maj¡ wstpny harakter, i prezen-
tujemy w nih wszystkie skªadniki koniezne do zrozumienia dalszyh rozwa»a«.
W rozdziale 2, po ogólnym przedstawieniu rozmaito±i Calabi-Yau, wprowadzamy
przestrzenie ALE o dwu wymiarah zespolonyh, oraz toryzne przestrzenie w trzeh
wymiarah zespolonyh wraz z ih opisem przy pomoy diagramów toryznyh.
Szzególn¡ uwag po±wiamy konifoldom i ih przemianom geometryznym. W
rozdziale 3 wprowadzamy dwa rodzaje topologiznyh teorii pól: teorie typu Shwarza
i Wittena (zwane te» teoriami kohomologiznymi). Przykªadem teorii typu Shwarza
jest teoria Cherna-Simonsa, dla której prezentujemy zarówno ±isªe rozwi¡zanie jak
te» zwi¡zek z niezmiennikami wzªów. Nastpnie wprowadzamy teorie kohomolog-
izne, konstruowane przez wprowadzenie twistu. W rozdziale 4 dyskutujemy ró»ne
aspekty topologiznej teorii strun, poz¡wszy od ih konstrukji jako modeli sigma
z twistem. Nastpnie skupiamy si na modelu A strun topologiznyh: wyja±niamy
jak amplitudy strun zamknityh mog¡ by¢ zakodowane w niezmiennikah Gromova-
Wittena i Gopakumara-Vafy, oraz w jaki sposób teorie strun otwartyh redukuj¡ si
do teorii Cherna-Simonsa. Ponadto analizujemy przemiany geometryzne: przemian
op oraz przemian Gopakumara-Vafy. Wreszie wprowadzamy formalizm wierzhoªka
topologiznego, którego w du»ym stopniu u»ywamy w dalszyh rozdziaªah pray.
Pozostaªe ztery rozdziaªy po±wione s¡ analizie krysztaªów Calabi-Yau. W
szzególno±i, rozdziaªy 5, 7 i 8 zawieraj¡ oryginalne rezultaty niniejszej rozprawy.
W rozdziale 5 wprowadzamy dwuwymiarowe modele krysztaªu dla teorii super-
symetryznyh typu N = 4 z twistem na przestrzeniah ALE i dowodzimy ih zwi¡zku
z harakterami aniznyh algebr Liego. W rozdziale 6 wprowadzamy trójwymiarowe
krysztaªy Calabi-Yau zdeniowane jako ró»ne zespoªy statystyzne trójwymiarowyh
partyji. Wyja±niamy ih zwi¡zek z topologiznymi teoriami strun, szzególn¡ uwag
po±wiaj¡ interpretaji amplitudy wierzhoªka topologiznego jako sumy statysty-
znej krysztaªu oraz bran jako defektów w krysztaªah. W rozdziale 7 deniujemy
modele krysztaªu z jedn¡, dwoma i trzema ±ianami, równie» w obeno±i defektów
reprezentuj¡yh brany, i znajdujemy amplitudy dla takih konguraji. W przy-
padkah gdy jest to zasadne, interpretujemy znalezione amplitudy jako niezmienniki
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wzªów. W rozdziale 8 analizujemy przestrzenie Calabi-Yau odpowiadaj¡e modelom
krysztaªu wprowadzonym w rozdziale 7, i u»ywaj¡ formalizmu wierzhoªka topolog-
iznego udowadniamy, »e amplitudy dla tyh przestrzeni s¡ równe sumom statysty-
znym dla odpowiednih krysztaªów. Uogólniamy tak»e formalizm wierzhoªka topo-
logiznego na przypadek pewnej klasy geometrii oraz u»ywamy tego uogólnienia do
analizy tzw. geometrii zamknitego wierzhoªka topologiznego i jej przemiany geome-
tryznej typu op.
W dodatkah podsumowujemy ró»ne zagadnienia zwi¡zane przede wszystkim
z tehnikami rahunkowymi u»ywanymi w niniejszej rozprawie. W dodatku A
wprowadzamy nastpuj¡e obiekty, które wielokrotnie wystpuj¡ w pray: dwuwymi-
arowe partyje, zwi¡zan¡ z nimi teori swobodnyh dwuwymiarowyh fermionów,
anizne algebry Liego i ih haraktery, oraz funkje symetryzne. Dodatek B zawiera
podsumowanie formalizmu rahunkowego wierzhoªka topologiznego oraz uproszzone
reguªy oblizania topologiznyh amplitud strunowyh dla pewnej szzególnej klasy
rozmaito±i.
Oto zwizªe omówienie bibliograi. Pozyje [1℄-[11℄ to podrzniki do teorii strun,
geometrii algebraiznej, konforemnej teorii pola, teorii wzªów, oraz zagadnie« kombi-
natoryznyh. Artykuªy przegl¡dowe [12℄-[23℄ dotyz¡ ró»nyh aspektów teorii topo-
logiznyh. Pozyje [24℄-[33℄ traktuj¡ o topologiznyh teoriah pola oraz ih zwi¡zkah
z rahunkiem instantonowym. Pozyje [34℄-[43℄ to referenje dotyz¡e topologiznej
teorii strun, z uwzgldnieniem kilku szzególnyh wyników któryh u»ywamy. Dual-
no±¢ teorii z ehowaniem i grawitaji, a w szzególno±i jej realizaja w topologiznej
teorii strun poprzez zwi¡zek z teori¡ Cherna-Simonsa i teori¡ wzªów, dyskutowane
s¡ w praah [44℄-[63℄. Teoria wierzhoªka topologiznego jest rozwinita w praah
[64℄-[72℄. Rozwój tematyki krysztaªów Calabi-Yau oraz innyh pokrewnyh modeli
statystyznyh odzwieriedlaj¡ publikaje [73℄-[90℄. Pozyje [91℄-[100℄ dotyz¡ kilku
szzególnyh matematyznyh i zyznyh zagadnie« zwi¡zanyh z naszymi rozwa»a-
niami.
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Chapter 1
Introdution and summary
What are the fundamental laws of Nature is one of the oldest and still atual
questions asked by man. During the twentieth entury it has been established that
these laws inlude General Relativity and Quantum Mehanis. General Relativity is
responsible for the behaviour of matter on large sales, presumably extending to the size
of the Universe. The domain of Quantum Mehanis, or more generally Quantum Field
Theory, is restrited to mirosales. In partiular, at the present state of knowledge,
almost all proesses in the quantum world are desribed by the Standard Model, a
partiular realisation of Quantum Field Theory rules in terms of a gauge theory with
SU(3)× SU(2)× U(1) gauge group.
However, it is not known how to reonile Quantum Mehanis with General Rel-
ativity, and despite their great suesses there are still many inexpliable phenomena
in quantum and gravitational theories whih desribe Nature. Examples of suh phe-
nomena, whih undoubtedly belong to the greatest unsolved riddles of Nature, are the
breaking of the eletroweak symmetry, the low energy desription of QCD and high
energy desription of Einstein's gravity. The eletroweak symmetry is related to the
SU(2) × U(1) gauge group of the Standard Model, and it is known that it is sponta-
neously broken via the Higgs mehanism, whih requires the existene of a salar Higgs
partile. This is the only partile in the Standard Model whih has not been disovered
in experiment; in fat it is not known whether this is indeed an elementary partile or
a omposite eld, and its small mass as ompared to the Plank sale is the origin of
the so-alled hierarhy problem. QCD is a part of the Standard Model related to the
SU(3) gauge group, and one of its main features is the fat that in low energies its
oupling onstant gets large, so that relying on the perturbative expansion  the main
approah of obtaining quantitative preditions in the Standard Model  is no longer
possible. On the other hand Einstein's gravity is a non-renormalisable theory and it
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annot be quantised in any standard way, even though it is strongly believed that in
extremely high energy onditions  whih we expet to arise in the Early Universe or
inside blak-holes  quantum gravitational eets must play a role.
Nonetheless, there are some very attrative ideas how to address the above prob-
lems. Unfortunately, at present they are not onrmed by any experiment, but there
are various arguments suggesting they are serious andidates to desribe Nature on the
most fundamental level. Quantum Mehanis and General Relativity an be reoniled
within String Theory, whih unies the known onstituents of matter and priniples
governing their interations into states and behaviour of a single entity, the string.
The most attrative phenomenologial features appear to arise in superstring theories,
whih posses an additional symmetry, the so-alled supersymmetry. The supersymme-
try is a very appealing theoretial idea whih has also very interesting onsequenes
when applied to eld theories, in partiular to the Standard Model. Among the oth-
ers, it predits that all partiles should have their superpartners with dierent spins.
Even though these superpartners so far have not been observed, the existene of su-
persymmetry would have many advantages from the phenomenologial point of view.
In partiular, it ould provide a solution of the hierarhy problem, as well as impose
a uniation of the Standard Model gauge ouplings, so that it is even speulated it
might be disovered at the LHC in the near future.
Another interesting theoretial idea is that the physis in the regimes inaessible
for a desription in one theory ould be governed by a dual theory whih do have a
preditable power, although its fundamental degrees of freedom are ompletely dierent
than in the original theory. One proposed realisation of this idea is the gauge-gravity
duality, whih states that in omplementary regimes gauge theories should have a dual
desription as gravitational theories and vie versa. In partiular, this duality an be
realised in String Theory as the so-alled open-losed duality.
Supersymmetry or gauge-gravity duality are very interesting for yet another reason:
it turns out that ertain simplied theories with these features are muh more tratable
or even exatly solvable. It is believed that understanding suh theories ould provide
an essential insight how to takle the real fundamental theories in the next step, ex-
luding these simpliations. This is also the approah we assume in this thesis: it is
devoted to studying exat solutions of the so-alled topologial theories, in whih many
non-trivial phenomena of the quantum world an be expliitly analysed in a simplied
setting.
There are both topologial eld and string theories. Their simpliity is related to
the fat that they usually posses muh less physial degrees of freedom than theories
whih we refer to as physial ones, whih desribe (as gauge theories) or are hoped
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to desribe (as for example ordinary superstring theories) some aspets of Nature.
However, there are many motivations for studying topologial theories. Firstly, in many
ases they are exatly solvable. Seondly, it often happens the amplitudes omputed in
a topologial theory onstitute a subsetor of amplitudes of a ertain physial theory, so
the solution of a topologial theory provides us automatially with a partial solution
of this related physial theory. Apparently, there is also a growing evidene there
are some phenomena in Nature desribed by topologial eld theories, as for example
some exoti ondensed matter systems in very low temperatures. Last but not least,
topologial theories provide new and insightful views and relations between various
distint mathematial theories, and often lead to their new elegant solutions.
Of partiular interest in this thesis are topologial string theories. There are ad-
ditional motivations apart from those mentioned above to study them. On one hand,
they provide an exatly solvable model of the open-losed duality, upon whih many
results in this thesis is based. On the other hand, they are deeply related to various
four-dimensional theories, and ompute suh quantities as prepotentials of N = 2 su-
persymmetri gauge theories, superpotentials of N = 1 supersymmetri theories, or
entropy of extremal blak holes. On the mathematial side, topologial string theories
unify many seemingly remote ideas, for example Kodaira-Spener theory and theories
of Gromov-Witten, Gopakumar-Vafa and Donaldson-Thomas invariants.
In this thesis we fous on one remarkable aspet of topologial theories: in ertain
favourable situations they redue to simple statistial models of rystals. These rystal
models for eld and string theories are related respetively to the ounting of two-
and three-dimensional partitions, whih provides a lear interpretation of topologial
amplitudes. Moreover, the generating funtions of suh partitions an be found exatly
and they reprodue ertain amplitudes of topologial theories. The eld and string
theories for whih rystal interpretation is known are dened on the so-alled Calabi-
Yau manifolds, and for this reason the orresponding rystal models are alled Calabi-
Yau rystals.
To sum up, this thesis is onerned with a realisation of topologial theories in
terms of Calabi-Yau rystals, with a partiular emphasis on topologial string theories.
As there are many dierent ideas involved in this programme, we nd it appropriate
to provide their onise overview in this introdutory hapter, starting with a brief
summary of String Theory. Apart from general remarks on string theory, all issues
mentioned below are explained in muh more detail in the following hapters of the
thesis.
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1.1 String theory
Let us reall basi ingredients of String Theory [1, 2℄. Its most ruial assump-
tion is that all elementary partiles arise from quantisation of vibrational modes of
one-dimensional strings and all interations of partiles are uniquely determined by
the geometry of a two-dimensional worldsheet Σ swapped when these strings move in
spaetimeM , whih is also referred to as a target spae. There are two types of strings,
losed and open, as shown in gure 1.1. Worldsheets of losed strings are simply Rie-
mann surfaes of arbitrary genus g, possibly with asymptoti ends representing strings
inoming from innity. On the other hand, worldsheets of open strings are surfaes
of genus g and some number of holes h. Let us denote oordinates on the worldsheet
as σa and the worldsheet metri as gab for a, b = 1, 2. The spaetime oordinates X
µ
dene a map
Xµ : Σ −→M, (1.1)
and the spaetime metri is Gµν(X). In general a theory desribing a behaviour of
maps into a nontrivial urved manifold is alled a nonlinear sigma model, or sigma
model for short. The lassial bosoni losed string ation is an example of a sigma
model and it an be written as
Sstring =
1
4πα′
∫
Σ
d2σ g1/2gabGµν∂aX
µ∂bX
ν , (1.2)
whih in the ase of open strings has to be augmented by appropriate boundary ondi-
tions related to the string ends. The only arbitrary parameter of String Theory is α′ of
dimension (spacetime length)2. This is related to the string tension T as T = (2πα′)−1
and string length is assumed to be of order ∼ α′1/2.
Figure 1.1: Worldsheets of open strings (left) and losed strings (right).
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One way of quantising strings is to onsider the Polyakov path integral in Eulidean
signature
Z =
∫
DX Dg e−Sstring .
The lassial ation Sstring is onformally invariant and only if this invariane is pre-
served upon quantisation will the resulting quantum theory be onsistent. This ondi-
tion imposes a very strong onstraints on the target spae M : its dimension must be
26, and it should satisfy vauum Einstein equations
Rµν +O(α′) = 0.
However, suh a theory is not yet onsistent. The lowest string state of suh a
theory turns out to have negative mass squared  it is a tahyon, whih should be
absent in a satisfying theory. A way to avoid tahyons in string spetrum is it onsider
supersymmetri string theories. In the so-alled Ramond-Neveu-Shwarz formulation
it amounts to adding to Xµ their superpartners ψµ and onsidering an extension of
the Polyakov ation with N = (2, 2) supersymmetry. A areful analysis shows this
not only eliminates tahyons, but also leads to a supersymmetri spetrum of partiles
in spaetime  a fat whih is of great phenomenologial interest itself. In super-
string theory vanishing of onformal anomaly implies Einstein equations still have to
be satised in spaetime, however the ondition on its dimensionality is modied to
dimM = 10. One approah to obtain a phenomenologially viable model with a four-
dimensional spaetime representing a real world is to ompatify a theory on a tiny
ompat manifold. To preserve supersymmetry this manifold must be a Calabi-Yau
three-fold, i.e. a omplex three-dimensional manifold whih is Rii at.
After eliminating tahyons, the string spetrum onsists of some massless states
and an innite tower of heavy states of masses of order ∼ α′−1/2. In the point-like
limit α′ → 0 all heavy states deouple from interations, and string theory redues to
the eetive theory for massless states, desribed by the so-alled eetive ation. For
losed strings the massless spetrum onsists of spin-2 states whih an be identied
with gravitons whih manifest as Gµν in (1.2), antisymmetri Kalb-Ramond elds
Bµν , and dilaton Φ whih an be identied with the string oupling as gs = exp Φ.
In superstring theory there are in addition the so-alled R-R elds of integer spin
and R-NS elds of half-integer spin. The spetrum of open strings is dierent due to
their end-points, whih allow to introdue additional degrees of freedom, the so-alled
Chan-Paton fators assoiated to some Lie group symmetry. The massless state of
the bosoni open string theory has spin 1 and its interations are reprodued by the
eetive Yang-Mills ation with a gauge symmetry assoiated to this Lie group. Thus
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this massless state an be identied with the gauge eld Aµ, and in superstring theory
this is augmented with fermioni states.
There is one more ruial ingredient of String Theory, the so-alled D-branes. They
an be desribed as submanifolds on whih open strings an end. When they extend in
time and in p spatial dimensions they are alled Dp-branes. In fat without D-branes
String Theory would not be onsistent: on one hand they turn out to be soures for R-
R elds, and on the other there are some symmetries in String Theory whih exhange
them with fundamental strings.
A areful analysis of all onditions mentioned above reveals there are ve onsistent
superstring theories. Of most interest to us will be theories of losed strings known
as IIA and IIB. These theories ontain R-R elds of a spei spin ontent, whih
implies there must exist D-branes as their soures of a spei dimensionality as well.
In partiular, IIA and IIB theories admit Dp-branes with respetively even and odd
p. Other onsistent theories are open type I theory with SO(32) symmetry, as well as
two heteroti theories with SO(32) and E8 × E8 symmetries. Moreover, it turns out
all these theories are related to eah other by various dualities, and it is onjetured
they are just a few partiular limits of some mysterious eleven-dimensional theory, the
so-alled M-theory.
Calabi-Yau ompatiations and type II theories
As we already explained, in order to obtain an eetive, supersymmetri, four-
dimensional theory, superstrings must be ompatied on a Calabi-Yau three-fold.
Properties of the eetive theory, suh as a partile ontent and a form of their inter-
ations, are determined by the geometry of this three-fold, whih is therefore assoiated
with one possible vauum we might live in. It would be appealing if all data about eld
theories desribing elementary partiles were indeed enoded in one geometrial objet.
In fat, the number of all possible Calabi-Yau vaua is very large, so the identiation
of the one representing our world would be a great hallenge. Nonetheless, this eld
has been atively studied in reent years [97, 98℄.
To be more spei, let us reall basis of a ompatiation of type II superstrings
on a Calabi-Yau three-fold M . In IIA theory this leads to N = 2 supergravity in four
non-ompat dimensions with h1,1(M) vetor multiplets and (h2,1(M)+1) hypermulti-
plets. In type IIB theory numbers of vetor and hypermultiplets are exhanged. These
multiplets ontain omplex salar elds whih orrespond to the so-alled moduli ofM ,
whih speify its geometrial properties, suh as shape or size. A non-trivial ongu-
ration of suh elds in a four-dimensional spae orresponds to non-trivial brations of
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the Calabi-Yau spae over the spaetime. The behaviour of salar elds in general is
governed by various potentials. As an example, we onsider a single modulus φ orre-
sponding to the overall size of the Calabi-Yau. String Theory predits a orresponding
multiplet in four-dimensional theory is governed by the so-alled Kähler potential
K = −3 ln(φ+ φ∗).
Even though salar elds do not appear often in Nature, there are some notable ex-
amples, suh as the Higgs eld or the inaton responsible for the osmi ination,
whih might originate in Calabi-Yau moduli from String Theory point of view. In phe-
nomenologially viable models, potentials for suh moduli should neessarily be more
ompliated than the one given above. Mehanisms of generating suh potentials are
atively studied nowadays; some partiular example is given in [100℄.
There are also attempts to reprodue the whole spetrum of Standard Model from
string ompatiations. A partiularly promising lass of models is alled brane world
senarios, whih have a few harateristi ingredients. To inlude gauge bosons, our
four-dimensional spaetime is assumed to lie along aD3-brane. Matter elds arise from
branes wrapping various yles and interseting eah other in Calabi-Yau manifold.
Even though type II theories give rise to N = 2 eetive theories, it is possible to
break supersymmetry to muh more phenomenologially interesting ase of N = 1,
by onsidering ompatiations involving orbifolds. An interesting example of suh a
model is given in [96℄.
Gauge-gravity duality
As mentioned above, in string theory gauge bosons are assoiated with massless
open string states, whereas gravitons with massless losed string states. Moreover,
ertain dualities are known between open and losed strings, whih therefore allow to
realise the idea of gauge-gravity orrespondene in string theory. This kind of duality
was onsidered for the rst time already in 1974 by 't Hooft [44℄, who argued on general
grounds that every gauge theory should be related to some losed string theory. His
original motivation was to nd a gravitational theory dual to QCD, with a hope it
would lead to a solution of QCD for small energies. Even though problem is still
unsolved, the gauge-gravity duality enjoyed a lot of revival in reent years due to the
famous disovery by Maldaena that N = 4 supersymmetri gauge theory has a dual
gravitational theory dened on AdS (anti-de-Sitter) bakground [45, 46℄. Subsequently
many similar relations were found, whih are ommonly referred to as the AdS/CFT
orrespondene. N = 4 theory is a supersymmetri theory and its bosoni part is the
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ordinary Yang-Mills ation, the same as in QCD, so this disovery gave a real hope
the problem of strong interations ould be solved in suh an approah. However, the
large number of supersymmetries in this ase implies N = 4 theory is onformal and
in partiular its oupling does not run, so the very problem of QCD oupling growing
large is in fat avoided. Nonetheless, there are still some regimes of QCD in whih
even supersymmetri theory is believed to give veriable results; one suh example is
the behaviour of quark-gluon plasma. Thus we may indeed hope the solution of gauge
and gravity theories inspired by the idea of open-losed duality ould be relevant for
the theories desribing Nature.
Apart from the above mentioned theories, there are also other more peuliar string
models. A notable example are topologial string theories disussed below, whih
are the main subjet of this thesis. A partiular ase of open-losed orrespondene,
known as the Gopakumar-Vafa duality, an be realised and analysed in an exat and
quantitative way in these theories. This example is expeted to provide insight not
only into more ompliated models, suh as the AdS/CFT duality, but also the nature
of strong interations and quantum gravity.
Resumé
In this setion we have summarised a theoretial framework emerging from String
Theory. Unfortunately, at present it is not possible to perform an expliit experimental
veriation whether it indeed desribes Nature. Nonetheless, many strong onstraints
have been mentioned that any theory laiming to be fundamental should be onsistent
with. Firstly, in appropriate limits suh a theory should reprodue the laws already
known, in partiular those of General Relativity and Quantum Field Theory. Se-
ondly, its mathematial struture must be self-onsistent, whih imposes quite strong
onstraints due to sophistiated mathematial strutures arising in theories mentioned
above. String Theory appears to satisfy these onstraints with a surprisingly small and
elegant set of assumptions. Moreover, it admits many phenomenologially appealing
models. These advantages underlie the belief this is a good andidate for a fundamental
theory.
1.2 Topologial eld theories
A quantum theory dened on some manifoldM is alled topologial if its observables
do not depend on ertain degrees of freedom related to ontinuous deformations of
the metri of M . In onsequene, observables of a topologial theory are topologial
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invariants of M or some geometrial objets assoiated to M . There are topologial
theories of both elds and strings. Two onstrutions of topologial eld theories are
known, whih we now briey disuss.
One an onsider a theory whose ation expliitly does not depend on the metri,
what happens for example if it an be written entirely in terms of dierential forms.
Suh a theory is topologial if there is no anomaly that would introdue metri de-
pendene in the path integral measure. Chern-Simons theory is an example of suh a
theory, and its remarkable solution found by Witten [25℄ had an immense impat on
the mathematial physis. Chern-Simons ation for a gauge onnetion A reads
SCS =
k
4π
∫
M
Tr
(
A ∧ dA+ 2
3
A ∧A ∧A), (1.3)
and the ondition of gauge invariane in the quantum theory implies k must be an
integer number.
A very important lass of observables of Chern-Simons theory are expetation values
of Wilson loops
WKR = 〈TrRPe
H
K A〉 =
∫
DAeiSCS TrRPe
H
K A,
omputed along a losed loop K in a representation R of the gauge group. A single
loop K in mathematial sense represents a knot, and the independene on ontinuous
deformations of the metri implies this amplitude is a knot invariant. The simplest
example of a knot is the so-alled unknot, a single unknotted losed loop homeomorphi
to a irle. Similarly, an expetation value of a produt of several Wilson loops, eah one
assoiated to a dierent loop and representation, omputes the so-alled link invariant.
For example, the Hopf-link onsists of two interlaing unknots shown in gure 1.2, and
its link invariant reads
WR1R2 = 〈TrR1Pe
H
K1
A
TrR2Pe
H
K2
A〉, (1.4)
whih redues to the unknot invariant WR• if one of its representations is trivial.
The other method of onstruting topologial eld theories amounts to twisting
supersymmetri theories [24℄. The operation of twisting mixes spaetime symmetries
with internal R-symmetries in suh a way that observables of the theory an be identi-
ed with ohomology lasses of a ertain BRST-like operator Q, so that all observables
involving the metri turn out to be ohomologially trivial. Some results presented in
this thesis are related to the N = 4 twisted supersymmetri gauge theory introdued
in [27℄.
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Figure 1.2: Hopf-link.
1.3 Topologial string theories
The proedure of twisting an be applied also to supersymmetri sigma models suh
as N = (2, 2) extension of (1.1) [34, 35℄. This provides a onstrution of topologial
string theories. More preisely, topologial strings are dened in a genus expansion,
suh that the genus g amplitude Fg(t
I) arises from a path integral analogous to (1.2),
but involving a twisted sigma model. The total losed topologial string free energy is
dened in terms of Fg(t
I) as
Ftop(t
I) =
∑
g=0
Fg(t
I) g2g−2s , (1.5)
where a generating parameter gs weights ontributions for dierent genera and an be
interpreted as the string oupling. Then the topologial string partition funtion is
simply
Ztop = e
Ftop(tI ). (1.6)
For open topologial strings the onstrution is analogous, but involves Riemann sur-
faes with boundaries. As it turns out, various onditions whih arise in the onstru-
tion of topologial strings imply this target spae must be a Calabi-Yau three-fold. In
the above expressions tI are the same Calabi-Yau moduli as those whih appeared in
the disussion of string ompatiations in setion 1.1.
A moduli spae of metris on a Calabi-Yau manifold an be divided into a spae of
Kähler deformations and omplex deformations. The former determine sizes of homol-
ogy yles of a Calabi-Yau, whereas the latter their shapes. It turns out all amplitudes
in topologial string theories depend only on one of these types of deformations. Thus
there are two types of topologial strings, the so-alled A-model and B-model, suh
that
• In the A-model theories, moduli tI orrespond only to Kähler deformations of
the Calabi-Yau target spae, and the amplitudes omputed in these theories do
not depend on its omplex deformations.
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• In the B-model theories, moduli tI orrespond only to omplex deformations of
the Calabi-Yau target spae, and the amplitudes omputed in these theories do
not depend on its Kähler deformations.
In open topologial string theories the ends of open strings must be attahed to branes,
similarly as in ordinary string theories. Branes in the A-model are alled A-branes,
and it turns out they must wrap three-dimensional lagrangian submanifolds of the
Calabi-Yau. Branes in the B-model are alled B-branes, and they must wrap om-
plex submanifolds of the Calabi-Yau, so in partiular they have even real dimension.
Moreover, it turns out that A-model and B-model theories are related to eah other by
a very powerful Mirror Symmetry, aording to whih Calabi-Yau manifolds arise in
pairs, suh that Kähler and omplex moduli of two manifolds in one pair are exhanged
under this symmetry. In topologial string theories the manifestation of Mirror Sym-
metry is the equality of amplitudes omputed for one Calabi-Yau in A-model with
those of the mirror Calabi-Yau omputed in B-model. Also A-branes and B-branes are
exhanged under Mirror Symmetry.
Relation to superstring theories
The fat the target spae of the topologial string theory must be a Calabi-Yau
three-fold is a reminisent of a situation in superstring theories, where the onsequene
of vanishing of a onformal anomaly was the existene of 10 dimensions of a target
spae. In fat 6 real dimensions ompatied on a Calabi-Yau manifold in superstring
theory in order to get a four-dimensional spaetime an be identied in a preise
sense with 3 omplex dimensions of topologial strings. This provides an intimate
relation between superstring and topologial string theories, and in onsequene the
latter provide a lot of interesting information about eetive eld theories arising in
4 dimensions orthogonal to the Calabi-Yau spae in superstring ompatiations.
The relation to four-dimensional eld theories is another strong motivation to study
topologial strings, so we briey review some of its manifestations:
• The Kähler and omplex moduli that A and B model topologial strings on a
Calabi-Yau three-fold depend on, orrespond respetively to vetor and hyper-
multiplets in type IIA ompatiation on the same three-fold. In type IIB
ompatiation the role of Kähler and omplex moduli is exhanged.
• The amplitudes Fg(tI) whih arise in (1.5) turn out to be a subset of superstring
amplitudes related to the sattering of gravitons and their superpartners (so
alled gravi-photons) in the eetive N = 2 gauge theory [36, 37℄.
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• The free energy Ftop on a partiularly hosen non-ompat Calabi-Yau bak-
ground omputes the so-alled prepotential whih ontains the omplete non-
perturbative information about instanton solutions in ertain N = 2 gauge the-
ory [29, 30℄.
• The topologial string free energy Ftop provides also a ontribution to the super-
potential for multiplets assoiated with moduli tI of the Calabi-Yau bakground
M in of some N = 1 gauge theory in a presene of ertain uxes through yles of
M [95℄. Moreover, by a large N duality [63℄ whih exhanges uxes with branes,
this superpotential an be reinterpreted as a superpotential for a glueball eld in
a related N = 1 theory.
• In supergravity theories it is possible to provide a mirosopi desription of
the so-alled extremal blak holes in terms of states of D-branes. It has been
onjetured that the quantum partition funtion of ertain blak holes Zblack hole
is related to the topologial string partition funtion as [43℄
Zblack hole = |Ztop|2. (1.7)
Even though these relations are not the main subjet of this thesis, the results
whih we derive inlude various topologial string amplitudes and might be of interest
in the ontext of four-dimensional theories as well.
Gopakumar-Vafa duality
Similarly as for ordinary string theories, there are eetive theories of open and
losed topologial strings related to their massless modes. In fat, in topologial string
theories all massive string exitations deouple, whih implies that their eetive the-
ories are exat at the same time. These eetive theories also have a topologial har-
ater and very often are muh easier to solve than original topologial string theories.
This fat underlies in partiular many results in this thesis.
As found by Witten in another remarkable paper [48℄, the eetive exat theory of
open topologial strings is Chern-Simons theory disussed above. In this thesis we are
mainly interested in the A-model theories, for whih a more preise statement is the
following equivalene
open topologial strings
on T ∗M
⇐⇒ Chern-Simons theory
on M
(1.8)
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where M is a three real-dimensional lagrangian submanifold of a Calabi-Yau three-fold
T ∗M , and there are N A-branes wrapping M in the open string theory. In Chern-
Simons theory N beomes the rank of the gauge group.
Figure 1.3: A planar fatgraph in the left an be drawn on a sphere, a surfae of genus
g = 0. Non-planar fatgraphs an be drawn on a higher genus surfaes; in the example
in the right this surfae is a torus with g = 1. A fatgraph amplitude is proportional to
λE−VNh, where E, V and h are respetively its number of propagators, verties and
holes.
Let us reall now 't Hooft large N duality between gauge theory and a ertain
losed string theory [44℄. This relation beomes expliit if gauge theory quantities are
expanded in powers of the rank of the gauge group N . It turns out the so-alled double-
line notation is perfetly suited to perform suh an expansion. The diagrams in this
notation are often alled fatgraphs, and they are related to ordinary Feynman diagrams
by replaing lines representing gauge elds by ribbons of denite width whose edges
represent gauge indies. Examples of fatgraphs are shown in gure 1.3. The ruial
observation is that eah fatgraph enodes a ontribution with a denite power of N
and a gauge oupling onstant λ and it an be drawn on a Riemann surfae of genus
g with h holes. Eah suh vauum amplitude Fg,h ontributes to the perturbative free
energy of the theory
F pert =
∑
g,h
Fg,h λ
2g−2th,
where the so-alled 't Hooft oupling is t = Nλ. 't Hooft argued that in large N limit
performing a sum over h in this expression an be interpreted as lling the holes in the
orresponding Riemann surfae, whih leads to a genus expansion related to Riemann
surfaes without boundaries. For Chern-Simons theory it an be written as
FCSg (t) = F
non−pert
g +
∞∑
h=0
Fg,ht
h, (1.9)
where F non−pertg are non-perturbative terms whih are not aptured by the 't Hooft
expansion. Suh a genus expansion oinides with a general form of the expansion in
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a losed string theory, if Fg(t) is identied with a genus g losed string amplitude and
parameter t with some modulus of the string theory target spae. In partiular, if one
identies states of losed strings with gravitational exitations, this leads to a duality
between gauge and gravitational theories.
I turns out a very interesting realisation of 't Hooft duality arises in topologial
theories, as was disovered by Gopakumar and Vafa in [51℄. They identied the dual
theory to Chern-Simons theory on S3 as the A-model losed topologial strings on the
so-alled resolved onifold. The resolved onifold is a simple albeit non-trivial Calabi-
Yau spae whih ontains a single non-trivial two-yle S2. Under this orrespondene
gauge and string theory ouplings are mapped to eah other and the 't Hooft oupling
t is identied with the size of S2 in the resolved onifold. In partiular, Gopakumar
and Vafa showed expliitly that in this ase the topologial string expansion (1.5) is
equal to the resummed gauge theory expansion (1.9)
FCSg (t) = F
conifold
g (t).
To sum up, for A-model topologial strings
Chern-Simons theory
on S3
⇐⇒ losed topologial strings
on the resolved onifold
(1.10)
There is even more remarkable onsequene of the above observations. From (1.8)
with M = S3 and (1.10) we onlude that in the large N limit the A-model open
topologial strings on T ∗S3 are equivalent to the A-model losed topologial strings
on the resolved onifold. This is an example of the open-losed duality between string
theories. In fat, T ∗S3 is the so-alled deformed onifold, whih is a Calabi-Yau man-
ifold with a single non-trivial three-yle S3. Moreover, both resolved and deformed
onifolds are two dierent resolutions of the singular onifold, whih is desribed by
the following equation in C4 with oordinates (z1, . . . , z4)
z21 + z
2
2 + z
2
3 + z
2
4 = 0.
This duality therefore an be understood as a smooth proess in whih a three-sphere
S3 inside the deformed onifold shrinks to zero size and subsequently S2 of the resolved
onifold blows up, whih is aompanied by the vanishing of A-branes wrapping S3
and appearane of the losed string degrees of freedom. This proess, often alled the
Gopakumar-Vafa geometri transition, is shown shematially in gure 1.4.
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Figure 1.4: The Gopakumar-Vafa geometri transition between A-model open topo-
logial strings on the deformed onifold and losed topologial strings on the resolved
onifold.
The topologial vertex
Gopakumar-Vafa duality relates the losed topologial string partition funtion on
the resolved onifold to the partition funtion of Chern-Simons theory on S3. It turns
out this onnetion an be enormously generalised to allow omputations of the A-
model topologial string amplitudes on a very broad lass of non-ompat tori Calabi-
Yau manifolds, essentially in an algorithmi way. Tori manifolds have a struture of
a torus bundle over some base, and all data of a tori Calabi-Yau three-fold an be
enoded in a two-dimensional graph, whose edges represent loi in the base over whih
one irle ation degenerates. A basi element of suh a graph is a trivalent vertex
whih represents a single C
3
path, and two pathes are glued along a ommon interval
whih represents a non-trivial two-sphere S2 inside the manifold. The whole graph
enodes information how various C
3
pathes are glued together into entire manifold.
An example of suh a graph for the resolved onifold is shown in gure 1.5.
This presription for onstruting a tori Calabi-Yau manifold an be lifted to a
omputation of its topologial string partition funtion and even more general ampli-
tudes, by assigning a topologial amplitude to eah trivalent graph. Suh an amplitude
is a funtion of q = e−gs where gs is the string oupling onstant. It is denoted CR1R2R3
and it represents open strings ending on three staks of branes in a single C3 path,
whose ongurations are enoded by Young diagrams Ri, i = 1, 2, 3. This amplitude
is alled the topologial vertex and it was found in [64℄. Its derivation relies ompletely
on the open-losed Gopakumar-Vafa duality, and it is expressed in terms on large N
limit of the Hopf-link invariants (1.4), whih makes its relation to Chern-Simons the-
ory transparent. In fat, alulations in terms of the topologial vertex resemble usual
Feynman rules, with a single diagram representing the entire Calabi-Yau target spae,
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Figure 1.5: The resolved onifold arises from gluing two trivalent verties (eah orre-
sponding to a single C3 path) along an interval whih represents a non-trivial S2.
and its verties and propagators orresponding respetively to strings propagating in
C3 pathes and wrapping non-trivial two-spheres inside the manifold. The topologial
vertex allows also to nd topologial string amplitudes in a presene of branes.
The results for losed topologial string amplitudes omputed from the topologial
vertex has been ompared in many ases with expliit losed string alulations, or
heked by other highly non-trivial methods. The agreement found in all suh ases is a
very strong onrmation of the open-losed duality. Apart from a unique possibility to
hek quantitatively preditions of suh a duality, topologial vertex tehniques provide
enormous simpliations in alulations of topologial string amplitudes, whih will be
used to large extent in this thesis.
1.4 Calabi-Yau rystals
We summarised above the onstrution of the topologial string theories and ar-
gued that nding their amplitudes is of utmost importane due to many relations with
various physial and mathematial theories. We also desribed how the open-losed
duality is realised in topologial string theories, and how it leads to the formulation
of the topologial vertex whih allows to nd A-model topologial string amplitudes
on a wide lass of non-ompat tori Calabi-Yau manifolds. However, at rst sight
it appears the struture of the topologial string amplitudes is very ompliated 
already a single topologial vertex CR1R2R3 , whih is a building blok of a total am-
plitude on a non-trivial Calabi-Yau spae, is a very non-trivial funtion of q = e−gs.
Nonetheless, there is a remarkable simpliity enoded in the A-model topologial string
theories on tori Calabi-Yau manifolds  it turns out they are losely related to sim-
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ple statistial models of rystal melting. In partiular, topologial string amplitudes
are reprodued by generating funtions of all rystal ongurations. This observation
allows to interpret tori Calabi-Yau manifolds as quantum manifolds in terms of appro-
priately understood quantum geometry. Eah rystal onguration an be interpreted
as a topology hanging quantum utuation of the target spae, related to some ef-
fetive target spae gravitational theory [74℄. The sum over utuating topologies is
also alled a quantum foam, and this gravitational theory, as an eetive theory of
losed topologial strings from gure 1.4, is dual to Chern-Simons theory. This gives a
very interesting quantitative example of a gauge-gravity orrespondene. To stress the
orrespondene between statistial models and topologial string theories, the former
are alled Calabi-Yau rystals  and they are the main theme of this thesis.
Calabi-Yau rystal models for topologial string theories arise in three real dimen-
sions, whih is related to three omplex dimensions of Calabi-Yau target spaes. The
simplest example of suh a rystal is given by the so-alled plane partitions whih ll
a positive otant of Z3. A plane partition an be thought of as a maximally paked
onguration of unit boxes loalised around a orner of this rystal, as shown in gure
1.6. Eah suh onguration π represents a melted onguration of a rystal, and its
ontribution to the rystal generating funtion is given by its number of boxes |π|, with
eah boxes weighted by a parameter q. Suh a generating funtion is known as the
MMahon funtion
M(q) =
∑
π
q|π| =
∞∏
n=1
1
(1− qn)n ,
and remarkably this is equal to the partition funtion (1.6) of the A-model losed
topologial strings on C3 if the string oupling gs is identied as q = e
−gs
ZC
3
top = M(q) =
∑
π
q|π|.
Many more similar equivalenes have been found, whih relate more ompliated
Calabi-Yau manifolds and more ompliated ensembles of plane partitions. In par-
tiular, the topologial vertex amplitude CR1R2R3 is also related to the ounting of a
partiular set of plane partitions  those whih asymptote to two-dimensional parti-
tions R1, R2, R3 along three axes of the positive otant of Z
3
CR1R2R3 ∼M(q)−1
∑
π→{R1,R2,R3}
q|π|.
The above relations were observed rst in [73℄ and underlie all further developments in
this eld. Exploring the onsequenes of the above relations and nding new Calabi-
Yau rystal models is the main subjet of this thesis.
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Figure 1.6: A plane partition as an example of a Calabi-Yau rystal onguration.
1.5 Contents of the thesis
The main theme of this thesis is the realisation of the A-model topologial string
theories in terms of Calabi-Yau rystals. We introdue some new rystal models, prove
their relation to the topologial string theories on appropriate geometries, and anal-
yse them from various points of view, in partiular onsidering various ongurations
of branes in Calabi-Yau geometries and exhibiting their relation to knot invariants.
Moreover, we advane some tehniques of the topologial vertex and apply them to
the analysis of Calabi-Yau geometries related to one of those new rystal models.
In fat, Calabi-Yau rystals arise also for four-dimensional twisted eld theories.
In this ase rystal models are two-dimensional, and are related to the ounting of
two-dimensional partitions. In this thesis we introdue suh models for N = 4 twisted
gauge theories on ALE spaes of the form C2/Zk, and show their relation to ane
Lie algebra haraters as originally predited by Nakajima [26, 27℄. We introdue
two-dimensional rystal models rst, in a sense as a prerequisite for the analysis of
three-dimensional models.
The plan of the thesis is as follows. The following three hapters have an intro-
dutory harater and we present there all ingredients neessary to understand further
onsiderations. In hapter 2, after a general presentation of Calabi-Yau manifolds,
we introdue ALE spaes in two omplex dimensions, as well as tori spaes in three
omplex dimensions together with their presentation in terms of tori diagrams. We
fous a partiular attention on onifolds and their geometri transitions. In hapter
3 we introdue topologial eld theories of Shwarz and Witten type. An example of
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the Shwarz type theory is Chern-Simons theory. We present its exat solution and
disuss its relation to knot invariants. Then we present Witten type or ohomolog-
ial theories based on the proedure of twisting. In hapter 4 we introdue various
aspets of topologial string theories, explaining rst their onstrution via the twist-
ing of sigma models. Subsequently we fous our attention on A-model theories and
present how losed topologial string amplitudes are enoded in Gromov-Witten and
Gopakumar-Vafa invariants, and how open topologial strings redue to Chern-Simons
theory. Further we analyse geometri transitions, in partiular the op transition and
the Gopakumar-Vafa transition. Finally we introdue the topologial vertex, whih we
use to large extent in alulations in the following hapters.
The remaining four hapters are devoted to the analysis of Calabi-Yau rystals.
In partiular, hapters 5, 7 and 8 ontain original results of the thesis. In hapter
5 we introdue two-dimensional rystal models for N = 4 twisted gauge theories on
ALE spaes and prove their relation to ane Lie algebra haraters. In hapter 6 we
introdue three-dimensional Calabi-Yau rystals as various ensembles of plane parti-
tions. We explain their relation to topologial string theories, the onnetion with the
topologial vertex, and an interpretation of branes as defets in rystals. In hapter
7 we introdue rystal models with one, two or three walls, also with defets rep-
resenting branes, and nd orresponding amplitudes. When it is possible we relate
them expliitly to the knot invariants. In hapter 8 we analyse Calabi-Yau geometries
orresponding to rystal models introdued in hapter 7, and using topologial ver-
tex tehniques we prove their amplitudes are indeed reprodued by rystal generating
funtions. We also extend topologial vertex tehniques to the so-alled o-strip ge-
ometries, and use them to analyse the so-alled losed topologial vertex geometry and
its op transition.
In appendies we ollet various issues related mainly to alulational methods used
in the thesis. In appendix A we introdue various objets whih appear in the thesis in
multiple ontexts: two-dimensional partitions and losely related free fermions, ane
Lie algebras and their haraters, and symmetri funtions. Appendix B ontains
details of topologial vertex alulational tehniques and the so-alled rules on the
strip, whih vastly simplify topologial vertex alulations on a partiular lass of
geometries.
Finally, let us briey summarise the bibliography. Textbooks on String Theory,
algebrai geometry, Conformal Field Theory, knot theory, and ombinatorial issues are
given in [1℄-[11℄. Review artiles [12℄-[23℄ onern various aspets of topologial theo-
ries. Topologial eld theories and their relation to instanton ounting are disussed
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in [24℄-[33℄. General referenes on topologial string theory, together with a few spe-
i results we use, are given in [34℄-[43℄. Gauge-gravity orrespondene in general, as
well as its realisation in topologial strings via the onnetion to Chern-Simons theory
and knot invariants, is introdued in [44℄-[63℄. The theory of the topologial vertex is
developed in [64℄-[72℄. The development of Calabi-Yau rystals and related statistial
models is ommemorated in [73℄-[90℄. Some mathematial and physial issues relevant
to our onsiderations are given in [91℄-[100℄.
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Chapter 2
Calabi-Yau manifolds and tori
geometry
The main subjet of this thesis are Calabi-Yau rystals, whih appear in the ontext
of topologial eld and string theories dened on Calabi-Yau spaes. In this hapter
we introdue Calabi-Yau spaes and tori geometry to the extent neessary to analyse
topologial theories and their rystal interpretation in further hapters of the thesis.
After a onise review of omplex and Kähler geometry in setion 2.1 we introdue
Calabi-Yau manifolds and omment on Mirror Symmetry in setion 2.2. There are two
partiular lasses of geometries whih will be of partiular interest to us: ALE spaes
of omplex dimension two and tori manifolds of omplex dimension three. They are
desribed respetively in setions 2.3 and 2.4. A family of onifolds is desribed in
setion 2.5. Geometri transitions of onifolds, whih are ruial for our onsiderations
onerning topologial strings, are analysed in setion 2.6. More details onerning
omplex and tori geometry and various other mathematial strutures whih appear
in the ontext of topologial theories, as well as Mirror Symmetry, an be found in [3℄
and [15℄. More formal mathematial presentation is given in [7℄.
2.1 Complex and Kähler manifolds
In this setion we reall basi notions related to omplex geometry whih underlie
all further onsiderations.
A omplex n-dimensional manifold M is a topologial spae whih an be overed
by harts isomorphi to open sets in Cn with holomorphi transition funtions. Any
omplex manifold of dimension n is of ourse a real manifold of dimension 2n, but the
onverse statement in general is not true. An almost omplex struture J on a real
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2n-dimensional manifold is dened as a global map J : TpM → TpM whih squares to
identity J2 = −1. For a manifold with an almost omplex we an dene a Nijenhuis
tensor N ating on two vetor elds X, Y by N(X, Y ) = [JX, JY ] − J [X, JY ] −
J [JX, Y ] − [X, Y ]. A theorem by Nijenhuis states that a manifold with an almost
omplex struture is in fat a omplex manifold if and only if N = 0, and in suh a
ase J is alled a omplex struture.
A metri on a manifoldM is a symmetri map G : TpM×TpM → R. On a omplex
manifold it an be linearly extended to a symmetri map from omplexied tangent
spaes into omplex numbers, whih we denote by the same symbol G : TpM
C ×
TpM
C → C. Suh a metri is alled hermitean if it satises the ondition G(X, Y ) =
G(JX, JY ) for any vetor elds X, Y .
For a hermitean metri we dene a orresponding antisymmetri form k by
k(X, Y ) = g(X, JY ). This form is alled Kähler if its exterior derivative vanishes,
dk = 0. In suh a ase the orresponding metri and the entire manifold are also alled
Kähler.
We usually denote loal omplex oordinates in a xed hart by zj = xj + iyj, j =
1, . . . , n and their onjugations by z¯j¯ . Loal real oordinates are denoted by xµ, µ =
1, . . . 2n. The tensors and onditions introdued above an be rewritten using these
loal oordinates. In real oordinates an almost omplex struture an be written as
a tensor with mixed indies Jµν . If a metri gµν is introdued indies an be lowered
and raised, and the ondition that a metri is hermitean reads Jµν = −Jνµ, where
Jµν = J
ρ
µgρν . A hermitean metri written loally in omplex oordinates takes the
form G = Gjk¯dz
jdz¯k¯, with all other omponents vanishing Gjk = Gj¯k¯ = 0. The
orresponding antisymmetri form is k = 1
2
Jµνdx
µ ∧ dxν = i
2
Gjk¯dz
j ∧ dz¯k¯.
The Kähler ondition dk = 0 reads in omponents as ∂iGjk¯ = ∂jGik¯, whih implies
that the metri is determined loally by some funtion K alled Kähler potential, Gij¯ =
∂i∂j¯K. The Kähler potential is dened up to a holomorphi funtion f = f(z), so that
K+f+ f¯ denes the same metri as K. On the Kähler manifold, all omponents of the
Levi-Civita onnetion with mixed omplex indies vanish, while the remaining ones
are Γljk = G
ln¯∂jGkn¯ and Γ
l¯
j¯k¯
= Gl¯n∂j¯Gk¯n. It follows the non-trivial omponents of the
Riemann tensor are only Rij¯kl¯ = Gin¯∂kΓ
n¯
j¯l¯
up to permutations of indies onsistent with
symmetries of the Riemann tensor. Then the Rii tensor reads Ri¯j = R
k¯
i¯k¯j
= −∂jΓk¯i¯k¯.
In loal oordinates the exterior derivative is d = dxµ∂µ, whih satises d
2 = 0.
When a dierential form ω of degree s is written in omplex oordinates it de-
omposes into holomorphi and antiholomorphi piees ω = ωµ1...µsdx
µ1 · · ·dxµs =
ωi1...ipj1...jrdz
i1 · · · dzipdz¯j¯1 · · · dz¯j¯r , and it is alled a (p, r)-form. Consequently, we have
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a deomposition of the spae of forms of degree s
Ωs(M) =
⊕
s=p+r
Ωp,r(M).
We also introdue the holomorphi and anti-holomorphi exterior derivatives ∂ = dzi∂i
and ∂¯ = dz¯ i¯∂i¯, whih at as
∂ : Ωp,r(M)→ Ωp+1,r(M), ∂¯ : Ωp,r(M)→ Ωp,r+1(M).
If M is a omplex manifold we have
d = ∂ + ∂¯, ∂2 = 0, ∂¯2 = 0, ∂∂¯ + ∂¯∂ = 0,
and in addition to de Rham ohomology groupsHs(M) there are the so-alledDolbeault
ohomology groups Hp,r(M) dened using ∂¯ (equivalently ∂ ould be used). De Rham
and Dolbeault ohomology groups are dened respetively as
Hs(M) =
{ω ∈ Ωs(M) | dω = 0}
{γ ∈ Ωs(M) |γ = dρ} , H
p,r(M) =
{ω ∈ Ωp,r(M) | ∂¯ω = 0}
{γ ∈ Ωp,r(M) |γ = ∂¯ρ} .
Their dimensions are denoted as
bs = dimH
s(M), hp,r = dimHp,r(M), (2.1)
and the former are alled Betti numbers.
If M is a manifold with metri, then it is possible to introdue onsistently a
salar produt of forms 〈ω|γ〉. Then an adjoint operator d† is dened by imposing
〈ω|dγ〉 = 〈d†ω|γ〉, and it an be shown the de Rham ohomology lasses are in one-to-
one orrespondene with the so-alled harmoni forms, whih are annihilated by the
Laplaian ∆d = d
†d+ dd†.
On a omplex manifold M with hermitean metri one denes in an analogous way
(e.g. 〈ω|∂¯γ〉 = 〈∂¯†ω|γ〉) adjoint operators
∂† : Ωp,r(M)→ ωp−1,r(M), ∂¯† : Ωp,r(M)→ ωp,r−1(M).
and orresponding Laplaians ∆∂ = ∂
†∂ + ∂∂† and ∆∂¯ = ∂¯
†∂¯ + ∂¯∂¯†. It an be shown
the Dolbeault ohomology lasses (dened with respet to ∂¯) are in one-to-one orre-
spondene with ∂¯-harmoni forms, annihilated by ∆∂¯. If in addition M is Kähler one
an prove
∆d = 2∆∂¯ = 2∆∂ ,
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therefore harmoni forms with respet to any of those Laplaians are the same, and in
onsequene
Hs(M) =
⊕
p+r=s
Hp,r(M), and bs =
∑
p+r=s
hp,r. (2.2)
Moreover, in this ase
hp,r = hr,p, hp,r = hdimCM−p,dimCM−r. (2.3)
Finally, the Euler harateristi of M reads χ(M) =
∑
s(−1)sbs =
∑
p,r(−1)p+rhp,r.
The existene of a Kähler metri will be ruial for our onsiderations for the follow-
ing reason. The indued volume form of any holomorphi m-dimensional submanifold
of M is given by km/m!. Beause k is losed, it determines some ohomology lass
whih an be speied by the so-alled real Kähler parameters
ti =
∫
Si
k, i = 1, . . . , b2(M), (2.4)
where Si are a basis of H2(M,Z). Partition funtions of topologial string theories
whih are main objets of our onsiderations depend on suh Kähler parameters.
2.2 Calabi-Yau manifolds
A omplex manifoldM is alled a Calabi-Yau manifold if it is Kähler and its metri
is Rii-at, Rij¯ = 0.
In this setion we denote n = dimCM . n-dimensional Calabi-Yau manifolds are
often alled n-folds, as for example two-folds or three-folds. The Rii-atness ondition
in the above denition an be replaed by one of the following equivalent onditions:
• the holonomy group of M is SU(n),
• the rst Chern lass of the manifold vanishes, c1(TM) = 0,
• the anonial bundle KM , i.e. a bundle of (n, 0)-forms, is trivial; this means it
an be identied with M × C, and there must exist a global nowhere vanishing
holomorphi (n, 0)-form orresponding to a onstant setion, denoted as
Ω ∈ Ωn,0(M). (2.5)
In mathematis literature Calabi-Yau manifolds are usually dened to be ompat,
but we do not impose this ondition. In fat in this thesis we are interested mainly in
non-ompat manifolds.
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A lot of information about a Calabi-Yau manifold is enoded in dimensions of
Dolbeault ohomology groups hp,r introdued in (2.1). For a onneted manifold, whih
is always the ase in our onsiderations, h0,0 = 1. The existene of trivial anonial
bundle means hn,0 = 1. The ondition of SU(n) holonomy an be shown to imply
hp,0 = 0 for p 6= 0, n. Together with relations (2.2) and (2.3) we are left with a quite
restrited set of parameters enoding ohomology struture of the manifold. These
parameters are usually presented in the form of the so-alled Hodge diamond
h0,0
h1,0 h0,1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
hn,0 · · · · · · h0,n
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
hn,n
In partiular, for n = 1, 2, 3, using the above relations the Hodge diamonds are respe-
tively
1
1 1
1
1
0 0
1 20 1
0 0
1
1
0 0
0 h2,1 0
1 h1,1 h1,1 1
0 h2,1 0
0 0
1
A one-dimensional omplex manifold is a Riemann surfae, and it is Kähler, beause its
Kähler two-form  as every two-form in two real dimensions  is neessarily losed.
However, the ondition of speial holonomy implies the only ompat one-dimensional
Calabi-Yau manifold is a torus. Apart from T 4, the only non-trivial ompat Calabi-
Yau two-fold is the so-alled K3 surfae, and the value h1,1 = 20 an be dedued from
the knowledge of its Euler harateristi χ(K3) = 24. Three-folds are already more
ompliated, with ohomology struture speied by two parameters h1,1 and h2,1.
A very important issue onerning Calabi-Yau manifolds are their moduli spaes.
A moduli spae is a spae of parameters of a family of Calabi-Yau manifolds, suh
that any two manifolds in this family an be transformed into eah other by smooth
deformations. More preisely, we onsider smooth deformations of their metris, whih
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for general manifold M are of the form
δG = δGijdz
idzj + δGij¯dz
idzj¯ + c.c.
and beome very restrited if M is a Calabi-Yau manifold, beause in this ase the
Rii-atness ondition must hold Rij¯ = 0. As seen in the above formula, there are two
types of metri deformations: either with mixed indies δGij¯ , or with both holomorphi
indies δGij. The Rii-atness implies Gij¯dz
i ∧ dzj¯ must be a harmoni form, so it
orresponds to a unique element of H1,1
∂¯
(M). Therefore deformations with indies of
mixed type are interpreted as a hange of the Kähler lass k to a new element of
H1,1
∂¯
(M), and these deformations onstitute some h1,1-parameter spae. For an n-fold
with n > 2 the oordinates on this spae an be identied with Kähler parameters
(2.4), as in suh ase there are indeed b2 = h
1,1
of them.
On the other hand, deformations with mixed indies spoil a hermitiity property
of a manifold M . However, hermitiity ondition is imposed for some xed omplex
struture J , and it turns out that for allowed δGij one an always modify the omplex
struture to a new one J + δJ , in whih hermitiity holds, although it requires non-
holomorphi hange of oordinates. These deformations of omplex struture are of
the form δJ = (ǫi
j¯
∂i)dz¯
j¯
. For a three-fold, one an use its holomorphi three-form Ω to
map δJ uniquely into a holomorphi (2, 1)-form ǫij¯Ωikldz¯
j¯∧dzk∧dzl, therefore omplex
deformations orrespond to elements in H2,1
∂¯
(M).
To sum up, a moduli spae of Calabi-Yau manifolds splits up into a spae of Käh-
ler deformations and a spae of omplex deformations. A family of Kähler deforma-
tions is always h1,1-dimensional. For a three-fold, a family of omplex deformations is
h2,1-dimensional. This provides a omplete interpretation of the numbers in a Hodge
diamond for a three-fold.
A very important notion onerning Calabi-Yau manifolds is Mirror Symmetry.
It is believed Calabi-Yau manifolds arise in pairs, suh that Hodge diamonds of two
manifolds in suh a pair dier only by a reetion along a diagonal (hene the name
mirror). In partiular, under this symmetry Kähler and omplex parameters of both
manifolds are exhanged with eah other. There are various formulations of Mirror
Symmetry whih dier in strength of their assumptions, and its most general mathe-
matial proof is not known. However, many examples whih are already known, as well
as very strong physial indiations arising from string theory, inluding proofs at the
physial level of rigour, make Mirror Symmetry a very plausible statement. A modern,
in-depth overview of Mirror Symmetry is given in [3℄.
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2.3 Two-folds and ALE spaes
As explained above, K3 is the only non-trivial ompat Calabi-Yau spae in two
omplex dimensions. It an be onstruted as the so-alled resolution of a quotient
T 4/Z2. The quotiening by Z2 is understood as an identiation ~x ∼ −~x, where ~x
are periodi oordinates on a torus T 4. Under this identiation 16 singular points
arise. A resolution of this singular spae is a new smooth spae, alled K3, in whih
singularities are replaed by spheres S2.
Figure 2.1: ALE spae of Ak type ontains k spheres whose intersetion numbers are
given by the Cartan matrix of Ak Lie algebra (A.26), and the Dynkin diagram of this
algebra (gure A.2) determines relative loations of these spheres. If all spheres blow
down to zero size we obtain a singular orbifold spae C
2/Zk+1.
There is the whole family of non-ompat Calabi-Yau spaes whih are related to
K3 surfae and an be thought of as loal neighbourhoods of some regions inK3. They
are alled Asymptotially Loally Eulidean spaes, or ALE spaes for short. They an
be onstruted as resolutions of orbifolds of the form
C
2/Γ, (2.6)
where Γ is a nite subgroup of SU(2). Indeed, at innity they asymptote loally to
the Eulidean spae C2 ∼ R4, whereas the fat we divide by a subgroup of SU(2)
ensures the resulting spae has SU(2) holonomy, whih is the Calabi-Yau ondition.
Globally, the boundary of ALE spae is the so-alled Lens spae S3/Γ. Similarly as in
K3 ase, in the proess of resolution the singular orbifold points of (2.6) are replaed
by spheres S2. The geometry of ALE spae is determined by a relative loations of
these spheres, whih is in fat very peuliar: their intersetion numbers are equal to
the entries of a Cartan matrix of a ertain Lie algebra g. This provides a mapping
between spheres S2 and a nodes in a Dynkin diagram of g. Moreover, it turns out
that irreduible representations of Γ are in one-to-one orrespondene with nodes of
the extended Dynkin diagram, and their dimensions di are equal to the orresponding
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dual Dynkin indies. This provides a one-to-one mapping between nite subgroups of
SU(2) and Lie algebras
SU(2) ⊃ Γ↔ g, (2.7)
known as MKay orrespondene. In partiular, under this orrespondene abelian
groups Γ = Zk+1 are mapped to Ak Lie algebras, dihedral groups are mapped to Lie
groups of D type, and symmetry groups of regular solids are mapped to exeptional
Lie algebras of E type. ALE spae of Ak type is shown shematially in gure 2.1.
ALE spaes and MKay orrespondene will be the main subjet of hapter 5. More
detailed introdution to ALE spaes and MKay orrespondene an be found in [6℄.
2.4 Three-folds and tori geometry
A tori manifold is a manifold whih has a bration struture with torus bres.
Now we wish to restrit our attention to non-ompat tori Calabi-Yau three-folds, as
they will of great interest to us when we onsider topologial string theories. More
preisely, we onsider three-folds with a struture of T 2×R bration over R3 following
[39, 64℄.
C3
It turns out all the information how C3 pathes are glued into a tori three-fold an
be enoded in a simple two-dimensional graph. The edges of this graph represent loi
of the base spae R3 over whih ertain yles of T 2 bre degenerate. A basi building
blok of these graphs is a planar trivalent vertex, whih represents a single C3 path.
Graphs orresponding to various C
3
pathes of the entire manifold are glued together
along ommon edges, and Calabi-Yau onditions ensure all verties we glue lie in a
ommon plane.
Let us start with a single C3 path, whih we interpret as a phase spae with
anonial oordinates zi, i = 1, 2, 3, momenta z¯i, and a sympleti form
ω =
3∑
i=1
dzi ∧ dz¯i. (2.8)
We dene three Hamiltonians
rα = |z1|2 − |z3|2,
rβ = |z2|2 − |z3|2, (2.9)
rγ = Im(z1z2z3),
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assoiated to three times ǫ = α, β, γ. These Hamiltonians dene R3 basis of the
bration we are looking for. The Poisson braket {·, ·} assoiated to ω generates three
ows on C3
∂ǫzi = {rǫ, zi},
whih determine bres of the bration. The T 2 bre is generated by
eiαrα+iβrβ : (z1, z2, z3)→ (eiαz1, eiβz2, e−i(α+β)z3) (2.10)
with α, β ∈ [0, 2π[, and R bre is generated by rγ . We denote yles generated by rα
and rβ respetively as (0, 1) and (1, 0).
The yle parametrised by α degenerates over the subspae rα = rγ = 0, rβ > 0, or
equivalently z1 = z3 = 0. The yle parametrised by β degenerates over the subspae
rβ = rγ = 0, rα > 0, or equivalently z2 = z3 = 0. The yle parametrised by α + β
degenerates over rα − rβ = rγ = 0, rα ≤ 0, or equivalently z1 = z3 = 0. This
degeneration struture an be enoded in a trivalent vertex drawn in a plane rγ = 0,
suh that a yle degenerating over a lous prα + qrβ = 0 is represented by a line in a
diretion (−q, p). In the present example the degenerating loi orrespond to yles of
T 2 whih we denote v1 = (−1,−1), v2 = (0, 1) and v3 = (1, 0), and the orresponding
vertex is shown in gure 2.2. More generally, we ould use SL(2,Z) symmetry of
T 2 to transform (0, 1) and (1, 0) yles into (a, b) and (c, d) with a, b, c, d ∈ Z and
ad − bc = 1. Suh a transformation would rotate edges into new ones v1, v2, v3. After
any suh SL(2,Z) transformation these vetors have to satisfy
3∑
i=1
vi = 0.
Gluing C3
General tori three-fold M an be onstruted from gluing C3 pathes in the fol-
lowing way. We introdue omplex oordinates z1, . . . , zN+3, so that triples of them
desribe various C3 pathes Ua = (zia , zja, zka). Gluing of pathes is ahieved by im-
posing N linear identiations of the form∑
j
QAj |zj |2 = tA, for A = 1, . . . , N (2.11)
and then dividing a spae of solutions of these equations by U(1)N ation ating on
oordinates as
zj 7→ exp(i QAj αA) zj. (2.12)
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Figure 2.2: A two-dimensional graph representing C3 as a tori manifold. Over eah
edge one irle in the bration degenerates.
The Rii-atness ondition for a Calabi-Yau manifold arises in the present ontext as
N+3∑
i=1
QAi = 0.
In this setting the entire three-fold M an be presented as a bration over R3 base
with a global T 2 bre dened as above. In partiular in U1 path it takes the form
rα = |z11 |2 − |z31 |2,
rβ = |z21 |2 − |z31 |2,
and in other pathes ations of rα and rβ an be found solving (2.11). Furthermore, R
bre is dened path by path as
rγ = Im
N+3∏
i=1
zi.
This allows to draw a graph representing entire three-fold M . Eah C3 path is repre-
sented by a single vertex, and the Calabi-Yau onditions ensure all verties lie in one
plane. They are glued along ommon edges, whih have to point in opposite diretions,
and after gluing beome a nite interval. Suh an interval represents S2 embedded in
M , arising from S1 bre shrinking to zero size at two verties whih are ends of the
interval. The sizes of suh S2's are given by tA's in (2.11), whih are therefore preisely
the Kähler parameters introdued in (2.4). An example of a tori manifold glued from
two C3 pathes, the so-alled resolved onifold, is given in gure 2.3. We will disuss
this example in more detail in the next setion.
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Figure 2.3: Resolved onifold onstruted from two C3 pathes. The nite interval rep-
resents non-trivial S2 in the total geometry, whih arises from S1 in the bre shrinking
to zero size in two verties.
Lagrangian submanifolds
Let M be 2n-dimensional sympleti manifold with sympleti form ω. Its sub-
manifold L is alled a lagrangian submanifold if it is n-dimensional and ω vanishes on
a tangent spae to L
ω|L = 0 ⇐⇒ ∀p∈L∀X,Y ∈TpM ω(X, Y ) = 0. (2.13)
This is a general denition of a lagrangian submanifold. For Kähler manifolds, we an
identify sympleti two-form with a Kähler form k.
There are some interesting examples of lagrangian submanifolds in tori Calabi-Yau
manifolds onsidered above. They were introdued in [91℄ and will be of partiular
interest to us. Let us desribe the geometry of these submanifolds in C3 rst. Using
the notation introdued in (2.10), they are given by half-lines parametrised by rγ ≥ 0
in the base R3 together with T 2 in the bre. Suh manifolds might have a boundary
at rγ = 0. We wish to onsider submanifolds without a boundary, whih is possible
if the half-line rγ ≥ 0 in the base ends on some edge of the tori diagram, where one
irle of T 2 bre degenerates. Therefore a topology of these lagrangian submanifolds
is S1 × C. For C3 there are therefore three ontinuous families of them
L1 : rα = rβ = u, rγ ≥ 0,
L2 : rα = u, rβ = 0, rγ ≥ 0, (2.14)
L3 : rα = 0, rβ = u, rγ ≥ 0,
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with u = const being a modulus whih orresponds to a position along an edge where
the half-line in the base ends.
For tori manifolds with arbitrary tori diagram there are analogous lasses of
lagrangian submanifolds, given by half-lines in the base and T 2 in the bre. The half-
line must end on the edge a tori diagram, and this position beomes a modulus of
this submanifold.
In the ontext of topologial string amplitudes, one often onsiders slightly modied
submanifolds, with additional (p, q) yle in the T 2 bre degenerating at innity. This
yle is speied by an additional framing vetor w = (−q, p) in R3 base. With this
modiation, a lagrangian brane is T 2 bration over a half-line in the base with two
yles degenerating at the ends of this half-line. Therefore it would have a topology of
S3, if these two yles of the torus were not homologous. This happens if
w × v = w1v2 − v1w2 = 1, (2.15)
where v is a vetor speifying an axis the submanifold is attahed to, w is its framing
vetor, and × denotes a usual vetor produt projeted on the axis perpendiular to
the tori diagram. In fat all vetors w − fv with f ∈ Z satisfy (2.15) as long as w
does. Therefore a framing of a lagrangian submanifold an be speied by a single
number f with respet to some referene framing vetor. For C3 with axes v1, v2, v3
we dene suh referene framing for eah axis
w1 = v2, w2 = v3, w3 = v1. (2.16)
This is alled the anonial framing and it is shown in gure 2.4.
Dual graphs
A struture of a tori manifold an be equivalently enoded in terms a graph whih
is dual to a tori diagram. For a three-fold, the dual diagram is obtained by re-
plaing faes of the tori diagram by points, and onneting these points by intervals
whih interset intervals in the original diagram. A dual diagram also enodes a lot of
information about the manifold. Its verties orrespond to divisors (submanifolds of
omplex odimension 1), whereas internal intervals to ompat urves, eah one arising
as an intersetion of two divisors represented by the ends of this interval. An example
of the dual diagram for the resolved onifold from gure 2.3 is shown in gure 2.5.
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Figure 2.4: C3 with lagrangian submanifolds in the anonial framing.
2.5 Conifolds
We onsider now two interesting non-ompat Calabi-Yau three-folds: the deformed
onifold and the resolved onifold [3, 7, 15, 18, 92℄. They are nie examples of ideas
introdued above and their properties will be essential in the following onsiderations.
These manifolds are resolutions of the so-alled onifold singularity. We desribe them
below as subsets of C4 with oordinates z = (z1, . . . , z4).
The onifold singularity is a singular set desribed by the equation
z21 + z
2
2 + z
2
3 + z
2
4 = 0.
If we write z = x+ iy, the above equation is equivalent to
x2 = y2 =
r2
2
,
∑
j
xjyj = 0, for r
2 = x2 + y2 ≥ 0.
For xed r we an interpret x as living on a sphere S3. For a xed x the allowed y,
being perpendiular to x, must lie on S2. As any bration of S2 over S3 is neessarily
trivial, the singular onifold is a one over S2×S3, and the very singularity orresponds
to a point x = y = 0, the tip of this one.
The deformed onifold is a subset of C4 desribed by the equation
z21 + z
2
2 + z
2
3 + z
2
4 = R
2 ⇐⇒ x2 − y2 = R2,
∑
j
xjyj = 0. (2.17)
Asymptotially this is S2 × S3 as in the singular ase. Again x lie on a sphere S3,
however the radius of this sphere annot be smaller than R, whih happens for y = 0.
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Figure 2.5: A dual diagram for the resolved onifold. The internal interval orresponds
to S2.
Therefore this is a smooth manifold, with a singular point replaed by S3 of radius
R. This an also be interpreted as the total bundle T ∗S3. This is in fat the whole
family of manifolds, parametrised by R. As a hange of the parameter R hanges a
polynomial dening a manifold, this is assoiated to a deformation of the omplex
struture.
The deformed onifold annot be presented in terms of a planar tori diagram,
although it also has a struture of T 2 × R bration over R3. By a linear hange of
oordinates from zi into ζi the equation (2.17) an be transformed into
ζ1ζ2 − ζ3ζ4 = R2,
invariant under the ation
(ζ1, ζ2, ζ3, ζ4) 7→ (e−iαζ1, eiαζ2, e−iβζ3, eiβζ4)
where α and β parametrise respetively (1, 0) and (0, 1) yles of T 2. Eah of these
yles degenerates respetively along ζ1 = ζ2 = 0 or η3 = ζ4 = 0 lous. There are two
ylinders assoiated to these loi, ζ3ζ4 = −R2 and ζ1ζ2 = R2. The bration struture is
given by parametrising R3 base by axes of these ylinders and ζ = Re(ζ1ζ2), and T
2×R
bre by α, β and Im(ζ1ζ2). Then the degeneration loi are loated respetively at ζ = 0
and ζ = R2, and T 2 bred over an interval onneting the two loi has opposite irles
shrinking at its ends, whih reveals non-trivial S3 in the geometry. This degeneration
struture is shown in gure 2.6.
It is also possible to invoke a Kähler deformation to replae the singular onifold by
another smooth manifold, the so-alled resolved onifold. This is a tori manifold, and
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Figure 2.6: Deformed onifold as T 2×R bration over R3. The solid lines represent de-
generation loi in the R3 base where one of the two homology yles of T 2 degenerates.
A torus T 2 is bred over the dashed interval, whose two opposite yles degenerate at
the ends of this interval, revealing minimal S3 in the geometry.
we desribe it using the tori language introdued above. We onsider one onstraint
(2.11) in C4
− |z1|2 − |z2|2 + |z3|2 + |z4|2 = t, (2.18)
with the orresponding U(1) ation (2.12)
(z1, z2, z3, z4) 7→ (e−iαz1, e−iαz2, eiαz3, eiαz4).
This geometry is asymptotially again of the form S2×S3, but now there is a minimal
sphere S2 orresponding to z1 = z2 = 0. Its area is proportional to t, whih is a
Kähler parameter (2.4). The above equations mean the resolved onifold is in fat the
O(−1)×O(−1)→ P1 bundle, with P1 identied with S2. The two O(−1) pathes are
U123 = (z1, z2, z3) with z4 6= 0 and U124 with z3 6= 0. Using the tori language, in the
U123 path the global Hamiltonians an be hosen as in (2.10)
rα = |z1|2 − |z3|2, rβ = |z2|2 − |z3|2.
The T 2 bre they generate is the same as in (2.10), and this path is the same as the
one in gure 2.2. In U124 path the global Hamiltonians an be rewritten as
rα = −t + |z4|2 − |z2|2, rβ = −t + |z4|2 − |z1|2,
and they generate the ation
eiαrα+iβrβ : (z1, z2, z4)→ (e−iαz1, e−iβz2, ei(α+β)z4),
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with degeneration loi z1 = z4 = 0 with rβ = −t where (−1, 0) yle degenerates,
z2 = z4 = 0 with rα = −t where (0,−1) yle degenerates, and z1 = z2 = 0 with
rα = rβ and (1, 1) yle degenerating. This gives the seond vertex, rotated by an
angle π with respet to the rst one. The two verties are onneted by a nite
interval of size t representing the minimal S2, as shown in gure (2.3).
2.6 Geometri transitions
Calabi-Yau manifolds often arise in families parametrised by ertain omplex or
Kähler moduli. Generially, hanging slightly these moduli aets the size and the
shape of a given manifold, but it does not hange its topologial properties. However,
sometimes it happens various families with distint topologial properties have ommon
points, so it is possible to move smoothly from one family to another. Suh phenomena
are alled geometri transitions. They may aet the topology of a manifold in various
ways  either more drastially, hanging the Hodge diamond of the manifold, or
rather mildly, leaving the Hodge diamond intat, albeit hanging other invariants suh
as intersetion numbers [15℄.
Two dierent geometri transitions may arise in the above example of onifolds,
ommonly known as the op transition and the onifold transition. They will be very
important for us when we disuss topologial string theory. With this perspetive in
mind, we desribe them now just from the geometri point of view.
The op transition is a proess in whih the size t of P1 inside the resolved onifold
is formally ontinued to negative values. We start from a manifold given by (2.18) with
positive t, whih orresponds to P1 extended in diretions z3 − z4. Next we shrink or
blow down this P1 to zero size. Finally, the ontinuation to negative t means that P1
is blown up in orthogonal diretions, in z1 − z2 plane. The geometries on both sides
of the transition are resolved onifolds with one non-trivial two-yle, although these
two-yles are dierent, as they lie in orthogonal diretions. The op is shown in gure
2.7. In terms of a dual diagram it orresponds to a tilt of its diagonal.
The onifold or Gopakumar-Vafa transition is a proess in whih P
1
inside the
resolved onifold shrinks to zero size, and subsequently the singular onifold is replaed
by the deformed one by enlarging R in (2.17). Therefore the homology struture
hanges drastially during this transition: the initial resolved onifold ontains non-
trivial two-yle and no three-yles, whereas the deformed onifold after the transition
ontains a non-trivial three-yle and no two-yles. This transition is shown in gure
2.8.
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Figure 2.7: Flop transition. Spheres S2 in resolved onifolds on two sides of the
transition extend in orthogonal diretions, whih is represented as a tilt of a diagonal
in the dual tori diagram.
Figure 2.8: Geometri transition between resolved (left) and deformed (right) onifolds,
with a singular onifold in an intermediate state.
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Chapter 3
Topologial eld theories
The main subjet of this thesis are topologial string theories. However, it is ad-
vantageous to disuss rst topologial eld theories. On one hand, the onstrution of
topologial string theories involves the so-alled twisting, whih is easier to introdue
and understand on the example of ohomologial eld theories. Moreover, instanton
ounting in ohomologial theories is expliitly related to topologial string amplitudes.
On the other hand, the knowledge of Chern-Simons topologial eld theory is a prereq-
uisite for all our further onsiderations, as by a hain of powerful dualities it allows to
solve topologial string theories on a very wide lass of non-trivial bakgrounds. More-
over, Calabi-Yau rystal models arise for both topologial eld and string theories, and
it is useful to introdue them rst in the former ase. Apparently, in the latter ase
rystal models are also intimately related to knot invariants arising in Chern-Simons
theory.
Let us onsider a quantum eld theory dened on a manifold M . Suh a theory
is alled topologial if its observables are topologial invariants, whih means they
do not hange under ontinuous variations of the metri of M . In partiular the
partition funtion, a fundamental quantity in every quantum theory, should provide
some topologial invariant of the manifoldM . Another interesting lass of observables
omputed by topologial theories are expetation values of Wilson loops, and invariane
under ontinuous hanges of their shapes implies they should be related to knot and
link invariants. This is indeed so, as we will see when we onsider partiular examples
of topologial theories.
There are two known lasses of topologial eld theories. The so-alled theories of
Shwarz type are expliitly independent of the metri of the underlying manifold M .
The main example of suh a theory is Chern-Simons theory disussed in setion 3.1.
Theories in the seond lass, the so-alled Witten or ohomologial type theories, are
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onstruted from originally metri-dependent supersymmetri theories via the opera-
tion of twisting. In setion 3.2 we onsider twisted N = 4 supersymmetri gauge theory
as an example of suh topologial theory. More detailed introdutions to topologial
eld theories an be found in [12, 13℄.
3.1 Chern-Simons theory
Chern-Simons theory as a quantum gauge theory was analysed in-depth by Witten
in a seminal paper [25℄. Its onise review an be found for example in [16, 18℄.
Chern-Simons theory is a gauge theory in three dimensions with an ation whih an
be written entirely in terms of dierential forms, and therefore it does not depend
expliitly on the metri of the underlying manifold M
SCS =
k
4π
∫
M
Tr
(
A ∧ dA+ 2
3
A ∧A ∧A). (3.1)
This is a neessary ondition for a theory to be of Shwarz type, but to obtain topolog-
ial observables one must ensure the path integral measure does not introdue metri
dependene in the proess of quantisation. This is indeed so up to the subtlety of
framing whih in an integer number f ∈ Z. This means for a given manifold M there
is a family of Eulidean partition funtions
ZfM =
∫
DAeiSCS
all of whih are topologial invariants of M , and a hoie of f uniquely speies one of
them. There is a distinguished framing for f = 0 alled the anonial framing, whih
we usually refer to in what follows. We also have to speify the gauge group G. In
priniple this ould be arbitrary, but usually we assume G = U(N) or G = SU(N).
In fat, the ation (3.1) is not ompletely invariant under gauge transformations,
whih an introdue an additional term 2πik. Thus onsisteny of the quantum theory
requires k ∈ N, whih has very important onsequenes. Moreover, the so-alled
quantum shift k → k + N arises upon renormalisation in the relation between k and
the gauge oupling onstant λ used in perturbative expansion
λ =
2πi
k +N
. (3.2)
An interesting lass of observables in Chern-Simons theory are vauum expetation
values of Wilson loops. If Wilson loop is omputed in a representation R of the gauge
group along a knot K, its vauum expetation value gives a knot invariant of K
WKR = 〈TrRP exp
∮
K
A〉 =
∫
DAeiSCS TrRPe
H
K
A. (3.3)
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Figure 3.1: A link onsisting of 3 unknots Ki assoiated to representations Ri.
A set of knots K1, . . . , KL onstitutes a link, and similarly Chern-Simons theory
omputes link invariants as expetation values of suh sets of Wilson loops with some
hoie of representations R1, . . . , RL
WK1...KLR1...RL = 〈TrR1Pe
H
K1
A · · ·TrRLPe
H
KL
A〉.
The simplest knot is the so-alled unknot, a losed loop homeomorphi to a irle. An
example of a link onsisting of 3 unknots is shown in gure 3.1.
There are many exellent introdutions to knot theory, for example [4, 5℄.
3.1.1 Quantisation and knot invariants
Following [25℄, let us onsider Chern-Simons theory on a manifoldM with boundary
∂M = Σ, possibly in a presene of some operator O. In general Σ is a two-dimensional
Riemann surfae. Wave funtional of the values of the elds on the boundary A|Σ = A0
ΨM(A0,O) =
∫
A|Σ=A0
DAO eiSCS
orresponds to a state |ΨM(O)〉 in the Hilbert spae HΣ whih arises in anonial
quantisation of Chern-Simons theory on Σ× R
|ΨM(O)〉 ∈ HΣ.
The amplitude on a losed manifold M an be found by performing the so-alled
surgery, whih is the following proess. Firstly, M is divided into two parts M =
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M1 ∪f M2 with a homeomorphi boundaries Σ, as shematially shown in gure 3.2. f
is the homeomorphism whih identies the boundaries
f : ∂M1 → ∂M2. (3.4)
This homomorphism an be lifted to an operator ating in the Hilbert spae
Uf : HΣ → HΣ, (3.5)
whih allows to identify the amplitude on M as
ZM = 〈ΨM1|Uf |ΨM2〉.
Figure 3.2: The surgery of two manifoldsM1 andM2 along their homeomorphi bound-
aries Σ.
The ruial fat presented in [25℄ is that the above Hilbert spae an be identied
with a spae of onformal bloks in Wess-Zumino-Witten model at level k on Σ
HΣ = {onformal bloks in WZWlevel=k model on Σ}. (3.6)
We do not introdue Wess-Zumino-Witten models (or WZW models for short) in this
thesis. However, all information required to provide the solution of Chern-Simons
theory in ases we are interested in is enoded in properties of ane Lie algebras
related to WZW models. Relevant ane Lie algebras and their properties are disussed
in appendix A.3, and below we impliitly refer to notation and fats introdued in this
appendix. A detailed overview of WZW models and ane Lie algebras an be found
in [9℄.
It follows from the identiation (3.6) that HΣ is of nite dimension. In partiular,
for Σ = S2 this spae is one-dimensional. Let us onsider in greater detail the ase
Σ = T 2, for whih onformal bloks of WZW model are in one-to-one orrespondene
with integrable highest weights of ane Lie algebra assoiated to G at level k. We
fous now on G = SU(N), when  as disussed in appendix A.3  ŝu(N)k integrable
weights are parametrised by Young diagrams R with less than N rows and at most k
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olumns, R ∈ YN−1,k, and the dimension of HΣ is equal to the number of those weights
(A.28). By |R〉 we denote a state orresponding to an integrable weight assoiated
with a diagram R, and by λR the orresponding ane integrable weight. In partiular
the vauum state of WZW model |•〉 orresponds to the k'th multipliity of the basi
integrable weight kω̂0 assoiated with the trivial diagram R = •. The states |R〉 an
be hosen to be orthonormal
〈R|R′〉 = δRR′ . (3.7)
There is the SL(2,Z) group of homeomorphisms of the torus, with the usual generators
T =
[
1 1
0 1
]
, S =
[
0 −1
1 0
]
(3.8)
ating on the homology yles (0, 1) and (1, 0), representing respetively ontratible
and non-ontratible irle of the torus. Denoting a modulus of T 2 as τ , these ations
an be identied with modular transformations (A.31) whih extend to the full Hilbert
spae as modular matries TλRλR′ and SλRλR′ given in (A.33).
Now we onsider a solid torus T = D × S1, whih is a produt of a disk D and a
irle S1. This is a three-dimensional manifold with boundary T 2. Path integral over
T without any operator orresponds to the vauum state |•〉. When two suh solid tori
are glued along their boundaries (3.4) identied under the identity map f = id, two
disks ombine into a sphere S2 and we get
T ∪id T = S2 × S1.
This identity map is lifted to the identity operator in Hilbert spae (3.5), and in
onsequene of the orthonormality (3.7) the partition funtion is just
ZS2×S1 = 〈•|•〉 = 1,
whih an be regarded as a normalisation for partition funtions of all manifolds whih
an be engineered in a similar way.
Let us analyse a more involved ase of S3, whih an also be obtained by gluing
two solid tori, but this time using the homeomorphism f = S given in (3.8), whih
exhanges two one-yles of T 2
T ∪S T = S3.
Using the modular transformations (A.33) together with Weyl denominator formula
(A.25) we get
ZS
3
SU(N) = 〈•|S|•〉 = S•• =
N−1/2
(k +N)
N−1
2
∏
α∈∆+
2 sin
π (α|ρ)
k +N
. (3.9)
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This is a very important relation, whih underlies many quantitative results in this
thesis.
Figure 3.3: Wilson loop along the unknot in the non-ontratible yle of the solid
torus.
In the present example it is also quite simple to onstrut expliitly some knot
invariants. Let us onsider a Wilson loop U = P exp
∮
K
A along the unknot lying in
the non-ontratible yle of one solid torus T, in a representation given by a partition
R, as shown in gure 3.3. It an be shown the amplitude for suh a onguration
determines WZW state assoiated with a representation R
|ΨS3(TrRU)〉 = |R〉 ∈ HT 2. (3.10)
Performing now the surgery with the homeomorphism S with another empty solid
torus the Wilson loop beomes the unknot in S3 and the orresponding amplitude
gives a knot invariant assoiated to the unknot
WunknotR = 〈•|S|R〉 = S•R = ZS
3
SU(N) ·QsR(q−1/2, . . . , q−N+1/2)
where
q = e−
2pii
k+N , Q = qN ,
and sR are Shur symmetri polynomials introdued in appendix A.4. In partiular,
for R =  we get HOMFLY polynomial
ZS
3
SU(N) · Wunknot = Qs(q−1/2, . . . , q−N+1/2) =
1−Q
1− q . (3.11)
The simplest non-trivial example of a link is the so-alled Hopf-link shown in gure
3.4, whih onsists of two interlaing unknots. It an be obtained by performing surgery
with homeomorphism S of two solid tori, with Wilson loops along non-ontratible
yles of both of them. Eah torus produes then a state of the form (3.10), and the
Hopf-link invariant WR1R2 is determined by the modular transformation
〈R1|S|R2〉 = SλR1λR2 = ZS
3
SU(N) · WR1R2 , (3.12)
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and it is also possible to write it in terms of Shur funtions. We do not need this
expression in full generality, and as it is slightly ompliated we refer the interested
reader to referenes [18, 93℄.
Figure 3.4: Hopf-link.
Expetation values for more ompliated knots an also be omputed from the
knowledge of simpler ones. One suh operation is alled a diret sum, and it allows
to merge two links along a ommon omponent. For example the link in gure 3.1
an be obtained from merging two Hopf-links with omponents (K1, K2) and (K1, K3)
respetively, along a ommon unknot K1. It an be shown the amplitude for suh a
link indeed an be expressed by Hopf-link invariants and it is equal to
WR1R2R3 =
WRt2R1WR3R1
WR1•
. (3.13)
On the other hand, to nd the amplitude for a produt of two Wilson loops U
orresponding to the same knot but in dierent representations we an apply the
fusion rule
〈TrR1U TrR2U〉 =
∑
R
NRR1R2〈TrRU〉, (3.14)
where NRR1R2 are fusion oeients from the underlying onformal eld theory. In our
appliations k and N are always larger than sizes of Young diagrams orresponding to
representations R,R1, R2. In suh a ase N
R
R1R2
redue to usual Littlewood-Rihardson
oeients cRR1R2 given in (A.48).
The fat that for R =  in example (3.11) we obtained a HOMFLY polynomial
disovered by mathematiians is not aidental. The dening property of a HOMFLY
polynomial is the so-alled Skein relation shown in gure 3.5, whih is a reurrene
relation whih allows to determine invariants of more ompliated knots in terms of
simpler ones. It an be shown the Skein relation arises from the above WZW formalism
as long as representations of all Wilson loops orrespond to the same diagram .
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Figure 3.5: Skein relation. For knots or links whih dier only in a neighbourhood of
one rossing as shown in the gure, it relates their HOMFLY polynomials.
Therefore Chern-Simons theory provides a huge generalisation of knot invariants whih
had not been known to mathematiians before: we automatially get various sets of
knot invariants just by hanging the gauge group of Chern-Simons theory, its rank,
or a partiular representation. Moreover, this formalism is valid in priniple for any
underlying manifold M . Let us note some simplest ases of knot invariants easily
obtained from Chern-Simons theory:
• for SU(N) gauge group and R =  we get HOMFLY polynomial...
• ... whih for N = 2 redues to Jones polynomial,
• for SU(2), and representation R orresponding to arbitrary spin j we get Akatsu-
Wadati polynomials,
• for SO(N) we get Kauman polynomial.
Wilson loop observables in Chern-Simons are in fat not uniquely dened. They
involve a framing ambiguity, whih requires speifying an integer number for eah
omponent of a link. This ambiguity originates in the fat that in the quantum theory
one has to replae widthless omponents of a link by ribbons of a nite width to
regularise the theory properly. A ribbon my be twisted around its axis before it is
glued into a losed loop, and the number of suh twists is measured by fi ∈ Z for
i'th omponent of a link. The so-alled anonial framing orresponds to taking all
ribbons in a link untwisted. If WR1...RL is a link invariant in some partiular framing,
it is modied by twisting its i'th omponent fi times into
WR1...RL → q
1
2
PL
i=1 fiκRiQ
1
2
PL
i=1 fi|Ri|WR1...RL, (3.15)
where a size |R| and κR are dened respetively in (A.3) and (A.7).
Quantities we will often ome aross are leading terms of knot invariants in N →∞
limit, whih will be denoted asWR instead ofWR. In partiular, for the Hopf-link (3.12)
suh a leading term is given by
WR1R2 = lim
N→∞
Q
|R1|+|R2|
2 WR1R2 = sR2(qρ)sR1(qR2+ρ), (3.16)
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and it has a relatively simple expression in terms of Shur funtions introdued in
appendix A.4.
3.1.2 't Hooft expansion in Chern-Simons theory
Our main motivation for studying Chern-Simons theory is to reveal its relation with
ertain losed string theory. This relation an be understood if the so-alled 't Hooft or
1/N expansion of gauge theory is performed, where N is the rank of the gauge group.
In the usual perturbative approah to gauge theory the amplitudes are expanded in
powers of a small oupling onstant λ. However, for large N these amplitudes an as
well be expanded in powers of 1/N . The general form of this expansion and its relation
to ertain losed string theory was analysed by 't Hooft in a famous work [44℄, and its
partiular form in the ase of Chern-Simons theory was derived in [50℄.
Let us onsider rst the general features of 't Hooft expansion in 1/N for an arbi-
trary gauge theory. The usual Feynman rules are not well-suited to perform suh an
expansion, as in general a single Feynman diagram aptures a nontrivial dependene
on N . However, it is possible to expand gauge theory amplitudes in terms of a speial
set of diagrams whih ontribute a denite power of N . These diagrams are alled
fatgraphs and they represent gauge propagators and verties in terms of ribbons of
denite widths (as opposed to lines in usual Feynman expansion). The boundaries
of these ribbons represent gauge indies and they ombine into losed loops in the
fatgraphs, so that eah suh loop produes a single power of N . This expansion is
also alled a double line notation and an example of a propagator and a ubi gauge
oupling is shown in gure 3.6.
Figure 3.6: A propagator and a ubi gauge oupling in a double-line notation.
Let us onsider U(N) gauge theory and a fatgraph whih onsists of V verties, E
edges and h losed loops. By Euler formula this fatgraph an be drawn on a Riemann
surfae of genus g suh that
2g − 2 = E − V − h.
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To the quantum amplitude represented by suh a graph eah vertex and eah edge
ontribute respetively one power of gauge oupling and its inverse, whereas eah
losed loop gives a power of N . These ontributions an be rewritten using Euler
formula as
λE−VNh = t2g−2+hN2−2g = λ2g−2th, (3.17)
and the middle form makes the dependene on 1/N expliit. The so-alled 't Hooft
oupling t is
t = Nλ,
and 't Hooft limit whih leads to the losed string interpretation is dened as
N →∞, t = const.
This means in partiular that λ gets small as N grows large, so the leading ontribution
to the amplitude (3.17) arises from fatgraphs with g = 0. These fatgraphs an be drawn
on a surfae of a sphere and are thereby alled planar. All other fatgraphs for g > 0
are alled non-planar. An example of a planar and non-planar (with g = 1) fatgraphs
are given in gure 3.7.
Let us onsider the partition funtion Z of a gauge theory and a related free energy
F whih onsists of a perturbative F pert and non-perturbative F non−pert parts
Z = eF , F = F pert + F non−pert. (3.18)
The perturbative part admits 't Hooft expansion
F pert =
∞∑
g=0
∞∑
h=0
Fg,hλ
2g−2th, (3.19)
where Fg,h represents a ontribution from a Riemann surfae with g handles and h
holes. The non-perturbative piee an also be presented in a genus expansion
F non−pert =
∞∑
g=0
F non−pertg (t)λ
2g−2. (3.20)
Aording to 't Hooft arguments, performing now the sum over holes in F pert is sup-
posed to have an interpretation of lling them as it results in the sum over surfaes
without holes
F =
∞∑
g=0
Fg(t)λ
2g−2, for Fg(t) = F
non−pert
g (t) +
∞∑
h=0
Fg,ht
h. (3.21)
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Figure 3.7: Planar (left) and non-planar (right) fatgraphs.
This result oinides with a general form of the expansion in a losed string theory,
with parameter t orresponding to some modulus of a target spae the losed strings
propagate on, Fg(t) a genus g losed string amplitude, and λ identied with string
oupling onstant.
We fous now on 't Hooft expansion in Chern-Simons theory with gauge group
U(N). In priniple one ould ompute its partition funtion in perturbative expansion
using fatgraphs, although it turns out to be a diult task [16℄. However, we already
know the exat answer (3.9), whih an be expliitly expanded into the 't Hooft form.
That result was derived for SU(N) theory, but it an be shown that for U(N) it
should just be multiplied by the partition funtion of U(1) fator whih is equal to
(1 + k/N)−1/2. Then the partition funtion an be written expliitly as
ZS
3
U(N) =
1
(k +N)
N
2
∏
α∈∆+
2 sin
π (α|ρ)
k +N
=
= exp
(
− N
2
ln(k +N) +
N−1∑
j=1
(N − j) ln(2 sin πj
k +N
))
, (3.22)
and the perturbative terms in (3.19) an be read o as [18, 50℄
F0,h≤3 = 0,
F0,h>3 = − |Bh−2|
(h− 2)h! ,
F1,h =
1
12
|Bh|
h h!
,
Fg>1,h =
ζ(2g − 2 + h)
(2π)2g−3+h
(
2g − 3 + h
h
)
B2g
2g(2g − 2) , (3.23)
where Bk are Bernoulli numbers. In addition the non-perturbative piee an be written
as
F non−pert = −N
2
2
ln(k +N) +
N(N − 1)
2
ln 2π +
N−1∑
j=1
(N − j) ln j, (3.24)
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and as a funtion of N = t/λ it an also be asymptotially expanded as in (3.20),
whih gives
F non−pertg>1 =
B2gt
2−2g
2g(2g − 2) .
.
With the above data the summation in (3.21) an be performed [18, 50℄ with the
result
FCSg (t) =
(−1)g|B2gB2g−2|
2g(2g − 2)(2g − 2)! −
∞∑
k=1
|B2g|
2g(2g − 2)!Li3−2g(e
−t), (3.25)
whih we would like to identify with amplitudes of some losed string theory. As we
disuss in hapter 4, a string theory with suh amplitudes is known, and its relation
to Chern-Simons theory underlines all onsiderations in this thesis.
3.2 Cohomologial eld theories
In this setion we present the seond lass of topologial theories, namely ohomo-
logial eld theories. They an be onstruted from theories with extended supersym-
metry via the so-alled twisting, and for this reason are often alled twisted. Initially
introdued by Witten in [24℄ in the ase of N = 2 supersymmetry, these theories
evolved into an immense eld of researh. Reent analysis of twisted N = 2 theories
[29, 30℄ led to an expliit solution of Seiberg-Witten theory [28℄ and revealed deep on-
netions with topologial string theory. In fat, instanton ounting in these theories
is also related to topologial string theories [61, 62℄. Remarkable analysis of twisted
N = 4 theory revealed onsequenes of S-duality in eld theory [27℄, and reently it
proved to be related to the esoteri Langlands programme in mathematis [32℄. An-
tiipating interpretation in terms of rystal models, after a brief general disussion of
ohomologial theories below we introdue in more detail twisted N = 4 gauge theory
on ALE spaes following [27℄.
Let us onsider a supersymmetri theory for a set of elds denoted olletively
φ with ation S and supersymmetry transformations generated by a superharge Q,
dened on a manifold M with metri gµν . Suh a theory is alled alled ohomologial
if Q is nilpotent Q2 = 0, it transforms as a salar under Lorentz rotations, and the
energy-momentum tensor Tµν , generally dened as a variation of the ation with respet
to the underlying metri on M , an be written as a ommutator
Tµν =
δS
δgµν
= {Q,Λµν},
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where Λµν is an arbitrary eld. In ohomologial theories Q is identied as a BRST
operator, and any physial operator O must be Q-invariant, {Q,O} = 0. Moreover,
〈{Q,O}〉 = 0 for any O as we onsider a supersymmetri theory, and the fat that Q
is a Lorentz salar guarantees suh a theory is supersymmetri even on an arbitrary
manifold M . The topologial properties of twisted theories follow from the above
assumptions. In partiular, the partition funtion of suh a theory is dened as the
Eulidean path integral
Z =
∫
Dφ e−S,
and its topologial invariane is easily proved
δ
δgµν
Z =
∫
Dφ δS
δgµν
e−S = 〈Tµν〉 = 〈{Q,Λµν}〉 = 0, (3.26)
where the path integral measure Dφ is assumed to behave well. A partition fun-
tion is a non-trivial quantity due to the existene of topologially non-trivial lassial
ongurations of gauge elds, the so-alled instantons. It an be proved all these on-
tributions are aptured in the limit of a small oupling onstant where indeed only
lassial ongurations matter, and in onsequene the partition funtion is equal to
the Euler harateristi of instanton moduli spaes. It is also simple to prove topolog-
ial invariane of physial Q-trivial operators.
To onstrut ohomologial theories satisfying the above assumptions one an twist
supersymmetri theories, whih in a standard formulation have a superharge whih
is a spinor. Twisting amounts to redening spins of all elds in the theory in suh
a way that this superharge beomes a salar, and it an be ahieved by delaring a
new rotation group whih is embedded in a produt of the original rotation group and
R-symmetry group. For a at spae the twisted theory is equivalent to the original,
physial one.
For example, symmetries of N = 2 Yang-Mills theory on a Eulidean spae in-
lude rotation group E = SO(4) ∼ SU(2)L×SU(2)R and R-symmetry SU(2)I group.
Twisting is ahieved by replaing SU(2)R by SU(2)
tw
R whih is a diagonal ombination
of SU(2)R × SU(2)I , and then dening Etw = SU(2)L × SU(2)twR as a new rotation
group.
We fous now onN = 4 theory, for whih we will onstrut the so-alled Calabi-Yau
rystal models in hapter 5.
3.2.1 N = 4 Yang-Mills theory
N = 4 supersymmetri gauge theory an be thought of as N = 2 theory with
a hiral multiplet and a massless hypermultiplet. Its beta-funtion vanishes, whih
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implies the theory should be invariant under S-duality group SL(2,Z) whih ats on
the gauge oupling τ in exatly the same way as underlying modular transformation
of ane haraters (A.30). In partiular the partition funtion of the theory should
be invariant under this transformation, whih puts very strong onstraints on its form.
These onsequenes were established in [27℄.
In order to onsider topologial properties of the theory, we have to onsider its
twisted version. Twisting in this ase requires speifying how the rotation E = SO(4)
group is embedded in the SU(4) R-symmetry group. There are three twists whih lead
to the salar superharge, and we will onsider the one orresponding to (1, 2)⊕ (1, 2)
representation of E, following onsiderations in [27℄. After the twisting the theory
beomes topologial and the partition funtion is expeted to depend just on the gauge
group G, the topology of the four-dimensional manifold and the gauge oupling τ . On
a Kähler manifold M it takes the form
Z(τ, G) = q−c/24
∞∑
k=0
ckq
k, (3.27)
where ck = χ(Mk) is the Euler number of instanton moduli spae of topologial harge
k, c is some onstant and q = e2πiτ . Under S : τ → −1/τ element of the S-duality
group (A.31) the partition funtion should transform as a modular form
Z(−1/τ, G) ∼ τw/2Z(τ, Ĝ),
where Ĝ is the dual group (whose weight lattie is dual to the weight lattie of G) and
w is a ertain weight. Suh a behaviour is a reminisent of a transformation property
of ane haraters (A.32). It does not neessarily mean the partition funtions have
to be equal to those haraters, but in fat they do in the known ases.
It is also important to stress that the oeients ck are expeted to be integers.
If Z(τ, G) oinides with some ane harater this is automatially ensured, as these
oeients are multipliities of weights in ertain representations.
For example, the partition funtion of U(N) theory on R4 is equal simply to
ZR
4
(τ, U(N)) = η(q)−N = q−N/24
(∑
n=0
p(n)qn
)N
. (3.28)
The oeients p(n) are given in (A.11) and they are indeed integers, whih ount the
number Young diagrams with n boxes. For N > 1 the above partition funtion is a
generating funtion of oloured partitions dened in appendix A.1.
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3.2.2 N = 4 theory on ALE spaes
Aspets of N = 4 U(N) theories on ALE spaes were eluidated in [27℄, following
earlier analysis in [26℄. In this thesis we will be partiularly interested in theories
on ALE spaes of Ak−1 type. ALE spaes, as introdued in more detail in setion
2.3, in general arise as resolutions of orbifolds C2/Γ where Γ is a nite subgroup of
SU(2). The boundary of ALE spae is a Lens spae S3/Γ, so the U(N) gauge eld an
approah some non-trivial at onnetion at innity. Suh at onnetion is labelled
by the N-dimensional representation of Γ
λ ∈ Hom(Γ, U(N)),
whih an be deomposed into irreduible representations ρi of Γ as
λ =
∑
i
Niρi,
with Ni non-negative integers satisfying the relation∑
i
Ni dimρi = N.
Introduing ALE spaes in setion 2.3, we disussed MKay orrespondene whih
relates nite subgroups Γ to orresponding simple Lie algebras g of ADE type, suh
that dimensions di of irreduible representations of Γ an be identied with the dual
Dynkin indies of the extended Dynkin diagram. This suggests we an think of eah λ
as determining an integrable highest-weight representation of the the ane extension
ĝ at level N . We will denote this representation as Vbλ, where λ̂ is the orresponding
integrable weight. In partiular for Γ = Zk and ALE spae of Ak−1 type we get a
representation of ŝu(k)N . The relevant extended Dynkin diagram is given in gure
A.3, and in this ase all dual Dynkin indies di = 1 for i = 0, . . . , k − 1. With
the boundary ondition λ at innity we get a vetor-valued partition funtion whose
omponents are of the form
ZN,λ =
∑
n
d(N, n;λ)qn−c/24.
In a remarkable work [26℄ Nakajima proved that on the middle dimensional ohomology
of the moduli spae of gauge theory one an atually realise the ane algebra ĝ, and
in onsequene the partition funtion an be identied with the ane harater of λ̂
ZN,λ = TrVbλ
(
qL0−c/24
)
= χ
bg
bλ(q). (3.29)
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Ane haraters an be expliitly alulated in a variety of ways, for example using
a relation to Θ-funtions (A.29) whih we disuss in appendix A.3. This opens up a
wide perspetive of testing various gauge theory results. In hapter 5 we will onstrut
the so-alled Calabi-Yau rystal models, whih ompute partition funtions of N = 4
theory in terms of ane haraters.
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Chapter 4
Topologial string theories
In this hapter we introdue topologial string theories. There are various string
models with topologial properties whih are onventionally referred to as dierent
theories. They dier either on a more fundamental level, as for example in the ase
of open and losed or A-model and B-model theories, or in more spei details, for
example in the hoie of the target spae manifold. The main and ommon ingredient of
those various theories are underlying topologial sigma models introdued in [34, 35℄,
whose onstrution involves an appliation of twisting (desribed for ohomologial
eld theories in hapter 3).
In past twenty years topologial strings evolved into a vast area of researh related
to many other problems in theoretial physis, so it would not be possible even to
mention in this thesis all their aspets and appliations. In this hapter we review the
onstrution of topologial strings to the extent required to understand their relation
to Calabi-Yau rystals, fousing mainly on A-model theories on tori manifolds. More
details about the onstrution of topologial strings an be found in many reviews
[3, 14, 18, 19, 20, 21℄.
In setions 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 we introdue various aspets of losed and open topologi-
al string theories. A far reahing onsequenes has a behaviour of A-model topologial
strings under a onifold geometri transition, whih is desribed in setion 4.4. In par-
tiular, this leads to the onstrution of the topologial vertex formalism, whih allows
to ompute topologial string amplitudes on an arbitrary tori manifold, as disussed
in setion 4.5. These amplitudes will be reformulated in hapters 6-8 in terms of
Calabi-Yau rystal models.
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4.1 Constrution of losed topologial strings
To onstrut losed topologial string theory one onsiders a sigma model withN =
(2, 2) supersymmetry on a xed Riemann surfae Σ of genus g playing a role of a string
worldsheet and performs a proedure of twisting, whih redenes a rotation group by
mixing it with R-symmetry group. Then this twisted theory is oupled to gravity by
performing a path integral over all worldsheet metris, or more preisely an integral over
the moduli spae of genus g Riemann surfaes. This produes a genus g amplitude Fg.
The ruial objet in this onstrution is again a salar nilpotent superharge Q, suh
that the worldsheet energy-momentum tensor an be written as an anti-ommutator
with Q. This salar superharge ensures supersymmetri sigma model is properly
dened on an arbitrary urved worldsheet integrated in the path integral. Finally, the
losed topologial string partition funtion is dened as a generating funtion of Fg's,
with a generating parameter identied with a string oupling onstant gs. In this and
the next setion we desribe these steps in more detail, with a partiular emphasis on
A-model theories.
4.1.1 N = (2, 2) supersymmetry
Let us introdue general aspets of N = (2, 2) supersymmetri eld theory. In
our onsiderations suh theories arise on a two-dimensional worldsheet whih desribes
propagation of a string. In what follows indies a, b = 1, 2 refer to Eulidean oordi-
nates on this worldsheet x1, x2.
On the lassial level N = (2, 2) supersymmetri eld theory is dened in terms
of a supersymmetri ation involving ertain elds, with the following symmetries,
onserved quantities and urrents:
• two-dimensional Poinare invariane implying onservation of energy, momentum
and angular momentum, whih are Noether harges for time translations, spae
translations and rotations, denoted respetively as
H,P, L, (4.1)
and their orresponding urrents being enoded in the energy-momentum tensor
Tab; in Eulidean signature a group o rotations is just U(1)E , with index E for
Eulidean,
• N = (2, 2) supersymmetry giving rise to two pairs of fermioni superharges
Q±, Q±, (4.2)
with orresponding superurrents Ga±, G
a
±,
• the so-alled vetor and axial R-symmetries related to the above superharges,
giving rise to harges
FV , FA, (4.3)
with orresponding U(1) urrents JaV , J
a
A.
In a quantum theory the above onserved quantities are promoted to operators
generating symmetry transformations, whih satisfy the following N = (2, 2) super-
symmetry algebra (adapted for the Eulidean worldsheet)
Q2± = Q
2
± = 0, {Q±, Q±} = H ± P,
[L,Q±] = ∓Q±,
[
L,Q±
]
= ∓Q±,
[FV , Q±] = −Q±,
[
FV , Q±
]
= Q±,
[FA, Q±] = ∓Q±,
[
FA, Q±
]
= ±Q±,
with other (anti-)ommutators vanishing.
4.1.2 Twisting of topologial sigma models
Let us onsider a sigma model on a Kähler manifold M , whih is a theory of maps
from a genus g Riemann surfae Σ into M
φi : Σ −→M, i = 1, . . . , dimCM. (4.4)
A theory of suh maps with the Polyakov ation (1.2) is a starting point of a onstru-
tion of the bosoni string. Now we onsider its extension with N = (2, 2) supersym-
metry. It is onvenient to introdue it using a superspae language, with oordinates
x1, x2 on Σ augmented with a pair of Grassman oordinates θ
±
and their omplex on-
jugates θ
±
. The maps (4.4) beome then the lowest omponents of hiral multiplets
Φi, the other omponents being fermioni spinor elds ψi± and an auxiliary elds F
i
Φi(xa, θ±, θ
±
) = φi(y±) + θ+ψi+(y
±) + θ−ψi−(y
±) + θ+θ−F i(y±),
where y± = (x1 ± ix2)− iθ±θ±. We dene vetor and axial R-rotations of a supereld
respetively as
U(1)V : Φ
i(xa, θ±, θ
±
) 7→ eiαqV Φi(xa, e−iαθ±, eiαθ±),
U(1)A : Φ
i(xa, θ±, θ
±
) 7→ eiαqAΦi(xa, e∓iαθ±, e±iαθ±),
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where qV , qA are alled vetor and axial R-harges.
The supersymmetri sigma model ation an be written ompatly as
S = 2λ
∫
Σ
d2x d4θΦiΦ
i
, (4.5)
where λ is a oupling onstant.
Now we twist the theory, whih amounts to a redenition of the Lorentz symmetry.
In Eulidean signature the Lorentz group on Σ is just U(1)E rotation group with
generator L given in (4.1). One an dene a modied Lorentz symmetry U(1)twE as
a diagonal subgroup of a produt of U(1)E with one of the above R-rotations (4.3),
whih leads to two possible twists with the following rotation generators Ltw
A-twist : U(1)E −→ U(1)twE = U(1)E × U(1)V , Ltw = L+ FV
B-twist : U(1)E −→ U(1)twE = U(1)E × U(1)A, Ltw = L+ FA
and the modied theories are alled respetively A-model and B-model. The twisting
modies spins of the omponent elds. In fat φ transforms trivially under both Lorentz
and R-symmetry groups, so it is still a salar in the twisted theory. However fermions
turn into salars and one-forms, so we rename them aordingly as χ and ρz, ρz¯ to
make their spins expliit:
A-model :
{
χi := ψi−, χ
i¯ := ψ
i¯
+
ρi¯z := ψ
i¯
−, ρ
i
z¯ := ψ
i
+
(4.6)
B-model :
{
χi¯ := ψ
i¯
−, χ
i¯ := ψ
i¯
+
ρiz := ψ
i
−, ρ
i
z¯ := ψ
i
+
The twisting also aets other quantities in the theory. In partiular the original
N = (2, 2) supersymmetry inludes two pairs of fermioni superharges (4.2). They
are spinors under U(1)E , but beome salars or vetors under U(1)
tw
E after twisting.
The following ombinations of salar superharges respetively in A- and B-model are
nilpotent (on-shell, i.e. modulo equations of motion), and an be regarded as BRST
operators, analogously as was the ase in ohomologial eld theories
A-model : QA = Q+ +Q−, Q
2
A = 0,
B-model : QB = Q+ +Q−, Q
2
B = 0.
The topologial harater of twisted sigma models arises from the fat their energy-
momentum tensor an be written as an anti-ommutator with this harge
Tab = {Q, . . .}, (4.7)
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with Q = QA or Q = QB respetively in A- and B-model. This topologial harater
an be proved similarly as in ohomologial eld theories (3.26).
Sigma models desribed above have quantum anomalies related to the presene of
fermions. These anomalies impose severe onstraints on a theory to be onsistent. In
partiular, onsistent A- or B-model theories arise ifM is a Calabi-Yau threefold, whih
is the main reason we introdued Calabi-Yau manifolds in hapter 2. In fat non-trivial
amplitudes in twisted sigma models arise only for genus g = 0, 1. To obtain non-trivial
amplitudes for higher genus surfaes these models must be oupled to gravity, whih
gives rise to topologial string theories.
4.1.3 Coupling to gravity and topologial strings
The topologial strings are dened by oupling topologial sigma models to two-
dimensional gravity. Let us onsider a Riemann surfae of xed genus g. By the
oupling to gravity we understand onsidering all possible metris on this Riemann
surfae, whih an be done by integrating ertain observables over a moduli spae of
genus g Riemann surfaes Mg. To identify whih observables ould lead to nontrivial
amplitudes, it is very helpful to follow an analogy to the bosoni string.
In the bosoni string the genus g amplitude is dened as∫
Mg
〈|
3g−3∏
i=1
b(µi)|2〉. (4.8)
There are 3g−3 anti-holomorphi one-forms µi with values in the holomorphi tangent
bundle, alled Beltrami dierentials, whih give rise to
b(µi) =
∫
Σ
dz bzz(µi)
z
z¯,
where b is a bosoni string antighost. It an be shown the algebra appearing in the
bosoni string is isomorphi to the superonformal algebra of the topologial sigma
model, with antighost b orresponding to the urrent G− related to the harge Q−.
Thus the topologial genus g free energy an be dened as in (4.8), with antighost
replaed by the urrent G−
Fg =
∫
Mg
〈|
3g−3∏
i=1
G−(µi)|2〉. (4.9)
The total free energy is dened as a generating series
Ftop =
∑
g=0
Fg g
2g−2
s , (4.10)
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where we also inlude genus 0 ontribution. The generating parameter gs is interpreted
as the string oupling. The topologial string partition funtion is then dened as
Ztop = e
Ftop.
4.2 A-model losed topologial strings
We have explained above in general how losed topologial strings are onstruted.
In this setion we reveal speial properties of the A-model topologial strings whih will
be of main interest for us. In partiular A-model amplitudes an be enoded either in
Gromov-Witten invariants or Gopakumar-Vafa invariants, whih have very interesting
properties.
4.2.1 A-model
We fous on A-model quantities, rstly writing the ation (4.5) expliitly in terms
of A-model elds (4.6). Performing integrations over θ's we get
S = 2λ
∫
Σ
d2z
(1
2
gij∂zφ
i∂z¯φ
j + iGij¯ρ
i
z¯Dzχ
j¯ + iGi¯jρ
i¯
zDz¯χ
j −Rik¯jl¯ρiz¯ρk¯zχjχl¯
)
(4.11)
with spaetime metri Gij and urvature Rikjl and the ovariant derivative
Dαχ
i = ∂αχ
i + ∂αφ
iΓijkχ
k.
This ation an be written as
S = −i{QA, V } − λ
∫
Σ
φ∗(K), (4.12)
where the Kähler lass of M is K = iGij¯dφ
i ∧ dφj¯ and
V = λ
∫
Σ
d2z Gij¯(ρ
i
z¯∂zφ
j¯ + ∂z¯φ
iρj¯z).
The seond term in (4.12) is topologial and measures a homotopy type of the map
φ : Σ → M . This implies that after ovariantising (4.11) by onsidering arbitrary
metri gab on Σ, the energy-momentum tensor an be written as
Tab =
{
QA,
δV
δgab
}
,
as antiipated in (4.7). In onsequene the A-model is a topologial theory and does
not depend on the metri gab. Moreover, its partition funtion does not depend on λ, so
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it an be omputed for λ→∞ whih gives a semi-lassial result, whih is nonetheless
exat. In the semi-lassial limit the allowed eld ongurations are holomorphi maps
φ : Σ→M , suh that
∂z¯φ
i = ∂zφ
i¯ = 0.
These maps minimise the bosoni ation. There are two lasses of them. Firstly, for
onstant  or lassial maps the surfae Σ is mapped just to a point inM . Seondly,
there are nontrivial maps alled worldsheet instantons and they inlude various setors
lassied by homology lasses β of M , whih we will often haraterise by integers ni
β = φ∗[Σ] =
b2(M)∑
i=1
ni[Si] ∈ H2(M,Z), (4.13)
where [Si] onstitute a basis of H2(M,Z).
It is interesting to onsider A-model observables. Similarly as in ohomologial
eld theories they must be QA-losed but not QA-exat ombinations of the form
Oφ = φi1...ipχi1 · · ·χip ,
and due to antiommuting harater of χi's they an be identied with dierential forms
whih are representatives of de Rham ohomology lasses Hp(M). In onsequene of
the anomalies mentioned above in a onsistent theory on a Calabi-Yau threefold M
non-trivial observables 〈Oφ1 . . .Oφs〉 arise for elds satisfying
s∑
a=1
degOφa = 6(1− g), (4.14)
where degOφa denotes a degree of the orresponding dierential form. For g = 0 one
an thus onsider Oφ orresponding to two-forms with nontrivial expetation values
arising for s = 3 in the above sum. These two-forms an be represented by four-yles
Di by the Hodge duality. It implies that ontributions from onstant maps give just
intersetion numbers of these four-yles aijk = Di ∩Dj ∩Dk in the form∫
M
k ∧ k ∧ k =
∑
i,j,k
1
6
aijktitjtk + P2(ti),
where k is a Kähler form on M , ti are Kähler parameters (2.4) and P2(ti) is an am-
biguous polynomial in ti's of degree two. Worldsheet instantons ontribute terms
proportional to exp(−niti), so that entire information about genus zero amplitudes
an be enoded in the so-alled prepotential
F0,total =
(∑
i,j,k
1
6
aijktitjtk + P2(ti)
)
+
∑
β=
P
i ni[Si]∈H2(M)
N0βe
−niti , (4.15)
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where a subsript total is to emphasise it ontains ontributions from both lassial
maps and worldsheet instantons. The former are haraterised by intersetion numbers
aijk and the latter by the so-alled Gromov-Witten invariants N
0
β .
For genus g > 0 A-model amplitudes are less interesting, as an be easily dedued
from (4.14). For g = 1 the only nontrivial quantity is the partition funtion itself,
whereas for g > 1 all amplitudes vanish. However, if the A-model is oupled to
gravity (4.9) non-trivial amplitudes arise for arbitrary genus, speied by more general
Gromov-Witten invariants.
4.2.2 Gromov-Witten invariants
Let us summarise a general form of the A-model topologial string partition funtion
on a Calabi-Yau manifold M . It an be written as
Ztop = e
Ftop = e
P
g=0 Fg g
2g−2
s =M(q)χ(M)/2eFclass+F , (4.16)
Fclass =
∑ 1
6g2s
aijk titjtk +
∑ 1
24
biti, (4.17)
F =
∑
g≥0
∑
β
g2g−2s N
g
β Q
β , (4.18)
with the following notation. The entire amplitude depends on a string oupling gs
and Kähler parameters ti (2.4) of M . Fclass with polynomial dependene on ti are
ontributions from onstant maps, whih for genus g = 0 enode lassial intersetion
numbers aijk and for genus g = 1 terms are related to c2(M) as
∑
biti =
∫
M
k∧ c2(M).
Constant maps for g > 1 an be shown to give rise to powers of MMahon funtion
M(q) =
∏
n=1 (1− qn)−n, where q = e−gs and χ(M) is Euler harateristi of M .
Contributions from worldsheet instantons are given by F , and are determined by
the Gromov-Witten invariants Ngβ , whih roughly ount maps from a genus g Riemann
surfae into a urve in a Calabi-Yau manifold of a ertain lass β ∈ H2(M,Z) speied
as in (4.13). These invariants are integer numbers for isolated urves, or frational
numbers for smooth families of urves. We also denote Qβ =
∏
Qnii , where Qi = e
−ti
.
Even though the notion of Euler harateristi of M may be ambiguous for non-
ompat manifolds, the Gromov-Witten invariants an be rigorously omputed in some
ases. The invariants for the simplest ase of M = C3, predited rst by physial
reasoning in [50℄ have been derived mathematially in [42℄
Ng0 =
(−1)g|B2gB2g−2|
2g(2g − 2)(2g − 2)! , for g ≥ 2. (4.19)
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This leads to the result
Z(q)C
3
top = M(q) =
∞∏
n=1
(1− qn)−n, (4.20)
whih implies we should assume χ(C3) = 2 in the topologial string amplitude (4.16)
As another example let us onsider topologial strings on the resolved onifold
M = O(−1) ⊕ O(−1) → P1 introdued in setion 2.5. Its seond homology group is
generated by a single P
1
, so that β = n [P1] an be identied with a number n ∈ Z.
The ontributions from onstant maps an be identied with Ngn=0, and for g ≥ 2 they
arise from the expansion ofM(q)χ/2 in (4.16). The Euler harateristi for the resolved
onifold, even though it is a non-ompat manifold, should be taken as χ = 2 to agree
with omputations in Gromov-Witten theory. The proper Gromov-Witten invariants
for n 6= 0 have also been omputed in [42℄
Ngn = −n2g−3
|B2g|
2g (2g − 2)! . (4.21)
Thus the free energy for the resolved onifold an be written as
F conifoldtop = Fclass +
∑
g≥0
g2g−2s
( (−1)g|B2gB2g−2|
2g(2g − 2)(2g − 2)! −
|B2g|
2g (2g − 2)!Li3−2g(Q)
)
, (4.22)
where a polylogarithm is dened as Lik(Q) =
∑
n≥1
Qn
nk
, and Q = e−t where t is the
size of P1. The ontributions from worldsheet instantons are aptured by terms in the
seond sum in the braket.
4.2.3 Gopakumar-Vafa invariants
There is an intimate relation between topologial strings, superstrings and super-
gravity [36, 37℄ whih is also essential in further onsiderations. For deniteness let
us restrit to the A-model and type IIA superstrings. We reall a ompatiation of
Type IIA superstring theory on a Calabi-Yau threefold M leads to four-dimensional
N = 2 supergravity in non-ompatied dimensions with h1,1(M) vetor multiplets
[1, 2℄. Eah suh multiplet ontains a omplex salar eld φi whih orresponds to one
Kähler modulus of M . This supergravity ontains of ourse a gravity multiplet, whih
inludes a graviton R and gravi-photon Fph. Now all supergravity data is speied by
string theory and details of a manifold M . String theory eetive ation reprodues
supergravity ation, whih in partiular ontains terms of the form∫
d4xFg(φ
i)R2+F
2g−2
ph,+ (4.23)
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for g ≥ 1, where the subsript + denotes a self-dual part of a orresponding eld. This
term desribes a sattering of gravitons and gravi-photons, whose details are enoded
in a funtion Fg. This funtion an be shown to be equal preisely to genus g A-model
topologial string amplitude (4.16) on M , if the salar elds are identied with moduli
ti of the manifold M . Under this identiation genus zero amplitude F0(φ
I) turns out
to ompute N = 2 gauge theory prepotential whih determines the gauge oupling
onstant τij as
τij = ∂i∂jF0.
These relations have very far-reahing onsequenes for the struture of topologial
string amplitudes, disussed rst in [50℄. One an onsider a bakground of a onstant
graviphoton eld identied as Fph,+ = gs, so that (4.23) an be written as∫
d4x R2+Ftop(ti). (4.24)
One an ask if suh terms in the eetive supergravity ation an be derived from the
spaetime point of view. It is indeed possible, and they must arise from integrating out
some hidden degrees of freedom. From the string theory point of view these degrees
of freedom an be identied with solitons in a form of D0 and D2 branes. Their
ontribution is analogous to a ontribution obtained from integrating out a harged
salar in a onstant eletromagneti eld onsidered by Shwinger. Therefore a famous
Shwinger omputation an be performed in the present ontext as well, and its result
an be reinterpreted from the point of view of topologial strings. A areful analysis
in [50℄ revealed the instanton part F of the topologial string free energy (4.16) must
be neessarily of the form
F (ti) =
∑
β∈H2(M)
∞∑
g=0
∞∑
d=1
ngβ
Qdβ
d[d]2−2g
, (4.25)
where [d] = ed/2−e−d/2 and other notation is as in (4.16). The numbers ngβ haraterise
the amplitude in a novel way and are alled Gopakumar-Vafa invariants. The ruial
point is they ount states whih were integrated out from the four-dimensional point
of view and thereby should be integer. From the point of view of topologial string
theory this is a very non-trivial statement. These integer numbers must of ourse
enode frational Gromov-Witten invariants and arry equivalent information. Com-
parison between (4.18) and (4.25) shows that instanton ontributions to Fg, enoded in
Gromov-Witten invariants Ngβ , are determined by Gopakumar-Vafa invariants n
k
β with
k ≤ g. In partiular, expanding (4.25) we nd that genus g = 0 instanton ontributions
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to the free energy (4.15) are of the form
F0 =
∑
β∈H2(M)
∞∑
d=1
n0β
d3
Qdβ . (4.26)
Even though there is a rigorous mathematial theory of Gromov-Witten invariants,
there is no mathematial proof that it has a reformulation in terms of integer invariants.
In fat, an outstanding problem is even to formulate a general mathematial denition
of Gopakumar-Vafa invariants. However, in all ases where Gromov-Witten invariants
are known, it has been heked their redenition aording to (4.25) indeed leads to
integer ngβ.
Let us onsider the simplest example of a Gopakumar-Vafa expansion for some
manifold M , whih arises in the ase of a single invariant n01 = −1. Here the subsript
β = 1 is identied with a two-sphere whih must be a generator of a one-dimensional
seond homology group. The instanton part of the free energy and its genus expansion
take respetively the form
F conifold =
∑
n≥1
−Qn
n[n]2
= −
∑
g≥0
g2g−2s
|B2g|
2g (2g − 2)!Li3−2g(Q). (4.27)
In this genus expansion we reognise expliitly the instanton part of the free energy of
the resolved onifold (4.22), so we an identify M = O(−1) ⊕ O(−1) → P1. Thus all
the information enoded in an innite number of Gromov-Witten invariants (4.21) for
the resolved onifold is now hidden in a single Gopakumar-Vafa invariant n01.
4.3 Open topologial strings
Open topologial strings were analysed in [38, 39, 40, 48℄. In a paragraph below
we review their onstrution and in the next one  their target spae interpretation
as Chern-Simons theory.
4.3.1 Constrution
To dene open topologial strings we parallel the onstrution of losed strings
desribed above, now with the ends of open strings taken into aount. These ends of
strings give rise to holes in Riemann surfaes representing worldsheets of propagating
strings. Thus now our starting point is N = (2, 2) sigma model for maps from a
genus g Riemann surfae Σ with h holes into a Kähler manifold φi : Σ→M, i =
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1, . . . , dimCM , suh that a boundary of Σ is mapped to a ertain submanifold J ⊂ M
φi : ∂Σ −→ J ⊂M. (4.28)
Ends of open strings, apart from being restrited to J , an also be oupled in the usual
way to Chan-Paton degrees of freedom leading to U(N) gauge symmetry. We interpret
these as strings in a presene of N D-branes wrapping the yle J . On a worldsheet
with boundary a translational symmetry in a diretion perpendiular to the boundary
is broken, whih breaks half of supersymmetries. The other half of supersymmetries
must be preserved on the boundary, whih imposes strong onditions both on elds φi
and their superpartners ψi±, as well as on D-branes themselves. It turns out in A- and
B-models we have respetively the so-alled
• A-branes, for whih J must be middle dimensional lagrangian submanifold,
• B-branes, for whih J must be a omplex submanifold of M , so in partiular it
must have even real dimension.
Let us assume H1(J) is generated by a single non-trivial yle γ and onsider a
worldsheet with h holes Ci, i = 1, . . . h. Under the map (4.28) eah φ∗(Ci) an be
assigned a winding number wi ∈ Z and we an dene a generating funtional
Fw,g(ti) =
∑
β∈H2(M,J)
Nw,g,βQ
β
(4.29)
where w = (w1, . . . , wh), H2(M,J) is a relative homology lass, and Q
β
is dened
as in (4.18). Suh an amplitude is haraterised by open Gromov-Witten invariants
Nw,g,β whih roughly ount number of maps from a Riemann surfae Σ into M with
lagrangian boundary onditions on J . To dene the total free energy whih assembles
all sets of winding numbers w, a matrix V must is introdued, so that
F (V ) =
∞∑
g=0
∞∑
h=1
∑
w=(w1,...,wh)
g2g−2+hs
h!
Fw,g(ti)TrV
w1 · · ·TrV wh. (4.30)
In fat ontributions from setors whih dier by a permutation of wi's are the same,
so for eah w we speify k = (k1, k2, . . .), suh kj is the number of wi's equal to j, i.e.
kj = #(wi = j). Then h =
∑
j kj, l =
∑
i wi =
∑
j jkj, and k denes a onjugay lass
C(k) of the symmetri group Sl. For a given k = (kj) there are h!/
∏
j kj! equivalent
w's (diering only by a permutation of their h omponents). Finally, the free energy
an be written as
F (V ) =
∞∑
g=0
∑
k=(kj)
g2g−2+hs∏
j kj!
Fk,g
∏
j=1
(TrV j)kj .
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Now the Frobenius formula an be used to write a produt of TrV j as a linear ombi-
nation of TrRV
∞∏
j=1
(TrV j)kj =
∑
R
χR(C(k))TrRV, (4.31)
where χR(C(k)) is the harater of Sl in the representation R for the onjugay lass
C(k), so that F (V ) an be written as a sum over representations
F (V ) =
∑
R
FR(gs, ti)TrRV.
As usual the partition funtion is dened by an exponential of the free energy, whih
also an be expanded as a sum over representations
Z(V ) = eF =
∑
R
ZRTrRV. (4.32)
If there are L independent one-yles in M along whih boundaries ∂Σ an wrap, the
partition funtion takes the form
Z(V1, . . . , VL) =
∑
R1,...,RL
ZR1,...,RL
L∏
i=1
TrRiVi. (4.33)
In what follows we will onsider Calabi-Yau threefoldsM with a number of A-branes
topologially equivalent to C× S1. The partition funtion of suh a system with one
brane will be exatly of the form (4.32), whereas with L branes of the form (4.33).
In fat, these partition funtions are speied only up to framing ambiguity, whih is
related to the framing ambiguity of knot invariants (3.15) and requires speifying an
additional integer number fi for i'th brane in the system. Let us reall a partiular
lass of branes disussed in setion 2.4, whih are attahed to an axis speied by a
vetor v in R3 base of a tori manifold, and a homology yle of a bred T 2 determined
by a framing vetor w degenerates at innity. If ZR1,...,RL is a partition funtion for a
onguration with L suh branes in framings wi, then a partition funtion in framings
wi − fivi with fi ∈ Z is
ZR1...RL → q
1
2
PL
i=1 fiκRi (−1)
PL
i=1 fi|Ri|ZR1...RL. (4.34)
Let us note the open Gromov-Witten invariants an be rewritten in the represen-
tation basis as NR,g,β. Moreover, one an introdue open Gopakumar-Vafa invariants
nR,g,β in analogy with (4.25) whih also have integrality properties [54℄-[57℄. Nonethe-
less, they do not arise in our onsiderations so we do not analyse them in more detail.
4.3.2 Open topologial strings and Chern-Simons theory
It is believed the most fundamental desription of any open string theory should
be given in terms of string eld theory, whih desribes all open string ongurations
in terms of a funtional Ψ. An abstrat formulation of a string eld theory has been
found by Witten in [47℄. In general the dynamis of the string eld is governed by the
string eld ation
Sstring field =
1
2gs
∫ (
Ψ ⋆ QBRSTΨ+
2
3
Ψ ⋆Ψ ⋆Ψ
)
, (4.35)
where QBRST is BRST harge, whereas the nonommutative and assoiative star prod-
ut ⋆ and the integration
∫
are dened in some preise way. Ψ desribes all tower of
string exitations in a very nontrivial way, whih in fat is a mixed blessing, beause
it requires solving the entire system at one whih is seldom possible.
However, string eld theory approah leads to a very elegant solution of the A-
model topologial strings [48℄. We fous rst on a situation when a target spae is the
total spae of a bundle T ∗M , where M is a manifold of real dimension three. In this
ase M is a lagrangian submanifold of T ∗M , so one an wrap A-branes around it upon
whih ends of open strings an end. In topologial string theory all higher exitations
deouple and the string eld Ψ desribes only a single degree of freedom, the ground
state. This ground state is a gauge onnetion A, whih is valued in u(N) Lie algebra,
where N is the number of A-branes wrapped around M . This redution of Ψ is
aompanied by a redution of the string eld integration and the star produt  they
beome respetively the usual integration onM and the exterior produt. Moreover, in
topologial theory QBRST is naturally identied with a topologial harge, and together
with a deoupling of higher exitations it redues to the exterior dierentiation. The
redution of these various objets in string eld theory is given in a table below.
String eld theory Chern-Simons theory
Ψ A
QA d
⋆ ∧∫ ∫
M
Eventually, after these substitutions the string eld ation (4.35) for open topologial
strings redues to the usual Chern-Simons ation (3.1) on M
SCS(A) =
1
2gs
∫
M
Tr
(
A ∧ dA+ 2
3
A ∧A ∧ A), (4.36)
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and moreover the relation between string oupling and gauge oupling is found
gs =
2πi
k +N
,
where k gets shifted k → k +N upon renormalisation.
One an also analyse a more general situation, when A-branes wrap a lagrangian
yle M inside an arbitrary Calabi-Yau manifold X , not neessarily of the form T ∗M .
Then the eetive ation for the gauge eld also ontains a Chern-Simons term on M ,
together with additional ontributions arising from worldsheet instantons whih an
end on M . In partiular, if H1(J) is generated by a single non-trivial yle γ, these
ontributions an be shown to be equal to F (V ) given in (4.30), with V identied with
a Wilson loop along the yle γ
V = P exp
∮
A.
Therefore the total eetive ation on the worldvolume of A-branes wrapping a la-
grangian submanifold M takes the form
S(A) = SCS(A) + F (V ). (4.37)
We have already analysed Chern-Simons theory in setion 3.1, therefore we an use
results obtained there in the ontext of topologial string theories. As we will see this
has very powerful onsequenes.
4.4 Topologial strings and open-losed duality
In this hapter we have already introdued open and losed topologial strings with
the emphasis on the A-model onstrutions. We also disussed how open topologial
strings on T ∗M redue to Chern-Simons theory on M . In fat we have assembled all
ingredients neessary to exhibit the open-losed duality for in the ontext of A-model
topologial strings, often referred to as the Gopakumar-Vafa duality. This duality was
analysed rst in [51℄ whih we follow below, and was generalised to the ase of Wilson
loop observables in [52℄. An interesting omplementary derivation of the Gopakumar-
Vafa duality was given in [53℄. A disovery of this duality triggered a lot of ativity
whih eventually led to the disovery of the topologial vertex whih we introdue in
the next setion.
In the simplest setting the Gopakumar-Vafa is a statement that the A-model theory
of open topologial strings on the deformed onifold T ∗S3 is equivalent to the theory of
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losed topologial strings on the resolved onifold. This duality an be realised in two
steps. The rst step is the equivalene of open topologial strings on T ∗S3 and Chern-
Simons theory on S3. The seond step is a realisation of 't Hooft duality (explained in
setion 3.1) in a partiular ase of Chern-Simons theory on S3 and losed topologial
string on the resolved onifold. In fat we have already disussed the rst step in the
previous setion, so to derive the duality we have to argue for the seond step, whih
we do in the paragraph below. Then we disuss Wilson loop observables.
Figure 4.1: The Gopakumar-Vafa duality as a geometri transition between open topo-
logial strings the deformed onifold (left) and losed topologial strings on the resolved
onifold (right), with a singular onifold in an intermediate state. All onifolds are
asymptotially isomorphi to S2 × S3, with S2 and S3 represented by two sides of a
retangle in the base. The singularity is represented by a tip of the one. The de-
formed and the resolved onifolds have respetively minimal S3 and S2, represented
by orthogonal intervals replaing the tip of the one.
4.4.1 Equality of partition funtions
We present now the open-losed duality on the level of partition funtions, fousing
on the equivalene between Chern-Simons theory on S3 and losed topologial string
on the resolved onifold. We reall the amplitudes of Chern-Simons theory on S3 an
be omputed in terms of fatgraphs, and eah fatgraph an be drawn on a Riemann
surfae of genus g and with h holes. We denote now a ontribution of suh a fatgraph
to the free energy as Fg,h. We already presented this fatgraph expansion in (3.23).
Aording to 't Hooft idea, a resummation of this series (3.21) over a number of holes
h should lead to some losed string expansion, with FCSg (t) being a ontribution to the
amplitude from worldsheets of genus g, and 't Hooft oupling is t = Nλ = 2πiN
k+N
. We
presented the resummed series in (3.25).
On the other hand, the genus g terms in the expansion of the A-model losed
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topologial strings on the resolved onifold with a sphere of size t are given in (4.22),
and rejeting lassial ontributions
F conifoldg =
(−1)g|B2gB2g−2|
2g(2g − 2)(2g − 2)! −
|B2g|
2g (2g − 2)!Li3−2g(e
−t).
Comparing the expansion in (3.25) and the above onifold expansion we nd a
perfet agreement
FCSg (t) = F
conifold
g (t).
This equality of partition funtions is a very strong onrmation of the Gopakumar-
Vafa duality.
We have to stress that we have not only realised 't Hooft idea of interpreting
fatgraphs of Chern-Simons theory on S3 as worldsheets of a losed string theory. This
Chern-Simons theory is equivalent to open topologial strings on T ∗S3 as explained in
the previous setion, so we found expliitly an open string theory whih orresponds
to the losed string theory. In the present ase it is possible to give an a very beautiful
explanation and interpretation of the equivalene between these open and losed string
theories in terms of the geometri onifold transition introdued in setion 2.6. We
onsider A-model open topologial strings on the deformed onifold T ∗S3, with string
oupling gs and with N A-branes wrapped on S
3
whih is a lagrangian submanifold.
The geometri proess amounts to shrinking S3 to zero size until the singular onifold
is reahed. Subsequently the singularity is resolved, and the sphere P1 of size t = Ngs
blows up. The A-branes vanish together with vanishing of S3, but their degrees of
freedom are transformed into degrees of freedom of losed strings on the resolved
onifold. The transition in geometry is loal  both deformed and resolved onifolds
asymptote to S2 × S3 at innity, and they dier only in the neighbourhood of the
origin. This transition is shown pituresquely in gure 4.1.
4.4.2 Wilson loops and A-branes
A wide lass of observables in Chern-Simons theory are Wilson loops. Their expe-
tation values are knot invariants, as we explained in paragraph 3.1.1. It turns out the
Gopakumar-Vafa duality manifests itself also in this ase, and its quantitative hek
an be performed for the ase of Wilson loops in S3 [52℄.
Let us onsider Chern-Simons theory on S3 with a Wilson loop along a knot K.
Firstly we have to understand what is the orresponding onguration in the open
topologial string theory on T ∗S3. Let us parametrise a knot K by q(s) ∈ S3 for
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s ∈ [0, 2π[. There is a anonial onstrution of the so-alled onormal bundle C˜K
C˜K = {(q(s), p) | pidq
i
ds
= 0, pi ∈ T ∗q S3, s ∈ [0, 2π[, i = 1, 2, 3},
whih assoiates to every point q ∈ K a two-dimensional submanifold of a otanget
spae T ∗q S
3
orthogonal to dq/ds. C˜K is a three-dimensional submanifold of T
∗S3, it
has a topology of C × S1, and intersets S3 along K, as shown in gure 4.2. The
ruial point is it satises a lagrangian ondition, so we an wrap M A-branes around
it, whih we onsider together with N A-branes wrapped on S3.
Figure 4.2: A lagrangian submanifold C˜K intersets S
3
inside T ∗S3 along a knotK. We
wrap N branes on S3 andM branes on C˜K . Under the geometri transition S
3
vanishes
together with N branes wrapped on it, and instead S2 blows up. C˜K is transformed
into a lagrangian submanifold C in the resolved onifold geometry, whereas M branes
survive the transition and wrap C afterwards.
Now we would like to take a large N limit and follow a geometri transition. We
expet N branes should vanish and S3 they wrapped should be replaed by S2. On
the other hand, we would like M branes wrapping C˜K to survive the transition and
still be present in the system. This means they should be wrapping some lagrangian
manifold C in the resolved onifold geometry, whih arises from C˜K in the proess of
the transition. The branes suh as those wrapping C, whih arise in the bakground
of the losed string geometry  in this ase the resolved onifold  are alled probe
branes.
To sum up, we onsider the following ongurations on two sides of the transition:
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• Before the transition: T ∗S3 with a knot K and a lagrangian submanifold CK
suh that S3 ∩ C˜K = K; there are N A-branes wrapped on S3 and M branes
wrapped on CK
• After the transition: a losed string geometry of the resolved onifold arises, in
the presene of M probe branes wrapping C
In both ases eetive degrees of freedom should be U(M) gauge elds loalised on M
A-branes. To hek the duality we should identify the eetive ations for these gauge
elds and show they are equal.
We onsider rst the onguration before the transition. The massless modes of
this system are Chern-Simons U(N) gauge eld A on S3, U(M) gauge eld A˜ on C˜K ,
as well as a salar φ in a bifundamental representation of U(N)× U(M) living on the
intersetion S3 ∩ C˜K = K. Let us denote the Wilson loops of gauge elds A and A˜
along K respetively as
U = P exp
∮
K
A, V = P exp
∮
K
A˜.
We would like to derive the eetive ation for A˜ on C˜K . The string eld ation
for the entire system is a sum of Chern-Simons ations (4.36) for both gauge elds
SCS(A), SCS(A˜) and the ation for the salar  therefore we have to integrate out A
and φ. The ation for the salar is just a ovariantised kineti term φdφ∮
K
Trφ(d+ A− A˜)φ. (4.38)
and integrating this out introdues the so-alled Ooguri-Vafa operator
exp
∞∑
n=1
1
n
TrUnTrV n =
∑
R
TrRU TrRV, (4.39)
where the equality is a variant of the Frobenius relation (4.31). Keeping V xed while
integrating out A leads to∫
DAe−SCS(A)
∑
R
TrRUTrRV =
∑
R
WKR TrRV, where WKR = 〈TrRP exp
∮
K
A〉
(4.40)
where the expetation value refers to the Chern-Simons path integral. Therefore WKR
is preisely a knot invariant (3.3) in representation R, and the partition funtion for
this open topologial string onguration is a generating funtion of knot invariants
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for all possible representations. On the other hand, the eetive ation for the gauge
eld A˜ on C˜K reads,
Sopen(A˜) = SCS(A˜) + F open(A˜), (4.41)
where F open(A˜) are orretions whih arise from integrating out φ and A and they an
read o from (4.40) before using Frobenius formula.
We argued how to determine the eetive ation for A˜ on one side of the duality.
On the resolved onifold side we already know the eetive ation is (4.37)
S(A˜) = SCS(A˜) + F (V ),
whih is also Chern-Simons ations with some orretions F (V ). However, the orre-
tions on the losed string side have very dierent origin: they arise from worldsheet
instantons whih wrap S2 and end on C˜. In [52℄ these two types of orretions on both
sides of the duality were analysed in detail for K being the unknot, and it has been
shown they are equal
F open(V )|K=unknot = F (V )|K=unknot. (4.42)
This gives another strong hek of the duality, and it is believed this relation should
extend to all knots. This brane onguration for the unknot will also be of partiular
interest to us  we will analyse it quantitatively in setion 7.2.2 from the point of
view of Calabi-Yau rystals.
We should note the above observations lead to the following important onlusion.
Suppose we would like to nd a partition funtion Z for a system of probe branes in
a losed string bakground, whih ontains S2. We assume this bakground is open-
losed dual to a onguration with several Wilson loops along omponents K1, . . . , KL
of some link in S3. Then the partition funtion (4.33) is a generating funtion of link
invariants with ZR1,...,RL =WK1,...,KLR1,...,RL
Z(V1, . . . , VL) =
∑
R1,...,RL
WK1,...,KLR1,...,RL
L∏
i=1
TrRiVi. (4.43)
We will see many examples of suh relations in what follows. On the other hand, if
a losed string onguration annot be mapped to some link, the partition funtion
oeients are still some topologial invariants ZR1,...,RL , whih are not related to any
link invariant.
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4.5 The topologial vertex
In general a omputation of topologial string amplitudes is a diult task. As they
are dened in a perturbative expansion, at rst sight it is not obvious how to determine
them beyond a few lowest genera. However, it turns out there is a remarkable method
whih allows to nd exat, all-genus A-model topologial string amplitudes on a wide
lass of non-ompat tori geometries disussed in setion 2. A ruial ingredient of
this method is the so-alled topologial vertex
The topologial vertex for A-model topologial strings was introdued in [64℄, and
subsequently in [65℄ for mirror B-model theories. It was atively studied for example
in [66, 68, 71, 72, 78, 79℄. Its rigorous mathematial formulation was given in [67℄.
In this setion we introdue the topologial vertex formalism. It will be used to large
extent in hapter 8 in heking Calabi-Yau rystal results.
The method of the topologial vertex is based on the following idea. A-model losed
string amplitudes ompute a number of holomorphi maps from a string worldsheet
into some Calabi-Yau three-fold M . There are two kinds of suh maps: onstant ones
for whih the image of the worldsheet is a point inM , and worldsheet instantons whih
an wrap holomorphi two-yles of M . We fous only on the latter ase now. If M is
tori its only non-trivial two-yles, whih an be wrapped by worldsheet instantons,
are spheres S2, represented by nite intervals in a tori diagram. It is possible to split
a given losed string worldsheet into a onguration of open strings by introduing
into M branes, whih wrap lagrangian yles of the type disussed in setion 2. These
branes are attahed to intervals in a tori diagram and open string worldsheets an
end on them from both sides in suh a way, that when glued together they reprodue a
given losed string onguration. If suh branes are introdued for eah nite interval
of the tori diagram, this diagram is divided into separate trivalent verties whih
represent distint C3 pathes ofM . The topologial vertex is an open string amplitude
for a single C3 path with branes attahed to its three axes. Together with appropriate
rules of gluing suh verties, it provides a basi building blok for topologial string
amplitudes on arbitrary tori geometries. In fat, the topologial vertex method of
omputing topologial string amplitudes on tori geometries resembles usual Feynman
rules: the tori diagram is analogous to a single Feynman diagram, its trivalent verties
represent interations, and gluing rules orrespond to propagators.
As an open string amplitude, the topologial vertex has a general form given in
(4.33). It is onventionally written in the representation basis as
Z(V1, V2, V3) =
∑
R1,R2,R3
CR1R2R3 TrR1V1TrR2V2TrR3V3, (4.44)
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where eah representation Ri orresponds to a stak of branes wrapping a lagrangian
yle Li xed to i'th axis of C
3
path, as shown in gure 2.4, and Vi are the orrespond-
ing soures (holonomy matries), whih in general an be given by innite matries.
The vertex amplitude CR1R2R3 , as explained in the next paragraph, an be derived us-
ing the Gopakumar-Vafa transition, by mapping this onguration of branes into the
orresponding observable in Chern-Simons theory. It is derived in the next paragraph
and it reads
CR1R2R3 = q
κR2
+κR3
2
∑
P1,P2,P3
cR1P3P1c
Rt3
P3P2
WRt2P1WR2P2
WR2•
, (4.45)
where cRPQ are tensor produt oeients (A.48). At this point let us just note that
it is expressed by the expetation value (3.13) of a link shown in gure 3.1, for the
reasons whih will beome lear below.
The topologial vertex amplitude an be presented in a variety of ways. In ompu-
tations it is very onvenient to write the vertex in terms of Shur funtions, whih an
be easily done using the relation (3.16) and properties of symmetri funtions given in
appendix A.4. This leads to the formula [73℄
CR1R2R3 = q
1
2
(κR2+κR3)sRt2(q
ρ)
∑
P
sR1/P (q
Rt2+ρ)sRt3/P (q
R2+ρ). (4.46)
In paragraph 4.5.1 we disuss a derivation of the topologial vertex amplitude
in more detail. Further details onerning the topologial vertex, in partiular the
alulational framework in terms of Shur funtions, are disussed in detail in appendix
B. Even though in this thesis we onsider mainly A-model topologial vertex, in setion
8.4 B-model version will also be briey introdued for ompleteness.
We also note that many omputational tehniques have been advaned to simplify
topologial vertex alulations. In partiular, in [68℄ a set of rules have been derived
for geometries whose dual diagrams are represented as a triangulation of a retangle
or a strip. This simpliation is quite onvenient for a part of the alulations we
perform, so we briey reall the rules on the strip in appendix B.2. In fat, we also
need to perform some alulations whih an be understood as moving o the strip.
In order to do that we generalise the method of [68℄ to some more general geometries,
whih is disussed in setion 8.5.2.
4.5.1 Derivation
Following [64℄ we determine the topologial vertex amplitude for a onguration of
three staks of branes wrapping lagrangian submanifolds in C3 shown in gure 2.4. In
paragraph 4.4.2 we explained that topologial string amplitudes redue to generating
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funtions of knot or link invariants (4.43) if a brane onguration an be mapped to a
onguration of knots in S3 via the geometri transition. Even though the onguration
of branes in gure 2.4 annot be mapped expliitly to any knot or link, there is an
indiret way to nd suh a relation and to express CR1R2R3 in terms of knot invariants.
This an be done in four steps, whih we disuss below.
In the rst step we onsider the deformed onifold T ∗S3 shown in gure 2.6 with a
stak of N branes wrapped over S3 represented by a dashed line. Additionally, we wrap
three staks of branes along three lagrangian submanifolds L1, L2, L3, as shown in the
left piture in gure 4.3. Arrows determine the framing of Li submanifolds at innity,
as explained in setion 2.4. We would like to nd an open topologial string amplitude
for suh a onguration. It is possible by a reasoning similar as in setion 4.4.2, taking
the string eld theory point of view and using the relation to Chern-Simons theory. It
an be shown the string eld degrees of freedom redue to gauge elds on eah stak
of branes, and a salar eld analogous to (4.38) arising from open strings strethed
between two staks of branes. In general, for gauge elds A and A˜ on suh two branes,
the ation for this salar eld takes the form∮
Trφ(d+ A− A˜− r)φ, (4.47)
and now a distane r between branes has been taken into aount. It an also be
shown that for strings strethed between parallel branes this salar eld has a fermioni
statistis, and integrating this out leads to an operator
exp
[
−
∞∑
n=1
e−nr
n
TrUnTrV n
]
=
∑
R
e−|R| r(−1)|R|TrRU TrRtV, . (4.48)
where V and U and holonomies for gauge elds A and A˜ respetively. Moreover, suh
salar elds an arise only for strings strethed in parallel to degeneration loi of torus
ations in R3 base, i.e. only between L1 − S3, L2 − S3, L3 − S3 and L1 − L3 branes.
Let us introdue holonomies for gauge elds on Li branes denoted respetively as Vi
and omputed in representations Ri, whih we will treat as xed soures. We have to
take into aount a holonomy V −11 of opposite orientation than V1, whih will arise from
integrating out strings strethed between L1 − L3 branes, omputed in representation
R. We also introdue holonomies U1, U2 for gauge elds on S
3
whih we will integrate
out. Taking all these fators into aount, and in partiular inluding operators (4.48)
from eah salar eld mentioned above, the amplitude for the onguration in the left
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piture in gure 4.3 reads
Z(V1, V2, V3) =
1
ZS3
∑
R,R1,R2,R3
(−1)|R1|+|R2|+|R|〈TrRt1U1TrR2U2TrRt3U1 〉 ·
·TrRt1V1TrR2V2TrR⊗R3V3TrR1V −11 , (4.49)
where we expliitly fator out ZS
3
, a partition funtion of S3 given in (3.22). From the
eetive string eld theory point of view the expetation value 〈TrRt1U1 TrR2U2TrRt3U1 〉
an be omputed as an observable in Chern-Simons theory, related to the link onsisting
of irles whih are boundaries of worldsheets of open strings ending in S3. These
boundaries onstitute a link shown in gure 3.1, whose expetation value is given in
(3.13), and therefore
〈TrRt1U1TrR2U2TrRt3U1 〉 = ZS
3 WRt2R1WR3R1
WR1•
(4.50)
Figure 4.3: Gopakumar-Vafa transition in the presene of branes.
In the seond step we argue the amplitude omputed in (4.49) should not hange
under the geometri transition, in whih S3 blows down and instead S2 blows up. This
is analogous to the reasoning in paragraph4.4.2, and leads to a ongurations of branes
L1, L2, L3 in the bakground of the resolved onifold, as shown in the right piture in
gure 4.3.
In the third step we relate the resolved onifold bakground to C3 we are really
interested in. This amounts to taking a limit of innite Kähler parameter assoiated
to S2 in the resolved onifold. In Chern-Simons theory this limit extrats the leading
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term of Hopf-link invariants (3.16). In this limit the interval representing S2 beomes
innitely long and the tori diagram redues to the one representing C3 with three
staks of branes Li, as in the left piture in gure 4.4. This is almost the onguration
we are interested in.
Figure 4.4: Moving a brane from one axis to the other is aompanied by an appropriate
analyti ontinuation of the topologial string amplitude for this onguration.
In the fourth step we analytially ontinue the lagrangian brane L1 from the edge
v3 = (1, 0) to the edge v1 = (−1,−1). The onguration we obtain is shown in the
right piture in gure 4.4. It an be shown this ontinuation amounts to replaing
(−1)|R1|WR2Rt1 TrR1V −11 TrR2V2 → WRt2R1 TrR1V1TrR2V2
in the large Kähler limit of (4.49). However, this is not yet the nal result  to obtain
an amplitude for a onguration in gure 2.4 we need to hange framings of branes
aording to (4.34), in order to rotate the arrows representing framing of branes as
required. Performing the steps desribed above and traing the framing dependene
arefully, formulae (4.49) and (4.50) lead to the result given in (4.45).
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Chapter 5
Two-dimensional Calabi-Yau rystals
In this hapter we introdue in a novel way Calabi-Yau rystal models for topolog-
ial eld theories in four dimensions [33℄. The idea is that ertain amplitudes in gauge
theories are reprodued by simple models of rystal melting known from statistial
mehanis. The name Calabi-Yau rystals arises beause the eld theories we onsider
are dened on Calabi-Yau manifolds. Crystal models for four-dimensional eld theo-
ries we onsider in this hapter are dened in two dimensions. Even more interesting
lass of three-dimensional rystal models arise for topologial string theories, whih we
disuss in further hapters.
The entire rystal in two-dimensional models is identied with a lattie given by
a positive quarter of Z2 or its ertain subset. Individual points in this lattie are
identied as atoms in the rystal whih an melt away in a non-zero temperature.
A given melted onguration of the rystal, with some plaes vaant due to melted
atoms, an be assigned a statistial weight dened by the number of melted atoms.
Denoting suh a onguration by R and a number of vaant boxes it ontains by |R|,
the partition or generating funtion of this system reads
Z =
∑
R
q|R|, (5.1)
where q = e−µ/T is related to the hemial potential µ and the temperature T from the
statistial physis point of view. One an onsider of ourse various rules whih allow an
individual atom to melt away. In partiular, one an impose a onstraint that the only
allowed melted rystal ongurations are represented by two-dimensional partitions
introdued in appendix A.1. Then |R| beomes an ordinary weight of a partition
R, dened by its number of boxes (A.3). In fat, a remarkable work of Nekrasov
[29℄ and [30℄ revealed many partition funtions of supersymmetri gauge theories are
related to the ounting of various ensembles of two-dimensional partitions, with weights
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depending on the details of a given theory. These partitions an be mapped to states
of free fermions as explained in appendix A.2, so that their generating funtions an
also be rewritten as various amplitudes in a free fermion theory. The two-dimensional
partitions whih arise in this orrespondene an be shown to enode information about
moduli spaes of instantons in a gauge theory, and the relation (5.1) arises from an
identiation of the gauge theory partition funtion with the Euler harateristi of
instanton moduli spaes (3.27). On the other hand, the physial origin of the assoiated
free fermions is not ompletely lear.
As the simplest example of a two-dimensional Calabi-Yau rystal model, let us
onsider N = 4 twisted U(1) gauge theory on R4. Its partition funtion is given by the
inverse η(q) funtion (3.28), whih apart from a fator of q−1/24 is a generating funtion
of all two-dimensional partitions weighted by the number of boxes, in aordane with
(5.1).
In this hapter we wish to generalise this ounting to the ase of N = 4 theories on
ALE spaes, whose partition funtions are given by ane haraters orresponding to
dierent ane weights (3.29). It turns out suh a generalisation may be rephrased in
terms of a speial lass of partitions whih we introdue. We all them orbifold rystals
or generalised partitions. At least for U(1) theory on Ak−1 singularity, the ounting of
these orbifold rystals R indeed reprodues ane haraters omputed at some speial
values, and the partition funtion (5.1) reads
Z =
∑
R
q|R| = χ
csu(k)N
bλ (q).
We also interpret orbifold rystals expliitly in terms of a two-dimensional fermioni
system. Let us remark some other relation between gauge theories on ALE spaes and
partitions was disussed in [31℄.
5.1 Orbifold rystals
An ordinary two-dimensional partition λ an be determined by an ideal of funtions
I = {f(x, y)} generated by a set of monomials xiyj for i, j ≥ 0, in suh a way that a
box (m,n) ∈ λ if and only if xmyn /∈ I.
We introdue the following Zk orbifold ation on C
2
(x, y)→ (ωx, ωy), for ω = e2πi/k. (5.2)
Let us onsider ideals of funtions having denite transformation properties under
this ation. A given monomial xiyj transforms as ωi−j, and all monomials with the
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same transformation property an be represented as a periodi sub-lattie of Z2. In
partiular, there is a set of invariant monomials whih we refer to as invariant (or non-
twisted) setor (these neessarily inlude onstant funtions represented by (0, 0) point
on the lattie). All the other lasses of monomials will be alled as twisted setors.
We dene two types of partitions, whih we all orbifold rystals or generalised
partitions:
• rstly, we onsider ordinary two-dimensional partitions, however with all boxes
orresponding to points in Z
2
lattie with a denite transformation properties
distinguished; we dene a weight of suh a partition as the number of these
distinguished boxes (and not all boxes in this partition),
• seondly, we onsider diagrams whih onsists only of these distinguished boxes,
with a weight given by their number.
We draw these distinguished boxes in blak in the gures below. In the former ase,
there are generally many partitions with the same set of distinguished boxes, but with
dierent positions of remaining (weightless) boxes. In the latter ase, a given set
of distinguished boxes denes one and only one partition. One an also think of the
partitions of the latter type as equivalene lasses of partitions of the former type, suh
that all elements in one lass have the same set of distinguished boxes.
Figure 5.1: Sample generalised partitions of the latter type (onsisting only of blak
boxes) in invariant (left) and twisted (right) setors of C2/Z3 orbifold.
Examples of generalised Z3-partitions of the latter type are given in gure 5.1.
The left piture orresponds to the invariant setor, and the right one to the twisted
setor orresponding to monomials transforming with a fator of ω = exp(2πi/3). The
orresponding latties are denoted by grey boxes; the box in the left-bottom orner has
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oordinates (0, 0) and orresponds to onstant funtions. Sample partitions in both
setors are denoted in blak, and white boxes are immaterial (examples of the former
type partitions arise if we take white boxes into aount as well). A proper way to
dene a generalised partition (of both types and in any setor) is as follows: if a box
(m,n) belongs to a partition, then all the boxes (i, j) from the (grey) sub-lattie suh
that i ≤ m and j ≤ n must also belong to this partition; this property is easily seen
in the gure 5.1.
To work with generalised partitions of the seond type it is ruial to denote them
in a onvenient way, whih takes into aount only distinguished boxes. The usual
onvention to write number of distinguished boxes in eah row is not the best hoie,
as these numbers are not dereasing; for example partitions in gure 5.1 orrespond
respetively to sequenes (3, 2, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1) and (3, 2, 2, 1, 0, 1, 1). An additional on-
dition whih states when a number of boxes in the next row may inrease must be
introdued in this ase; this ondition is simple but awkward.
It turns out a better idea is to use the so-alled Frobenius notation introdued in
appendix A.1. For deniteness, let us fous on an invariant setor. We slie a given
partition λ diagonally and introdue two sequenes of numbers (ai) and (bj), whih
denote number of boxes in rows to the right and to the left of the diagonal
λ =
(
a1 a2 . . . ad(R)
b1 b2 . . . bd(R)
)
where d(R) is a number of boxes on the diagonal. For ordinary partitions, the sequenes
(ai) and (bi) must be stritly dereasing. For generalised Zk-partitions, our ruial
observation is that this ondition is relaxed: eah number ai and bi an our at most
k times  and apparently this oinides with a denition of generalised Frobenius
partitions, whih were introdued by Andrews in [94℄. Let us note that suh a partition
an be presented as a state of a Fermi sea with a generalised statistis: there may be
at most k fermions at a given position (suh objets are alled parafermions, and their
unusual form of the Pauli priniple a parastatistis). In gure 5.2 the partition(
3 3 1 0 0
4 2 1 1 0
)
is presented for C2/Z2 orbifold, together with the orresponding state in the parafermi
sea. Indeed, in this ase at most two parafermions an sit in the same plae. General-
isation of this setup to other setors is straightforward.
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Figure 5.2: A generalised partition of the latter type in an invariant setor of C2/Z2
orbifold as a state in a parafermi sea.
5.2 The former type partition ounting
In this setion we wish to ompute generating funtions of the generalised partitions
of the former type for ALE spaes of Ak−1 type
Z˜kr =
∑
former gen. partitions
q#(black boxes),
in all setors r = 0, . . . , k − 1, where r speies the power of ω in (5.2).
As we show below, these generalised partitions are related to states in the Fok
spae of k free fermions, and the number of blak boxes gives weights of suh states.
As is well known, a system of k free fermions provides a representation of û(k)1 ane
Ka-Moody algebra. For this reason Z˜kr an be expressed in terms of ane haraters.
On the other hand, the blak boxes transform in a denite way under Zk orbifold group
of Ak ALE spae, whih provides a relation to Nakajima results.
We start with the observation that generalised partitions of the former type an
be identied with blended partitions, whih desribe a state of a Fermi sea of several
fermions. Let us onsider k omplex fermions with harges p1, . . . , pk, and xed total
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harge p
p =
k∑
i=1
pi.
For i'th of these fermions there is a orresponding Fok spae Fi, and elements of its
basis an be represented in a standard way as states of a Fermi sea, or usual Young
diagrams with a speied harge pi. The total Fok spae F is a tensor produt of k
Fok spaes orresponding to individual fermions
F =
k⊗
i=1
Fi.
Basis elements of F are obtained by tensoring basis elements of Fi. A tensor produt
of states orresponds to a oloured partition (introdued in appendix A.1)
~R = {R(i)}
with harges pi, whih also determines the so-alled blended partition. A blended
partition R, assoiated to a oloured partition ~R, is dened by a set of integers
{k(pi +R(i),m −m) + i− 1 | m ∈ N} = {p+RK −K | K ∈ N}, (5.3)
with a nite number of non-zero RK and ordered suh that R1 ≥ R2 ≥ . . .. The total
number of boxes of suh a partition is equal to
|R| =
∑
i
(
k|R(i)|+ k
2
p2i + ipi
)
− (k + 1)p
2
− p
2
2
. (5.4)
Now we laim the generalised Zk-partitions of the former type are in one-to-one
orrespondene with blended partitionsR obtained from k-oloured partitions ~R, suh
that
• a generalised partition has the same shape as the orresponding blended partition,
• a weight of a generalised partition (as given by the number of distinguished boxes
it ontains) is equal to the total weight of a state of k fermions related to ~R.
A generalised partition orresponding to a ertain blended one is shown in gure 5.3.
The total weight of a state of k fermions is equal to their ontribution to the
harater (A.37) ∑
i
(
|R(i)|+ p
2
i
2
)
. (5.5)
To nd the number of distinguished boxes in a generalised partition R (of the same
shape as a blended partition) it is helpful to represent it as a set of hook partitions
(having preisely a single row and a single olumn), xed to diagonal elements of R,
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Figure 5.3: Blended partition obtained from k = 3 fermions is in fat equivalent to
generalised partition. The total fermion weight q
P
(|R(i)|+p
2
i /2) = q10 is determined by
the number of blak boxes.
and divided into intervals of at most k boxes. An example of suh a onstrution for a
situation in gure 5.3 is given in gure 5.4, with these intervals drawn in blak. Eah
interval of k boxes ontains preisely one distinguished box. To ount distinguished
boxes, we will ount all boxes ontained in those blak intervals and divide their number
by k. However, there are some exessive boxes: in fat some of those blak intervals
ontain less than k boxes (when an interval stiks out of the partition); or some white
boxes don't belong to any blak interval (when all distinguished boxes in a given hook
have already been mathed to some blak interval). Let us rewrite harges pi in terms
of n, r, n1, . . . , nk−1 as in (A.38), whih is always possible in a unique way. In partiular
n = [p/k], r = p− kn,
where [·] denotes the integer part of a real number. Let us also introdue
p′i = pi − n− δ, where δ =
{
1 for i = 1, . . . , r
0 for i = r + 1, . . . , k
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Now it is straightforward to show the number of these exessive boxes is∑
i
ip′i =
∑
i
ipi − (N + 1)Nn
2
− (r + 1)r
2
. (5.6)
Subtrating this from the total number of boxes |R| and dividing by k we onlude
the number of distinguished boxes is equal to
|R| −∑i ip′i
k
=
∑
i
(|R(i)|+ n2i − nini+1)+ r22 + n1r − r2 ,
and summing over all diagrams R(i) with the total xed harge p = kn + r we get
Z˜kr =
∑
former gen. partitions
q#(black boxes) =
qk/24
η(q)k
∑
n1,...,nk−1
q
P
i(n
2
i−nini+1)+
r2
2
+n1r−
r
2 =
=
q
k
24
+ r
2
2k
− r
2
η(q)
χcsu(k)1r (zi = 0) (5.7)
whih reprodues the ŝu(k)1 haraters (A.35) omputed for zi = 0. Now we reall
that û(k)1 harater deomposes (A.41) into k level 1 ane haraters (A.35) indexed
by r = 0, . . . , k − 1, weighted by û(1)k haraters (A.36)
χbu(k)1(xi) =
k−1∑
r=0
χbu(1)kr (x˜)χ
csu(k)1
r (x˜i), (5.8)
where xi, i = 1, . . . , k are speialisation points (A.40), whih in partiular determine
variables yj, j = 1 . . . k − 1 in whih ŝu(k)1 haraters are naturally expressed (A.34).
We see that generating funtions for generalised partitions indeed ombine into û(k)1
harater omputed at values of xi = exp(2πizi) = 1. Summing (5.7) over allowed r
we reprodue the n = 0 setor of û(k)1 harater (A.39)
χbu(k)1(zi = 0)|n=0 = q−k/24
k−1∑
r=0
qr/2 Z˜kr . (5.9)
Thus the ounting of states of k fermions with xed total harge is equivalent to the
ounting of generalised partitions of the former type.
Let us nally note that we always an think of the distinguished boxes as belonging
to the invariant setor, i.e. suh that their orresponding monomials xiyj are invariant
under Zk ation. If p is a multipliity of k, the box at position (0, 0) of a blended par-
tition always transforms invariantly. But if the total harge p is not a multipliity of
k, the orner of the blended partition is xed at the position p of the total Fermi sea,
and the box (0, 0) does not transform invariantly; thus those boxes whih do trans-
form invariantly may be thought of as belonging to twisted setors of the generalised
partition.
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Figure 5.4: Counting of distinguished boxes of a generalised partition from gure 5.3.
This partition onsists of 4 hooks attahed to the diagonal. The number of exessive
boxes is −1−1+1−2 = −3, whih an be omputed (5.6) as∑i ipi = 1+2∗1+3∗(−2)
(in this ase n = r = 0).
5.3 The latter type partition ounting
Now we onsider generalised partitions of the latter type. We prove their generating
funtions are also given by ane haraters, this time omputed at some speial values
of parameters yi. Thus they an be identied with equivalene lasses of blended
partitions mentioned above.
To start with, for a given k we onsider the following funtion of two parameters
introdued by Andrews in [94℄
Gk(z, q) =
∞∏
n=0
(1 +Qn+1 + . . . zkqk(n+1))(1 + z−1qn + . . . z−kqkn)
=
∑
r∈Z
Zkr (q)z
r, (5.10)
where the seond line denes impliitly funtions Zkr (q).
The ruial observation is that this expression enodes generating funtions for all
non-twisted and twisted setors of C2/Zk orbifold: a partition funtion for a setor
twisted by ωr (for r = 0, . . . , k − 1) is given by Zk−r(q), i.e. a term proportional to
z−r. It is understood that the invariant setor orresponds to i = 0, i.e. z-independent
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term. Thus we laim
Zk−r =
∑
latter gen. partitions
q#(black boxes).
We reall the generalised partitions an be interpreted as blended partitions, and then
there is always only one type of distinguished boxes, related to invariant monomials
from the total Fok spae F point of view. But for r 6= 0 the orner of this blended
partition is xed at suh a position that these distinguished invariant boxes belong to
the twisted setor of the partition.
In partiular, for k = 1 the expression (5.10) redues to the standard Jaobi triple
produt identity (5.16), with a single setor with Zk=10 (q) ∼
∏
(1− qn)−1 = q−1/24η(q).
This reprodues of ourse the partition funtion for N = 4 theory on R4 given in
(3.28). We now present how it generalises to ALE spaes of Ak−1 type for arbitrary k.
As mentioned above, our generalised partitions from invariant setor of C2/Zk
lattie are in one-to-one orrespondene with generalised Frobenius partitions with k
repetitions allowed. Their generating funtion was shown in [94℄ to be given by Zk0 (q).
We have to extend this observation to all other setors in order to inlude instanton
ontributions for all possible at onnetions at innity.
Thus, our present aim is to ompute generating funtions Zk−r(q) for eah r =
0, . . . , k−1. A symmetry under reetion along the diagonal x = y implies the relation
Zk−r = Z
k
−(k−r).
Antiipating the result, this is also an important property of ŝu(k) ane haraters at
level 1. Several lowest terms in generating funtions for invariant and twisted setors
of C
2/Z3 orbifold, together with all relevant partitions, are shown in gures 5.5 and
5.6.
The funtion (5.10) an be rewritten as follows
Gk(z, q) =
k∏
j=1
( ∞∏
m=1
(1− ζjzqm)
∞∏
n=0
(1− ζ−jz−1qn)
)
= (5.11)
=
∏
i=1
1
(1− qi)k
k∏
j=1
∑
mj∈Z
(−1)mjqmj(mj+1)/2zmjζjmj
where ζ = e2πi/(k+1) (note it's dierent from ω!). The rst line above reveals a relation
to a system of k fermions with phases ζ±j. The seond line allows to extrat a term
Zk−r(q) we are looking for by imposing the ondition
− r = m1 +m2 + . . .+mk. (5.12)
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Figure 5.5: First terms of a generating funtion for an invariant setor of C2/Z3 orbifold
Z30 = 1 + q + 3q
2 + 5q3 + . . .
Figure 5.6: First terms of a generating funtion for twisted setors of C2/Z3 orbifold
Z3−1 = Z
3
−2 = 1 + 2q + 4q
2 + 7q3 + . . .
After a little algebra this leads to the main result:
Zk−r = (−1)rqr(r−1)/2ζ−kr
qk/24
η(q)k
× (5.13)
×
∑
m1,...,mk−1∈Z
q
Pk−1
i=1 m
2
i+
P
i<jmimj+r
Pk−1
i=1 miζ−(k−1)m1−(k−2)m2−...−mk−1 ,
where r = 0, . . . , k − 1.
Let us prove now the generating funtions we obtained (5.13) indeed an be written
as ane ŝu(k)1 haraters, and moreover they enode entire û(k)1 harater, similarly
as in the former ase (5.9).
Firstly, let us redene summations in (A.35) by introduing ni =
∑
j Mijmj , for M
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having 1 on and over the diagonal (and zeros otherwise). We get
χcsu(k)1r (yi) =
1
η(q)k−1
q
r2
2
k−1
k ζ−r(k−1)/2×
×
∑
m1,...,mk−1
q
P
im
2
i+
P
i<j mimj+r
P
miζ−m1(k−1)...−mk−1 .
To math to Zk−r in (5.13) we have to hoose
yi = ζ
ai, for ai = −
∑
j
A−1ij = −
(k − i)i
2
,
whih immediately determine ratios of xi's in (A.40)
yi = ζ
ai ⇐⇒ y˜i = xi
xi+1
= ζ−1.
Moreover, prefators in (5.13) math n = 0 fator of û(1)k harater if we identify
x˜ = x1 · · ·xk = ζ−k(k+1)/2,
whih altogether determines
xi = ζ
−k−1+i = ζ i,
where we used ζk+1 = 1.
Now the preise relation reads between haraters and orbifold rystals reads
Zk−r =
∑
latter gen. partitions
q#(black boxes) = fk,r(q, ζ)χ
csu(k)1
r (yi = ζ
ai), (5.14)
where
fk,r = (−1)r ζ− r2− rk2 q
k
24
+ r
2
2k
− r
2
η(q)
= (−1)rq k24− r2 χbu(1)kr
(
x˜ = ζ−
k(k+1)
2
)|n=0,
where |n=0 denotes the orresponding term in (A.36).
Finally, the full partition funtion arises from dierent setors and should be given
by the overall û(k)1 harater as in (A.41). From the above identiations we get
χbu(k)1(xi = ζ i)|n=0 = q−k/24
k−1∑
r=0
(−1)rqr/2 Zk−r. (5.15)
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5.4 The latter type examples
The generating funtions we obtained an also be presented in terms of innite
produts by applying the Jaobi identity
∞∏
n=1
(1− qn)(1 + zqn)(1 + z−1qn−1) =
∑
m∈Z
zmqm(m+1)/2. (5.16)
Some examples of partiular omputations orresponding to the formula (5.13) for the
latter type partitions for orbifolds C2/Zk for k = 2, 3, 4 are given below.
C
2/Z2
The invariant setor:
Z20(q) =
∏
n=1
1
(1− qn)(1− q12n−10)(1− q12n−9)(1− q12n−3)(1− q12n−2) =
=
∏
n=1
1
1− qn exp
∑
n>0
q−4n + q−3n + q3n + q4n
(−1) · n[12n] = (5.17)
= 1 + q + 3q2 + 5q3 + 9q4 + 14q5 + 24q6 + 35q7 + 55q8 + 81q9 + . . .
The twisted setor (terms proportional to ω = e2πi/2 = −1):
Z2−1(q) =
∏
n=1
1 + q2n−1
(1− qn)(1− q12n−6) = (5.18)
=
(∏
n=1
1
1− qn
)
exp
∑
n>0
q−5n + q−3n + q−n − (−1)n + qn + q3n + q5n
(−1)n · n[12n] =
= 1 + 2q + 3q2 + 6q3 + 10q4 + 16q5 + 26q6 + 40q7 + 60q8 + 90q9 + . . .
C
2/Z3
The invariant setor (ompare with gure 5.5):
Z30 (q) =
∏
n=1
(1− q6n)(1− q12n−6)
(1− qn)(1− q2n)(1 + q6n)(1− q6n−3)2 =
=
∏
n=1
1
(1− qn) (5.19)
exp
∑
n>0
q−4n + 2q−3n + q−2n − 1 + (−1)n + q2n + 2q3n + q4n + (−1)nq6n
(−1) · n[12n] =
= 1 + q + 3q2 + 6q3 + 11q4 + 18q5 + 31q6 + 49q7 + 78q8 + 119q9 + . . .
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Both twisted setors (terms proportional to ω = e2πi/3 and ω) have the same gen-
erating funtions, as is geometrially obvious; this funtion in fat is a sum of two
innite produts (ompare with gure 5.6):
Z3−1;−2(q) = −i
∏
n=1
(1− q6n)(1− q2n)
(1− qn)3
(∏
n=1
(1 + iq6n−1)(1− iq6n−5)(1 + q4n−2) +
+(i− 1)
∏
n=1
(1 + iq6n−4)(1− iq6n−2)(1 + q4n)
)
(5.20)
= 1 + 2q + 4q2 + 7q3 + 13q4 + 22q5 + 36q6 + 57q7 + 90q8 + 137q9 + . . .
C
2/Z4
We present just several terms in the expansion. For the invariant setor:
Z40 (q) = 1 + q + 3q
2 + 6q3 + 12q4 + 20q5 + 35q6 + 56q7 + 92q8 + 142q9 + . . .
Twisted setors proportional to ω = e2πi/4 = i and ω = −i have the same generating
funtions:
Z4−1;−3(q) = 1 + 2q + 4q
2 + 8q3 + 14q4 + 25q5 + 42q6 + 68q7 + 108q8 + 168q9 + . . .
The twisted setor proportional to ω2 = −1:
Z4−2(q) = 1 + 2q + 5q
2 + 8q3 + 16q4 + 26q5 + 45q6 + 72q7 + 115q8 + 176q9 + . . .
C2/Z4 and ane haraters
Let us onsider an example of a relation between orbi-rystals and haraters for
the ase of C2/Z4. Using
ζ = e
2pii
5 , y˜1 = y˜2 = y˜3 = ζ
−1, xi = ζ
i,
in formulae (5.14) and (A.35), one an immediately rederive the above expansions for
C2/Z4. Moreover, using these expansions, the deomposition of û(4)1 harater (A.37)
indeed mathes the result (5.15)
χbu(4)1(xi = ζ i)|n=0 = q−1/6
(
Z40 − q1/2Z4−1 + qZ4−2 − q3/2Z4−3
)
=
= q−1/6
(
1− q1/2 + 2q − 3q3/2 + 5q2 − 6q5/2 + 11q3 − 12q7/2 + 20q4 − 22q9/2 + . . . ).
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5.5 Summary
In this hapter we derived expliit relations between ane haraters and orbifold
rystals (5.9) and (5.15). As û(k)1 haraters, these two expressions dier only in their
arguments, and both an be understood as generating funtions of generalised parti-
tions. We identied these generalised partitions with blended partitions representing k
fermions with harges pi and xed total harge p =
∑
i pi. In the ane harater these
fermions are weighted by a power of q, whih turns out to be equal to the number
of distinguished (blak) boxes in orresponding generalised partition. In the former
ase eah blended partition arises one, so in general there are several partition with
the same set of blak boxes, but diering in positions of white weightless boxes. In
the latter ase the eet of a partiular value of xi = ζ
i
is suh that oeients of
all generalised partitions with the same onguration of blak boxes add up exatly
to 1, so their ounting redues to the ounting of the generalised Frobenius partitions
introdued by Andrews.
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Chapter 6
Three-dimensional Calabi-Yau
rystals  rudiments
Topologial string theories introdued in hapter 4 are a very interesting area of
researh. Being simple enough to allow omputations of exat amplitudes, they ex-
hibit a rih phenomena of the quantum world. An example of suh a phenomenon is
the open-losed duality, whose detailed understanding is believed to give insight not
only into more ompliated models, suh as AdS/CFT orrespondene, but also into
quantum gravity and non-perturbative regimes of QCD. Topologial string amplitudes
onstitute also a subset of superstring amplitudes and are related in numerous ways
to four-dimensional gauge and supergravity theories. All these onnetions provide a
strong motivation for studying topologial string theories.
Nonetheless, at rst sight it appears the struture of the topologial string ampli-
tudes is highly involved. For example, on a wide lass of tori Calabi-Yau manifolds,
A-model amplitudes an be omputed using the topologial vertex formalism intro-
dued in setion 4.5, by gluing verties CR1R2R3 whih represent various pathes of
the Calabi-Yau spae. Already a single vertex amplitude CR1R2R3 is a very non-trivial
funtion of q = e−gs. Even though we have also shown how topologial amplitudes are
enoded in Gromov-Witten and Gopakumar-Vafa invariants, it is usually a diult
task to determine these invariants and the orresponding formulae (4.16) and (4.25)
still do not provide a very lear interpretation of A-model partition funtions.
However, there is a remarkable simpliity hidden in topologial A-model ampli-
tudes on tori Calabi-Yau manifolds  it turns out they are reprodued by generating
funtions of simple models of rystal melting known from statistial mehanis. This
relation was found rst in [73℄. This allows to interpret tori Calabi-Yau manifolds as
quantum manifolds in terms of appropriately understood quantum geometry. In this
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ontext these models are alled Calabi-Yau rystals.
Crystal partition funtions an also be given a quantum foam interpretation as sums
over utuating geometries in some eetive gravitational theory on the Calabi-Yau
spae. This gravitational theory was identied with a six-dimensional twisted U(1)
gauge theory in [74℄. Suh an eetive theory of A-model losed strings is generally
alled Kähler gravity [49℄, and it is analogous to Kodaira-Spener theory desribing B-
model losed strings [37℄ or Chern-Simons theory desribing A-model open topologial
strings [48℄. In this sense the open-losed duality in A-model topologial strings redues
to the gauge-gravity orrespondene between Chern-Simons theory and Kähler gravity
represented by Calabi-Yau rystals.
Crystal models were ativly [75℄-[81℄. Moreover, they turn out to be losely related
to dimers, whih onstitute another lass of statistial models. Dimers enode in
a onise way a lot of information about supersymmetri gauge theories and mirror
symmetry [82℄-[86℄. There is ertainly many more fasinating relations hidden in this
irle of ideas whih are still to be found.
Crystal models related to Calabi-Yau manifolds are of interest also from many
purely mathematial points of view. Firstly, they were related to Donaldson-Thomas
invariants in [87℄. Seondly, they are dened in terms of the so-alled plane partitions
studied in [10, 88, 89, 90℄. In the next setion we explain what plane partitions are and
how they relate to two-dimensional fermions. In the following setions in this hapter
we introdue other aspets of Calabi-Yau rystals: their interpretation as quantum
manifolds and the relation to the topologial vertex and branes. In some sense, these
all are rudiments of Calabi-Yau rystals already known in literature. In hapter 7 we
will introdue and analyse various new rystal models, and their relation to topologial
string theories will be proved in hapter 8.
6.1 Plane partitions
We wish to onsider a simple statistial models of rystal melting, in whih it is
assumed that the rystal onsists of atoms represented by unit boxes loated in integer
points of a three-dimensional lattie. Usually this lattie is some subset of Z3, and
melting is loalised only in a neighbourhood of rystal orners. This lattie an be
thought of as a ontainer initially lled entirely with atoms, whih depart from the
rystal in the proess of melting. A given melted onguration of the rystal an be
represented by the so-alled plane partition, whih represents atoms already melted, so
that their original positions in the rystal are vaant. An example of a plane partition
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Figure 6.1: Plane partition (left) and its presentation in terms of interlaing Young
diagrams (right). This plane partition represents a partiular onguration of a Calabi-
Yau rystal whih initially (before melting) entirely lled a positive otant of Z3. It
is understood all boxes (atoms) this plane partition onsists of have melted away,
and remaining non-melted atoms (not drawn) remain in their original positions. As
disussed in the text, a unit distane along eah diretion is measured in gs units from
the topologial strings point of view.
is shown in gure 6.1. Intuitively, plane partitions an be thought of as maximally
paked ongurations of unit boxes. Below we introdue their proper denition and
disuss most important properties.
Let us remark rst that plane partitions are also alled three-dimensional partitions
and they are intimately related to two-dimensional partitions or Young diagrams, whih
on the other hand are in one-to-one orrespondene with states of free fermions in two
dimensions. Young diagrams and free fermions are introdued in appendix A.1, where
also their properties, whih we use to large extent in what follows, are disussed in
detail. Below we often use the notation introdued in that appendix.
A plane partition π of shape R is dened as a map from a two-dimensional partition
R into positive integers π : R −→ Z+ suh that
π(m1, n1) ≥ π(m2, n2) ⇐⇒ (m1 ≤ m2 and n1 ≤ n2). (6.1)
One an think of suh a plane partition as a set of staks of boxes of heights π(m,n),
suh that (m,n) ∈ R represents a box in the two-dimensional partition R lying in
z = 0 plane. These staks of boxes ll in a positive otant of Z3. This is an example
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of a plane partition of shape R = (5, 3, 3, 1)
π =

5 3 2 1 1
3 2 1
2 1 1
1
 (6.2)
presented also in the left piture in gure 6.1.
A plane partition an also be presented as a set of two-dimensional partitions π(t)
obtained from a diagonal sliing of Z3 by planes y = x − t with t ∈ Z. A denition
of x, y, z axes together with an example of suh a sliing is shown in the right piture
in gure 6.1. In suh a presentation the ondition (6.1) is equivalent to the fat that
two-dimensional partitions π(t) interlae
. . . ≺ π(−3) ≺ π(−2) ≺ π(−1) ≺ π(0) ≻ π(1) ≻ π(2) ≻ π(3) ≻ . . . . (6.3)
The interlaing relation between two-dimensional partitions is dened in (A.10).
In a statistial model eah rystal onguration represented by a plane partition π
is assigned a statistial weight dened by the number of melted atoms, or the number
of unit boxes whih ll a positive otant of Z
3
. This number is denoted by |π| and is
given as
|π| =
∑
(m,n)∈R
π(m,n). =
∑
t∈Z
|π(t)|.
Here |π(t)| is a size of a two-dimensional partition (A.3) loated at slie t. For example,
the weight of the plane partition given in (6.2) and shown in gure 6.1 is equal to
|π| = 23.
The partition funtion (also alled the generating funtion) of the rystal model is
dened as a sum over all possible ongurations π of the rystal, weighted by a number
of melted atoms |π|
Z =
∑
π
q|π|, (6.4)
where q = e−µ/T is related to a hemial potential µ and temperature T from the
statistial physis point of view. In general the rystal begins to melt in large temper-
ature, and in T →∞ limit it approahes a smooth limit shape, whih an be identied
after resaling the otant of Z3 in all diretions by a fator 1/T . Suh limit shapes
are related to the geometry of the mirror Calabi-Yau spae and they were analysed in
[73, 86, 89, 90℄.
The partition funtion Z an be found in a very elegant way in the so-alled transfer
matrix formalism, whih is based on the relation to two-dimensional partitions. To
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apply this formalism it is neessary to represent rystal as a string of two-dimensional
partitions satisfying interlaing onditions (6.3). Then, by the relation to a free fermion
system, all possible plane partitions an be built from the harge p = 0 vauum using a
string of vertex operators Γ± introdued in appendix A.2, as follows from their property
(A.21). To weight a ontribution of eah two-dimensional partition properly we have
to insert the operator qL0 at eah slie t and use (A.15). Then the partition funtion
an be omputed using the ommutation relation (A.19) and the property (A.20)
M(q) = q
P
t∈Z |π(t)| = 〈0|
( ∞∏
t=0
qL0Γ+(1)
)
qL0
( −∞∏
t=−1
Γ−(1)q
L0
)
|0〉 =
= 〈0|
∏
n>0
Γ+(q
n−1/2)
∏
m>0
Γ−(q
−(m−1/2))|0〉 =
=
∏
n,m>0
(
1− q
n−1/2
q−m+1/2
)−1
=
∏
k>0
(1− qk)−k = e
P
k>0
1
k[k]2 . (6.5)
The expetation value in the rst line of (6.5) is alled a transfer matrix, and its
evaluation is an example of the transfer matrix formalism. We will use this formalism
to large extent in further hapters, therefore the above derivation is a nie prerequisite
to more diult alulations. This partiular partition funtion of plane partitions
in a positive otant of Z3 is denoted M(q) and is alled the MMahon funtion to
honour a mathematiian who found it. In fat, MMahon derived also muh more
general generating funtion of plane partitions restrited to lie inside a ube of size
M ×L×N . It is given by the formula (7.26) and we disuss it in detail in the ontext
of Calabi-Yau rystals in setion 7.4.
Above we have disussed the simplest Calabi-Yau rystal model. One an also in-
trodue more ompliated models, either by gluing rystals together or by imposing
some additional onstraints. In the former ase, one an prove a remarkable fat that
a ertain generating funtion of plane partitions in a positive otant of Z3 is losely
related to the topologial vertex amplitude CR1R2R3 (4.45). Therefore the topologial
vertex gluing rules may be understood as a presription for omposing together suh
rystals, whih in priniple allows to interpret the whole lass of tori manifolds dis-
ussed in setion 2.4 in a rystal language. However, their gluing does not have any
obvious three-dimensional interpretation.
In this thesis we mainly fous on the latter lass of Calabi-Yau rystals, whih arise
from imposing some additional onstraints in Z3 lattie. These onstraints do have a
straightforward three-dimensional interpretation, even though they are known only in
a few partiular ases and are not related expliitly to topologial vertex gluing rules.
In these models the entire rystal an be thought of as a ontainer of a non-trivial
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shape, so that the lass of allowed plane partitions is restrited, as they annot extend
beyond this ontainer. Parameters whih determine its shape orrespond to Kähler
moduli of the Calabi-Yau target spae from the topologial string point of view.
In this thesis we show that generating funtions of suh models reprodue the
partition funtions of topologial string theories on Calabi-Yau manifolds. In fat,
Calabi-Yau rystals also enode muh more interesting information. On one hand,
Gopakumar-Vafa invariants are enoded in a very expliit way in rystal amplitudes.
On the other hand, branes in topologial theories an be easily interpreted in rystal
models, and the onnetion between branes and Chern-Simons theory leads to a or-
respondene between rystals and knot invariants. We disuss all these intriaies in
what follows.
6.2 Quantum Calabi-Yau manifolds
In this setion we explain the basi relation between A-model topologial string
theory on tori geometries and statistial models. Let us start with a very interest-
ing observation: the generating funtion of plane partitions in the positive otant of
Z3 given by the MMahon funtion (6.5) is equal to the topologial string partition
funtion ZC
3
top for the target spae geometry of C
3
given in (4.20)
ZC
3
top = M(q) =
∑
π
q|π|. (6.6)
How an this equality be explained? Let us rst note that A-model topologial
string amplitudes (4.16)-(4.18) an be interpreted as amplitudes for a quantum Calabi-
Yau manifold M , with the following understanding of the quantum geometry term.
The lassial part of the total amplitude an be identied with ontributions in β =
0 ∈ H2(M) lass whih are onstant maps sending entire string worldsheet into a
single point in the Calabi-Yau spae. Apart from powers of MMahon funtion, their
genus zero part enodes lassial triple intersetion numbers of Calabi-Yau in the ubi
ouplings. Then the quantum piee of the total amplitude is represented by worldsheet
instantons terms haraterised by β 6= 0. This quantum point of view an be made
preise in mathematial terms, where lassial intersetion numbers dene the lassial
ohomology ring of the manifold, whih an be deformed into the so-alled quantum
ohomology ring when worldsheet instantons are taken into aount.
Even though we do not analyse quantum ohomology rings in any more detail, we
wish to take the idea of quantum geometry seriously. In this respet we propose now
how C3 Calabi-Yau manifold an be quantised expliitly, and how it leads to the rystal
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piture. We reall C3 with anonial oordinates zi is a tori geometry, and in setion
2.4 its struture as T 2×C bration over R3 base has been revealed with respet to the
sympleti form ω (2.8). However, this sympleti form an also be written as
ω =
3∑
j=1
dzj ∧ dz¯j =
3∑
j=1
d|zj|2 ∧ dθj =
3∑
j=1
dpj ∧ dθj , (6.7)
whih provides another torus bration struture of C3: now (x, y, z) = (p1, p2, p3) =
(|z1|2, |z2|2, |z3|2) parametrise the positive otant of R3 whih beomes a base of this
bration, and θi are oordinates in T
3
bres. We an treat θi as positions and pi as
momenta, and we impose the anonial quantisation ondition with gs playing a role
of the Plank onstant ~
[θj , pk] = igs δjk. (6.8)
A basis for the Hilbert spae an be taken as
ψn1,n2,n3(θk) = exp(i
3∑
j=1
njθj)
with 0 ≤ nj ∈ Z. nj annot be negative as the momentum pj = |zj |2 is neessarily
non-negative. Therefore these states an be identied with boxes in the positive otant
of the three-dimensional lattie at integer positions (n1, n2, n3) ∈ Z3, where the unit
distane is determined by the quantum parameter gs. This quantum Calabi-Yau is
frozen in the temperature T = 0 and orrespondingly the positive otant of Z3 is
ompletely lled, whih enodes the lassial geometry of C3. However, in non-zero
temperatures the manifold experienes quantum utuations, whih is manifested by
allowing ongurations desribed by plane partitions to melt away from the orner of
the positive Z3 otant. Remarkably, the statistial sum over all melted ongurations
reprodues the topologial string partition funtion of C3.
6.3 Relation to the topologial vertex
We have shown the topologial string partition funtion for C3 is equal to the
MMahon funtion, whih is a generating funtion of plane partitions in the positive
otant of Z3. For a nontrivial manifold made of a few C3 pathes, we might assume
eah path is represented by an ensemble of plane partitions whih altogether give rise
to some power of MMahon funtion. This would orrespond to ontributions from
onstant maps for genus g > 1 in (4.16). However, there are also ontributions from
worldsheet instantons assoiated with Gromov-Witten invariants, whih give rise to
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the seond part of the topologial string partition funtion (4.16). Are these world-
sheet instanton ontributions related to some rystal model as well? Remarkably, the
answer is yes, at least for the lass of tori manifolds disussed in setion (2.4). These
worldsheet instanton ontributions for tori manifolds arise from gluing topologial
vertex amplitudes CR1R2R3 together. Therefore relating the topologial vertex to some
rystal model would provide a relation between worldsheet instantons and rystals as
well.
We now prove the vertex amplitude CR1R2R3 is losely related to the generating
funtion of a speial lass of plane partitions  those whih asymptote to Young
diagrams R1, R2, R3 along three axes of Z
3
. In other words, these plane partitions ll
a speial ontainer, whih is a positive otant of Z3 with three innite ylinders with
bases R1, R2, R3 removed along its three axes. Let us denote the generating funtion
of these partitions as PR1,R2,R3 . This an be found using the transfer matrix formalism
PM,LR1,R2,R3 = q
−(R12 )−(
Rt2
2 )〈Rt1|
(∏
qL0Γ±(1)
)
qL0
(∏
Γ±(1)q
L0
)
|R2〉,
where innite number of Γ± operators is ating on both vaua, and their order is
determined by the shape of the partition R. The prefator in this expression arises
from the fat that in the transfer matrix formalism we slie Z3 diagonally, whih
inreases the volume we are interested in by
(
R1
2
)
at the end of the ylinder along x
axis, and analogously by
(
R2
2
)
for the ylinder along y axis. Using now (A.22) and
ommutation relations (A.19) the above orrelator is evaluated as
PR1,R2,R3 = N(R) q
−(R12 )−(
Rt2
2 )−|R1|/2−|R2|/2
∑
µ
sRt1/µ(q
−R3−ρ)sR2/µ(q
−Rt3−ρ), (6.9)
where N(R) is a fator whih depends only on the shape of R. It an be derived using
an obvious yli symmetry
P•,•,R3 = PR3,•,•,
and applying 6.9 for both sides of this equality. This implies
N(R3) = M(q)q
−(R32 )−|R3|/2sRt3(q
−ρ),
and using properties (A.6) and (A.7) we nally get
PR1,R2,R3(q
crystal) = q−
||Rt1||
2+||Rt2||
2+||Rt3||
2
2 M(q)CR1R2R3(q), (6.10)
where we introdued
qcrystal = q−1. (6.11)
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This relation between rystal and topologial vertex parameters will also appear in
other rystal models.
To summarise, we have shown the generating funtion of plane partitions whih
asymptote to Young diagrams R1, R2, R3 is equal to the topologial vertex amplitude
up to a normalisation to M(q) (whih ounts all plane partitions), inversion of q and
a prefator whih is a simple power of q.
6.4 Defets and branes
D-branes are intrinsi ingredients of string theory. We reall in A-model theory
they have to wrap lagrangian submanifolds of real dimension 3. In the lass of tori
geometries we disussed before, an interesting set of suh submanifolds is given by
T 2 bred over a half-line in the tori base ending on some edge of a tori diagram.
We would like to understand whether these branes an somehow be interpreted in the
rystal piture. As we already know whih rystal model orresponds to topologial
strings on C3, we will rst try to nd a rystal desription of branes in C3.
Lagrangian submanifolds C
3
whih an be wrapped by these branes are given in
(2.15). Let us fous on a brane L3 whih ends on the axis denoted by y. We an rewrite
the equation of this brane in the present notation, and using (2.15) and Hamiltonians
(2.10) it reads
y = x+ u = z + u, θ1 + θ2 + θ3 = 0, u = gs(N +
1
2
) > 0. (6.12)
A position of this brane along y axis is speied by the modulus u whih is quantised
in gs units, aording to the quantisation ondition related to the rystal piture (6.8).
Additional gs/2 is inserted for onveniene and it ensures ompatibility with topologial
string results.
It is known that a presene of an A-brane aets the geometry of the underlying
manifold by hanging periods of the Kähler form k by
∆
∫
Σ
k = gs, (6.13)
where Σ is a two-yle linking the worldvolume of the brane. This eet is also known
as the bakreation of geometry on brane insertion. For a brane dened by (6.12) this
two-yle an be hosen as a dierene Σ = σˆ1 − σˆ2, where σˆ1, σˆ2 are planes given by
θ1 yle bred over the following half-lines in the tori R
3
base
σ1 = (x, y1 + x, z∗), σ2 = (x, y2 + x, z∗)
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Figure 6.2: Lagrangian brane in C3 is represented by insertion of ΨD(q
−N− 1
2 ) =
Γ−1− (q
−N− 1
2 )Γ+(q
−N− 1
2 ) operator in the rystal piture, whih produes a defet 
an additional orner at position Ngs  in the rystal onguration.
whih are parametrised by x, whereas y1, y2, z∗ = const. Then the period of the Kähler
form along suh Σ is equal to
∆
∫
Σ
k = (|σ2| − |σ1|) gs,
where |σi| is the number of integer points (rystal atoms) on the line σi. Therefore,
in the presene of a single brane at position a on y axis, numbers of atoms on these
parallel lines must dier by 1, whih means there is an additional orner (or a jump,
or a defet) in the rystal struture at position u, as shown in gure 6.2.
To get onvined more quantitatively these defets in rystals indeed represent
branes, we will show now the generating funtion for C
3
rystal with suh a defet
is equal to the A-model topologial string partition funtion in the presene of an
appropriate brane. It is not diult to represent suh a rystal in the transfer matrix
formalism. We note a shape of pure C3 rystal is speied just by to innite strings of
Γ+ and Γ− operators in (6.5) along x and y axes. Eah Γ+ or Γ− operator orresponds
respetively to a unit step of length gs in x or y diretion. To introdue an additional
orner along y axis we have to add one Γ+ operator at position N+1 slie along y axis,
and at the same time to anel Γ− operator whih is initially present in this position
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in (6.5). This an be represented by an operator
ΨD(a
−1) = Γ−1− (a
−1)Γ+(a
−1), for a = e−u = e−(N+
1
2
)gs = qN+
1
2 . (6.14)
Comparing with (A.16), (A.17) and (A.18) we reover this operator is just a fermion
written in the bosonised language, with zero-mode removed. For this reason we all it
ΨD and subsript D means it orresponds to a D-brane.
At this point we nd another interesting analogy. As will be explained in se-
tion 8.4, under Mirror Symmetry A-branes in tori geometry are mapped to B-branes
represented as free fermions on a Riemann surfae (8.22). Now we have found a re-
alisation of A-model lagrangian brane as a fermion in the transfer matrix formalism
(6.14). B-model topologial string partition funtion with brane an be reprodued as
the expetation value of the B-model fermion (8.23). Let us demonstrate an analogous
statement is also true in A-model. Inserting ΨD(a
−1) in the (N + 1)'th slie along y
axis we get
〈ΨD(q−N−1/2)〉 = 〈0|
∞∏
n=1
Γ+(q
n−1/2)
N+1∏
m=1
Γ−(q
−m+1/2) ΨD(q
−N−1/2)
∞∏
m=N+2
Γ−(q
−m+1/2)|0〉 = M(q)
ϕ(q)
L(a, q),
where ϕ(q) is Euler funtion (A.11) and L(a, q) denotes the quantum dilogarithm
L(a, q) =
∞∏
n=1
(1− qn+N) =
∞∑
n=0
anhn(q
ρ), for a = qN+
1
2 , (6.15)
whih we expressed in terms of omplete symmetri polynomials hn dened in appendix
A.4. This indeed agrees with topologial string amplitudes for C3 with a single brane
inserted [65℄
ZC
3
D (q) = M(q)L(a, q) = ϕ(q) 〈ΨD(q−N−1/2)〉
up to a fator of ϕ(q). It an be shown this fator introdues non-perturbative hange
in the topologial string free energy in gs → 0 limit, so it annot be deteted in pertur-
bative topologial string expansion [75℄. Therefore it does not spoil the predition of
rystal omputation, but rather indiates what the non-perturbative string amplitude
might be.
We an also ompute the expetation value for a brane inserted at position N + 1
along x axis
〈ΨD(qN+1/2)〉 = 〈0|
−N−1∏
n=−∞
Γ+(q
−n+1/2)
[
Γ−1− (q
N+1/2)Γ+(q
N+1/2)
]
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Figure 6.3: Three operators representing branes inserted on the positive slie and two
representing anti-branes inserted in the negative slie of the C3 rystal.
·
0∏
n=−N
Γ+(q
−n+1/2)
∞∏
m=1
Γ−(q
−(m−1/2))|0〉 = ϕ(q)M(q)
L
(
q(N+
1
2
)gs , q
) , (6.16)
whih also agrees with topologial string amplitude for a single B-brane, albeit in
framing −1.
To sum up, a brane ending on the y axis at distane u = gs(N +
1
2
) is desribed
inserting a fermioni operator ΨD,y(a
−1) at the (N + 1)'th slie for a = e−u = qN+
1
2
.
Similarly, a brane at distane v = gs(N +
1
2
) on the x-axis is desribed by ΨD,x(b) at
the negative side of the diagonal at slie −(N + 1), where b = e−v = qN+ 12 .
At this point it is simple to realise what operator orresponds to anti-branes 
this is inverse operator to (6.14), whih reads
ΨD¯(a
−1) = Γ−(a
−1)Γ−1+ (a
−1), (6.17)
and when inserted on y axis its gives expetation value equal to (6.16). A sample
onguration involving fermioni insertions in C3 rystal orresponding to branes and
anti-branes in C3 geometry is shown in gure 6.3.
Finally we reall topologial string amplitudes for branes are dened with respet
to the framing fator p ∈ Z (4.34). It is possible to dene also rystal framing fator
pcrystal, so that rystal results ould be modied to agree with topologial string results
in arbitrary framing. However, usually the results obtained in the transfer matrix
formalism are given in pcrystal = 0 framing. We do not introdue arbitrary rystal
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framing  when it is neessary, we equivalently hange topologial brane framing to
ompare with rystal results with pcrystal = 0.
In the next hapter we will show in muh more general situations that generating
funtions for plane partitions in ontainers with various defets agree with orrespond-
ing topologial string partition funtions with lagrangian branes.
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Chapter 7
Three-dimensional Calabi-Yau
rystals  intriaies
In hapter 6 we introdued basis of Calabi-Yau rystal models. In this hapter we
analyse Calabi-Yau rystals in muh more detail, following results published in [78℄ and
[79℄. In setion 7.1 we still onsider a model for C3 geometry with arbitrary number of
defets representing branes. In setions 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4 we introdue a lass of models
with restrited ontainers, with additional bounds imposed respetively by one, two
and three walls. It turns out that in the orresponding Calabi-Yau geometry eah suh
wall orresponds to an additional non-trivial P1, represented by a ompat interval in
a tori diagram.
Moreover, in setions 7.1 and 7.2 we reover expliit relation between rystal am-
plitudes and knot invariants. Before we proeed, let us omment on this relation. In
(6.10) we have shown that a ertain rystal partition funtion is related in a simple
way to the topologial vertex amplitude CR1R2R3 and is expressed in terms of Hopf-link
invariants (4.45) for a partiular set of representations R1, R2, R3. Hopf-link invariants
are assoiated to lagrangian branes on the string theory side and arise from a rela-
tion to Chern-Simons theory, in whih they are expetation values of Wilson loops.
However, partition funtions in a presene of branes are generating funtions of knot
invariants (4.43), but not expetation values for some partiular set of representations.
Therefore we expet that partition funtions for rystals with defets should provide
generating funtions of knots invariants as well. This is indeed the ase, as we show in
the next two setions.
We have to stress that no general method is known how to determine a partiular
shape of a rystal ontainer orresponding to a given Calabi-Yau manifold. For this
reason, while omputing various rystal amplitudes in this hapter, a priori we do
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not know if they agree with topologial string amplitudes for some geometries. In the
next hapter we prove, using the topologial vertex tehniques, that rystal generating
funtions found in this hapter are indeed equal to the A-model topologial string
partition funtions on appropriate geometries.
7.1 Knot invariants from the rystal
In this setion we ontinue our analysis of C3 rystal model for more general brane
ongurations. Let us insertm Lagrangian branes at distanes gs(Ni+
1
2
) for i = 1 . . .m
on the y axis, and n Lagrangian anti-branes on x axis at distanes gs(Mj +
1
2
) for
j = 1 . . . n. Crystal partition funtion for suh a onguration reads
Z(a1, . . . an; b1 . . . bm; q) =
〈
ΨD¯,x(b1) . . .ΨD¯,x(bn) ΨD,y(a
−1
1 ) . . .ΨD,y(a
−1
m )
〉
= M(q)
(
m∏
i=1
n∏
j=1
L(ai, q)L(bj , q)
(1− aibj)
)(∏
i>j
(1− ai/aj)(1− bi/bj)
)
. (7.1)
This result has a simple and nie interpretation. Eah brane or anti-brane in the system
is represented by the quantum dilogarithm (6.15), whereas fators of type (1− ai/aj)
and (1 − aibj) orrespond to strings strethed between branes. In paragraph 8.3.1 we
will expliitly see how these fators arise in the topologial vertex omputation.
Of ourse we ould as well insert branes on x axis, whih would be related by a
hange of framing to the situation we onsider. In this and other results with branes
involved, we often omit inessential fators of ϕ(q). In the following we will reinterpret
the above expression as a generating funtion of ertain knot invariants in arbitrary
representations.
7.1.1 Single unknot
Consider rst a single brane on the y axis. In this ase, we have
Z(a, q) = M(q)L(a, q).
It is indeed the leading part of the generating funtion for unknot invariants normalised
by M(q), as follows from the expansion
L(a, q) = e
P∞
n=1
an
n[n] = 1 +
a
(q
1
2 − q− 12 ) + a
2 q
2
(q2 − 1)(q − 1) + . . .
=
∑
R−one row
WR•a
|R|, (7.2)
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where [n] = qn/2 − q−n/2 and WR• are leading terms of unknot invariants (3.16). The
summation runs over one row representations only, i.e. suh representations whose
Young diagrams onsist of only one row of boxes, e.g. , , et.
7.1.2 Hopf-link
Inserting an antibrane on x-axis and a brane on y-axis gives the generating funtion
of Hopf-link invariants in single row representations. Expanding the normalised part
of the partition funtion
Z˜(a, b, q) =
Z(a, b, q)
M(q)
=
L(a, q)L(b, q)
(1− ab) (7.3)
and omparing with (3.16) gives
Z˜(a, b, q) =
∑
R,P − one row
q
κR+κP
2 WRtP ta
|R|b|P | (7.4)
where κR is given in (A.7) and the summation again runs only over one row represen-
tations. In setion 8.3 we will prove this expansion agrees with the topologial vertex
alulation, and from that point of-view the q-dependent prefators will be interpreted
as vertex framing fators (−1, 0), whih represent a brane in framing −1 and an an-
tibrane in framing 0. Alternatively, when expressed in terms of q−1 this expansion
gives Hopf-link oeients with a knot framing (−1,−1).
In the general ase, for n branes on the y-axis and m antibranes on the x-axis the
normalised partition funtion (7.1) generates the leading part of Hopf-link oeients
with (n,m) rows
Z˜(a1, . . . an; b1, . . . bn; q) =
∑
R1,...Rn
∑
P1,...Pm
q
κR+κP
2 WP tRta
|R1|
1 . . . a
|Rn|
n b
|P1|
1 . . . b
|Pm|
m (7.5)
where R = (Rn, . . . , R1) and P = (Pm, . . . P1) are n and m row representations respe-
tively. Apart from ordinary Young diagrams, the last summation ontains also a nite
number of improper Young diagrams, whih we understand as diagrams (Rn, . . . , R1)
for whih the ondition R1 ≤ R2 . . . ≤ Rn ≤ 0 is not satised. Nonetheless, these
improper ontributions an still be formally manipulated using denitions of Shur
funtions and oeients κR. In the next setion ontributions from improper parti-
tions are analysed and a proof of the formula 7.5 is given in one simplied ase.
In this setion we disussed one sense in whih rystal partition funtions are gen-
erating funtions of Hopf-link invariants in arbitrary representations. It turns out the
same rystal partition funtions for ongurations of several branes inserted on eah
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axis an also be interpreted as generating funtions for more ompliated Hopf-link
invariants, orresponding to tensor produts of one-row representations. This latter
interpretation will beome lear in setion 8, where we disuss brane ongurations
from the topologial vertex point of view.
7.1.3 Proof of the Hopf-link expansion
In this paragraph we prove the formula (7.5) for the Hopf-link expansion in repre-
sentations with many rows, in the simplied ase of n branes only on the positive slie
at positions a1, . . . , an. As follows from (7.1), the normalised rystal partition funtion
in this ase is
Z˜(a1, . . . , an) = L(a1, q) . . . L(an, q) · (7.6)
·(1− a1
a2
)(
1− a1
a3
)
. . .
(
1− a1
an
)
. . .
(
1− an−1
an
)
,
and in onsequene the statement (7.5) takes the form
Z˜(a1, . . . , an) =
∑
R1,...,Rn
aR11 . . . a
Rn
n s(Rn,Rn−1,...,R1)(q
ρ). (7.7)
As mentioned above, this expansion ontains Shur funtions orresponding also
to improper partitions, either with a negative number of boxes or not dereasing in
length. Nonetheless, due to the very struture of Shur funtions enoded in their
denition in terms of determinants, these improper partitions are taken into aount
in the proof below automatially.
We prove (7.7) by indution on the number of branes n. The rst step in this
indution is the expression for the dilogarithm
L(a, q) =
∑
R−one row
a|R|hR(q
ρ), (7.8)
where in the ase of a single variable a the sum automatially runs only over one-
row partitions R, and then Shur funtions redue to omplete symmetri funtions
s(R,0,...) = h|R|.
In the seond indution step, let us assume that Z˜(a1, . . . , an) is given by (7.7), and
we add one more brane at a0. Then
Z˜(a1, . . . , an, a0) = Z˜(a1, . . . , an)L(a0, q) ·
(
1− a1
a0
)
. . .
(
1− an
a0
)
. (7.9)
If we expand this expression with respet to ai's and use (7.7) and (7.8), the oeient
at aR00 · · · aRnn is equal to
hR0s(Rm,...,R1) − hR0+1
m∑
i=1
s(ˆi) + hR0+2
m∑
i 6=j
s(ˆi,jˆ) − . . . hR0+ns(Rn−1,...,R1−1), (7.10)
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where we skipped arguments of symmetri funtions (qρ) temporarily; iˆ means that
i'th variable Ri is replaed by (Ri − 1), for example
s(ˆi,jˆ) = s(Rn,Rn−1,...,Ri−1,...,Rj−1,...,R1). (7.11)
In the rst term in this expression no variable is redued by 1, and in the last term all
m variables are redued. In other terms several variables are redued, and the sums
are over all possible ombinations of hoosing this number of variables from the set
(R1, . . . , Rn).
The nal observation is that (7.10) is the Laplae expansion of the determinant
dening s(R0,Rn,...,R1) along the rst row (A.47)
s(R0,Rn,...,R1) = det

hR0 hR0+1 . . . hR0+n
hRn−1 hRn . . . hRn+n−1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
hR1−m hR1−n+1 . . . hR1
 (7.12)
This ompletes the indution and proves (7.7). In the more general ase for branes on
both axes an analogous proof an be onstruted.
Improper partitions
It should be stressed that in the above expansion not all WPR orrespond to Hopf-
link invariants. This is so only in the ase when P and R are proper partitions, i.e.
if Rn ≥ Rn−1 ≥ . . . ≥ R1 ≥ 0, and similarly for the representation P . Otherwise
WPR are just oeients resulting from the expansion, but generally these annot be
thought of as Hopf link invariants. Nonetheless, funtions sP involved in WPR are still
given by the determinant (A.47), and thus we will all them improper Shur funtions.
Moreover, the summations over Ri and Pi in (7.5) do not start from 0, beause in
the rystal partition funtion expansions there are also terms with negative powers of
ai, bi. These negative powers arise only from prefators for strings strethed between
branes on the same axis, whih are of the form (1− ai/aj), and there is always a nite
number of suh terms.
In fat, the easiest way to take are of them is to understand the summations in
(7.5) as running over all integers, positive and negative. The very struture of Shur
funtions, together with the fat that hi = 0 for i < 0, will assure that only relevant
terms will be non-zero and we get the orret result. In partiular, this means that
there will be partitions R with 'negative number of boxes' in some rows, Ri < 0. So
if we expand determinant (A.47) for the orresponding improper Shur funtions sR,
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Figure 7.1: The tori geometry of the onifold rystal ending in a wall at the y axes at
distane orresponding to the Kähler parameter t.
and use hi<0 = 0, we are left with Shur funtions for partitions with lower number
of rows, now only of positive length. These new funtions an also be proper or not,
aording to whether lengths of their rows are properly dereasing.
Thus, if we put n branes on one leg, the rystal expansion in fat ontains informa-
tion about all proper knot invariants, and nite number of improper knot invariants
for partitions with all number of rows 1, . . . , n.
7.2 Crystal model for the onifold
In this setion we introdue a rystal model whih enodes A-model topologial
strings on the resolved onifold geometry. This model is of the latter type, aording
to the desription in the beginning of hapter 6: its dening property is a modiation
of the ontainer whih represents C3 rystal. This modiation has a straightforward
geometri interpretation of inserting a wall at the positive slieN , beyond whih rystal
annot melt. The allowed melting region of length N in one diretion represents
the onifold geometry with Kähler parameter t = gsN , whih we often refer to as
Q = e−t = qN . This rystal model is shown in gure 7.1. We will usually onsider the
wall on y axis, and then refer to x as external or non-ompat axis or leg, and to y
axis as internal or ompat axis. This model was rst proposed in [77℄, however the
analysis of brane ongurations we present is original.
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The eet of the wall at slie N is represented by inserting only rst N operators
Γ− ating on right vauum in (6.5), and thus the partition funtion of this rystal
model is
ZP
1
(q, N) = 〈0|
∞∏
m=1
Γ+(q
m−1/2)
N∏
n=1
Γ−(q
−(n−1/2))|0〉 = M(q) e−
P
k
Qk
k[k]2 . (7.13)
Apart from a fator of M(q), we indeed rederive the resolved onifold result (4.27),
whih is also in agreement with the topologial vertex result (B.12). Taking the Kähler
parameter t→∞ gives bak the partition funtion of the C3 rystal.
This model an be derived by rewriting the expression for Chern-Simons partition
funtion on S3 (3.22), whih was shown in [77℄.
7.2.1 Full unknot invariant
Lagrangian branes in the rystal with a wall are again defets desribed by fermioni
operators. Unknot invariants with many row representations an be generated by
inserting a number of branes on the non-ompat axis of the onifold rystal. This is
analogous to the topologial vertex piture as we will see in setion 8. Sine now we
onsider the full onifold geometry, we will get the full unknot invariants, ontrary to
the C3 geometry whih ould only detet the leading t → ∞ part of knot invariants
(3.16).
Let us onsider m anti-branes on the x axis at positions ai = q
Ni+1/2
, i = 1 . . .m,
with a wall inserted at position N at y axis (this is equivalent to branes on x axis and
a wall on y axis). The partition funtion for this onguration is obtained by inserting
fermioni brane operators at appropriate positions in (7.13) and leads to the result
Z˜P
1
D (a1, . . . an) =
[ m∏
i<j
(1− ai
aj
)
] m∏
i=1
L(ai, q)
L(aiQ, q)
, (7.14)
whih is already normalised to the onifold partition funtion, and irrelevant ϕ(q)
fators have been dropped. Taking a single brane rst at a = qN1+1/2 gives the full
unknot generating funtion for single row representations by the rearrangement
Z˜P
1
D (a) =
L(a, q)
L(aQ, q)
=
∞∑
n=0
an
( n∑
i=0
hi(q
ρ)hn−i(Qq
−ρ)
)
=
∞∑
n=0
anhn(q
ρ, Qq−ρ). (7.15)
In the rst equality the expression of dilogarithm in terms of symmetri polynomials is
used (6.15) and in the seond equality (A.57) is used. The nal oeient hn(q
ρ, Qq−ρ)
is preisely the full unknot invariant (quantum dimension) for one-row representation,
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R = (n, 0, . . .). Taking m branes and expanding in their positions (a1, . . . , am) gives
similarly unknot invariants with m-row representation. The proof of this is ompletely
analogous to the indution inluded in paragraph 7.1.3.
7.2.2 Ooguri-Vafa generating funtion
In setion 4.4.2 we analysed the geometri transition for the onifold geometry with
probe branes following [52℄. We argued the free energy for probe branes should be equal
to the unknot expetation value in Chern-Simons theory (4.42). From the tori point
of view these probe branes are enoded by half-lines ending on the ompat interval
whih represents P
1
in the resolved onifold. Now we rederive these results in the ase
of a single brane in the rystal model for the onifold.
Let us reall rst the Ooguri-Vafa generating funtion. For a single unknot it is
given as [52℄
ZOV = exp
[
−
∞∑
n=1
(e
nt
2 − e−nt2 )
n[n]
a−nOV
]
where [n] = qn/2 − q−n/2 as before, and aOV is the parameter of the one-dimensional
holonomy matrix, orresponding to the representation R given by Young diagram with
one row. After analyti ontinuation, denoted by an upper index a, it is rewritten as
ZaOV = exp
[
(anOV + a
−n
OV)
n[n]
e−nt/2
]
(7.16)
and this result agrees perfetly with the topologial string amplitude of a probe brane
inserted in the onifold geometry. This topologial amplitude an also be derived
onsidering the relevant open topologial string amplitude from the M-theory point
of view [50℄. Alternatively, it an be omputed in the topologial vertex formulation,
whih we do in hapter 8.
We wish to show now that inserting a brane in the ompat axis of the onifold
rystal reprodues the Ooguri-Vafa generating funtion. In fat we insert an anti-brane
fermion operator, beause when mathing the rystal to the topologial vertex result,
we will hoose the onvention qvertex = 1/qcrystal, whih turns an anti-brane in the
rystal to a brane in the vertex. Alternatively, brane and anti-brane dier by a hange
of framing as disussed in setion 6.4, so hoosing one of them is only a matter of
onvention. The expetation value for this anti-brane operator on the ompat axis of
the rystal at the positive slie at a = qN0+1/2 reads
ZP
1
D,y(q, N0, N) = M(q)ϕ(q)
−1 e
−
P
n>0
qn(N+1)
n[n]2 e
P
n>0
qn(N0+1/2)+qn(N−N0+1/2)
n[n]
= ZP
1
ϕ(q)−1L(a, q)L(Q/a, q), (7.17)
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where ZP
1
is given in (7.13). This is indeed the Ooguri-Vafa generating funtion with
identiations
aOV = q
NOV+
1
2 , NOV = N0 − N
2
, Q = qN+1.
The redenition of NOV does not represent any physial eet, and just means that
the position of the brane in the geometry is measured from the middle point of the
ompat axis, and not from one of its ends. Muh more interesting is the last equality
whih means the Kähler parameter of the onifold is shifted by gs from its original
value gsN . This is preisely the expeted bak-reation of the geometry on the brane
insertion (6.13).
Inserting more branes on the ompat axis would orrespond to inserting more
staks of branes in the geometry. The generating funtion an be easily omputed
on the rystal side. On the other hand, in the rystal geometry it is not lear how
to inorporate inreasing the number of branes in a single stak (thus inreasing the
holonomy matrix of probe).
It is a natural question whether inserting a number of branes on eah axis of the
onifold rystal would provide omplete Hopf-link invariants with many rows, similarly
to the leading part of Hopf-link invariants obtained from C3. For example, inserting a
brane on the ompat axis at position a and an antibrane on the non-ompat axis at
position b in the onifold rystal one gets
ZP
1
D; D¯(q, N) = Z
P1
L(a, q)L(b, q)L(Q/a, q)
L(bQ, q)(1− ab) , (7.18)
where again the Kähler parameter gets shifted to t = gs(N +1) due to brane insertion
on ompat axis. Expanding in a and b does not naturally give many row Hopf-link
invariants. The reason is seen better in the language of topologial vertex, where Hopf-
link invariants are assoiated to having two branes inserted, eah on a non-ompat
axis of the onifold geometry [18℄. In the onifold rystal model, a Hopf-link would
naturally arise from plaing branes on the non-ompat x-axis and another on the
non-ompat z-axis. The latter branes are not natural in the rystal piture. Working
out the operators for insertion of suh branes and generating full Hopf-link invariants
from the rystal is an interesting open problem.
7.3 Crystal model with two walls
The rystal model with one wall introdued in the previous setion an be easily
generalised to represent the geometry with two neighbouring P1's shown in gure B.1.
This is naturally desribed by a rystal with two walls, on both the positive and
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Figure 7.2: The rystal model for a geometry of two neighbouring P1's (the so-alled
double-P1) is given by two walls at distanes orresponding to the Kähler parameters
t1 and t2.
negative slie, at distane t1 = N1gs and and t2 = N2gs respetively, whih are the two
Kähler parameters of the geometry. This model is shown in gure 7.2.
The partition funtion is omputed as
Z2walls(q, N1, N2) = 〈0|
N1∏
n=1
Γ+(q
n−1/2)
N2∏
m=1
Γ−(q
−(m−1/2))|0〉 =
= exp
∑
k>0
(1− qkN1)(1− qkN2)
k[k]2
, (7.19)
The fators in the exponent represent (apart from the unity giving MMahon funtion
(6.5)) worldsheets wrapping eah of the spheres independently, and then both of them
simultaneously.
Let us now insert a brane on the right ompat axis at a position given by a =
qN0+1/2, whih gives
Z2wallsD,y = Z
2walls ξ(q)L(Q1/a, q)
L(a, q)
L(aQ2, q)
, (7.20)
where again there is a shift of the Kähler parameter orresponding to the axis the
brane is put on. It is also interesting to ompare this result with a brane in the resolved
onifold (7.17). The essential dierene is the dilogarithm in the denominator, whih
represents worldsheet wrapping a part of right P1 (of length N0) and the whole left P
1
(of length N2).
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7.4 Crystal model for the losed topologial vertex
geometry
7.4.1 The losed topologial vertex geometry
The losed topologial vertex C is a tori Calabi-Yau threefold, onsisting of three
P1's meeting in one point, with loal neighbourhood of eah sphere being isomorphi
to a sum of line bundles O(−1)⊕O(−1). This geometry was disussed in [69, 70℄, and
an be understood as a partiular resolution of C3/Z2 × Z2 singularity [99, 100℄. It is
onvenient to introdue quantities Qi = e
−ti
related to Kähler parameters ti, i = 1, 2, 3
whih orrespond to sizes of the spheres. The tori diagram of the losed topologial
vertex is shown in gure 7.3.
Figure 7.3: The losed topologial vertex C.
The main objet of onsiderations in this setion is the partition funtion of C. To
start with, we briey quote some of the results already known in literature in order to
set later omputations in a proper ontext.
The elements of the seond homology group of the losed topologial vertex H2(C)
an be enoded in a vetor β = (d1, d2, d3), with degree di orresponding to the i'th
sphere, and the orresponding Gromov-Witten worldsheet instanton expansion (4.18)
reads
F C =
∑
g≥0
∑
d1,d2,d3
g2g−2s N
g
d1,d2,d3
Qd11 Q
d2
2 Q
d3
3 .
These Gromov-Witten invariants Ngd1,d2,d3 an be derived rigorously via the so-alled
Cremona transform, by identiation with known invariants of a relevant blow-up of a
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projetive spae. This approah was originally introdued in this ontext in [41℄, and
applied to the losed topologial vertex in [69℄ with the result
Ngd,0,0 = N
g
0,d,0 = N
g
0,0,d = N
g
d,d,d = −Ngd,d,0 = −Ngd,0,d = −Ng0,d,d =
= −d2g−3 |B2g|
2g (2g − 2)! , for d 6= 0, (7.21)
and all other Ngd1,d2,d3 vanishing. Apparently, N
g
d,0,0 = N
g
d is equal to the invariant N
g
d
for the resolved onifold (4.21).
The struture of the losed topologial vertex partition funtion is similar to
F conifold given in (4.27), in a sense that there is also only a nite number of non-
vanishing Gopakumar-Vafa invariants (4.25)
n01,0,0 = n
0
0,1,0 = n
0
0,0,1 = −n01,1,0 = −n01,0,1 = −n00,1,1 = n01,1,1 = −1
and they orrespond respetively to single spheres, eah possible pair of them and the
entire triple. Thus the instanton part of the partition funtion for C an be written as
ZC = exp
∑
n>0
−Qn1 −Qn2 −Qn3 +Qn1Qn2 +Qn1Qn3 +Qn2Qn3 −Qn1Qn2Qn3
n[n]2
. (7.22)
Of ourse this result is onsistent with (7.21). This an also be written as a produt
formula, as desribed in general in [66℄. In fat, it turns out that the rystal model
we introdue in the next paragraph naturally omputes the result in the form related
both to the above Gopakumar-Vafa expansion and a produt formula, whih is a fat
already stressed in [78℄.
We note the partition funtion ZC has been omputed in the 'physial' and 'math-
ematial' topologial vertex formalisms in [70℄, and was shown to agree with (7.22). In
setion 8.5 we will also ompute ZC using 'physial' topologial vertex, but in a way
whih is simpler and faster than it is done in [70℄. In fat the main motivation behind
the alulation we present is it makes an immediate onnetion with the rystal model
whih we present next. And then  last but not least  the method we introdue
suggests how to generalise formalism of [68℄ to 'o-strip' geometries.
So far we foused only on the instanton ontributions F C whih have already been
derived in literature. The lassial part F Cclass (4.17) will be disussed in setion 8.5.3
together with the analysis of the op transition.
7.4.2 The ube model
The model we wish to introdue is a natural extension  or rather a trunation 
of models with walls presented in setions 7.2 and 7.3. We onsider all 3-dimensional
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partitions whih t into a nite ube of size M × L × N , and ask what is the orre-
sponding generating funtion Zcube, given by (6.4) with the present restrition on π.
Let us remark there is only a nite number of terms in Zcube = 1 + . . . + qLMN , the
last one orresponding to the highest power of q. In other words, we introdue three
'walls' at positions x =M , y = L, z = N , as illustrated in gure 7.4.
Figure 7.4: The ube rystal model of nite size M × L×N .
In this ase the partition funtion an also be written in the transfer matrix for-
malism, with two walls represented by nite number of Γ± and the third wall by the
projetion operator 1dt≤N
Zcube = 〈0|
L∏
n=1
Γ+(q
n−1/2) 1dt≤N
M∏
m=1
Γ−(q
−(m−1/2))|0〉. (7.23)
Our laim is this generating funtion is equal to the losed topologial vertex par-
tition funtion (7.22) up to the MMahon funtion
Zcube = M(q)ZC, (7.24)
with identiation of parameters
Q1 = q
M , Q2 = q
L, Q3 = q
N . (7.25)
The expliit evaluation of the orrelator (7.23) is nontrivial, due to a ompliated
form of the projetor 1dt≤N. Fortunately, the generating funtion for plane partitions
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in a nite box has been well known sine originally derived by ombinatorial methods
by MMahon [10℄; another ombinatorial proof is presented in [11℄. Thus we an just
use this result, whih reads:
Zcube = Z1Z2 =
∏
(i,j)∈ML
1− qN+i+j−1
1− qh(i,j) , (7.26)
where for later onveniene we introdue two fators
Z1 =
∏
(i,j)∈ML
1
1− qh(i,j) ,
Z2 =
∏
(i,j)∈ML
(1− qN+i+j−1),
and ML denotes 2-dimensional partition with L rows of the same length M , whih is
a base of the ube, and h(i, j) is the hook-length of its (i, j) element (A.9). Of ourse
(7.26) redues to (6.5) in the limit M,N,L→∞. Using the elementary series
log(1− a) = −
∑
k>0
ak
k
to rewrite produts as exponentials we arrive at the following form of the above fators
Z1 = exp
∑
n>0
1−Qn1 −Qn2 +Qn1Qn2
n[n]2
, (7.27)
Z2 = exp
∑
n>0
−Qn3 +Qn1Qn3 +Qn2Qn3 −Qn1Qn2Qn3
n[n]2
. (7.28)
Remarkably, the produt (7.26) of the above two fators indeed reprodues the losed
topologial vertex partition funtion (7.22) up to the MMahon funtion, as laimed
in (7.24). In setion 8.5 we derive this result from the topologial vertex point of view,
in a way whih makes relation to the rystal result (7.26) expliit.
The rystal model in a ube we introdued above is interesting for yet another
reason. We speulate that gluing suh ubes might orrespond to building more om-
pliated rystal models related to more general tori Calabi-Yau spaes. In this sense
a rystal model for the losed topologial vertex geometry would have an analogous
status as the ordinary topologial vertex amplitude. These more general rystal models
obtained from gluing would have two harateristi sales: one of order gs related to
a size of an elementary box, and the other of order of Kähler parameters of Calabi-
Yau, similarly as Q1 = q
M , Q2 = q
L, Q3 = q
N
above. Results in [81℄  even though
derived with a dierent motivation  seem to onrm suh an interpretation, at least
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for threefolds whose tori diagrams onsists of a string of intervals representing P1's.
Understanding suh a general framework of Calabi-Yau rystals is still an open prob-
lem.
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Chapter 8
Derivation of rystal results from the
topologial vertex
In hapter 7 new amplitudes have been omputed in rystal models already known
and new Calabi-Yau rystal models have been introdued. However, apart from general
arguments presented in hapter 6, we have not given any proof that these amplitudes
indeed agree with topologial string results. In the present hapter, following results
published in [78℄ and [79℄, we provide suh a proof by omputing topologial string
amplitudes for the orresponding topologial string ongurations. In all ases, us-
ing topologial vertex formalism, we reprodue our earlier rystal results. Admittedly,
in same ases these omputations are non-trivial and lengthy, and all fats from ap-
pendies B.1 and B.2 have to be used. Moreover, we also extend topologial vertex
methods to deal with more general situations than onsidered so far. In partiular this
onerns the so-alled o-strip geometries and is disussed is setion 8.5.2.
To math rystal and vertex results a few important issues have to be taken into
aount. Firstly, the topologial vertex is normalised in suh a way that the MMahon
funtion M(q) of C3 does not arise from alulations. Seondly, we need to hoose
some partiular framing; usually this is (−1) framing for branes on one axis and the
anonial one for branes on another axis. Then, we have to take holonomy matries Vi
to be one dimensional
Vi = ai = q
Ni+1/2
so in this sense the rystal an see only a fration of what the full vertex omputes. On
the other hand, the rystal alulations are muh simpler, so this is quite an advantage
of using it.
If we have a single brane on one axis, then the above ai beome simply moduli seen
in the rystal. For more branes on one axis, we have to introdue parameters whih
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give their positions, whih must be ombined with holonomy matries appropriately.
We will see examples of this in what follows.
Finally, we perform substitution
q → 1
q
= qcrystal (8.1)
in vertex results to map rystal-branes to vertex-branes. Apparently, in topologial
strings suh an operation exhanges branes to antibranes [64℄, and what we all branes
and antibranes an be regarded just as a onvention. Not performing the q inversion
would result in mapping rystal branes to vertex antibranes. We hoose the former
point of view. In fat, the q inversion is important only for ongurations with branes;
the partition funtions without any branes is invariant under q → 1/q. We have
already seen one example of the above inversion, when we related the topologial
vertex amplitude to generating funtion of plane partitions in (6.10).
Let us note that while some of the topologial vertex expressions we onsider here
were already written in literature in terms of sums over representations, it is not
at all obvious that they an be resummed into ompat expressions, involving just
dilogarithms and simple polynomials (as we have seen from rystal point of view).
Nonetheless, by a lever hoie of framing, we manage to rederive all these rystal
results.
By onstrution, the topologial vertex inludes the orret worldsheet instantons
whih an appear in any tori onstrution, with or without lagrangian probe branes.
The ontributions from spei instantons whih streth between probe branes an be
read o from the form of the free energy. Speially, the Li1 funtion in the fator
(1− ab) = exp (Li1(ab)) , (8.2)
appearing in all alulations involving more than one probe brane, shows that this is
a ontribution from annuli instantons and not of any higher genera instantons.
8.1 Resolved onifold results
We shall rst test the amplitudes found in the rystal model for the onifold. The
results for C3 rystal will follow then naturally from taking the Kähler parameter to
innity. The partition funtion for the resolved onifold, or equivalently its free energy
(4.27), an be omputed using topologial vertex formalism as shown in (B.12). This
result is in agreement with the rystal result (7.13) up to MMahon funtion.
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Let us then ompute brane ongurations orresponding to those found in the
rystal language. We start with a single brane on the external axis of the onifold in
anonial framing
ZP
1
D−ext(V ) =
∑
P,R
C•RtP (−Q)|R|CR•• TrPV. (8.3)
Using identities on Shur funtions we get (see also [18℄)
ZP
1
D−ext(V ) = Z
P1
∑
P
sP (Qq
−ρ, qρ) TrPV. (8.4)
Taking the matrix V to be one dimensional V = a = qN0+1/2, and using TrR(a) = sR(a)
and formula (A.56), we obtain
ZP
1
D−ext = Z
P1
∑
R
sR(Qq
−ρ, qρ) sR(a) = Z
P1
L(aQ, qcrystal)
L(a, qcrystal)
. (8.5)
It is important to note that the sum is in fat performed over representations orre-
sponding to diagrams with only one row (for a single number a and for any represen-
tation given by a diagram with more than one row srep. with >1 rows(a) = 0). Taking
into aount the mapping (8.1) we nd perfet agreement with the normalised rystal
result for antibranes (7.14).
A single brane an also be situated on the ompat axis of the onifold at position
gsD
ZP
1
D−int =
∑
R,QL,QR
C••R⊗QL(−1)sqfe−LCRt⊗QR•• TrQLV TrQRV −1.
It is possible to perform resummation for V = a = qN0+1/2 and if (−1) framing is
hosen. If we follow the rystal onvention and set the size of the ompat axis to be
N + 1 (the shift is responsible for brane insertion), and absorb the brane position into
its modulus by dening
N ′0 = D +N0, a
′ = qN
′
0+
1
2 , (8.6)
we get after substitution (8.1)
ZP
1
D,y = Z
P1(N + 1)L(a′, qcrystal)L(Q/a
′, qcrystal),
whih is the same result as (7.17).
It is also possible to insert several branes on the external or internal axis. For
example, for M branes on the ompat axis in (−1) framing we take Vi = ai = qNi+1/2
and then get analogous fators as above. The Kähler parameter gets modied to
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Figure 8.1: The tori diagram of the onifold with Kähler parameter t, with a brane
inserted at distaneD on the ompat axis and an antibrane inserted on a non-ompat
axis.
N +M , and brane positions Di get absorbed similarly as above into N
′
i and modied
moduli a′i. We also have to take the strethed strings between the branes into aount
(see (B.16)). All these fators ombine to
ZP
1
M branes = Z
P1(N ′)
[∏
i<j
(1− a
′
i
a′j
)
][ M∏
i=1
L(a′i, qcrystal)L(Q/a
′
i, qcrystal)
]
, (8.7)
whih is the same as the rystal result found in [77℄.
8.1.1 Brane and antibrane on two axes
Let us put one brane on the ompat axis of the resolved onifold at distane D
with holonomy matrix V1, and the seond brane on non-ompat axis with holonomy
V2 (Fig. 8.1).
We also take one-dimensional holonomy matries Vi = q
Ni+1/2
, and absorb the
position on the ompat axis into V1
a = qD+N1+1/2 = qN
′
1+1/2, b = qN2+1/2. (8.8)
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The partition funtion in (−1, 0) framing is
ZP
1
Dy;D¯x =
∑
CR⊗QL,P t,•(−1)|P |(−Q)|R|CRt⊗QR••sQL(a)sQR(Q/a)sP (b)[
(−1)|QL⊗R|+|QR⊗Rt|q−
κQL⊗R
+κ
QR⊗R
t
2
]
=
= L
(
Q/a, q−1
)∑
sRt(−Qqρ)sQL(−a)sP (−b)
cαRQLsαt/η(q
ρ)sP t/η(q
ρ)q−
κ
Rt
2 ,
where the rst dilog arises from QR summation. Now summation over P produes
another dilogarithm, and we an also sum over QL and use (A.57) to get
ZP
1
Dy;D¯x = L
(
Q/a, q−1
)
L
(
b, q−1
)
L(a, q−1)
∑
sR(−Qqρ)sη/α(−a)sη(−b)sR/α(qρ),
Performing the remaining sums over R, η and nally α gives the rystal result (7.18)
(after transformation (8.1))
ZP
1
Dy;D¯x =
ZP
1
1− ab
L
(
Q/a, qcrystal
)
L
(
b, qcrystal
)
L
(
a, qcrystal
)
L
(
bQ, qcrystal
) . (8.9)
Here we ontrast the simpliity of earlier rystal omputations with the extensive use
of summation formulae and Shur identities in the above vertex omputation.
8.2 Double P
1
In this setion we rederive two-wall rystal amplitudes from the topologial vertex
perspetive. At rst we ompute the partition funtion. Denoting the sizes of the right
and the left axis by ti (and Qi = e
−ti = qNi), respetively for i = 1, 2, the vertex rules
and some rearrangements give
ZP
1P1 =
∑
P,R
CP t••(−Q2)|R|CPR•(−Q1)|P |CRt•• =
=
∑
η
[∑
µ
sµ(q
ρ)sη(Q1q
−ρ)sµ(Q1q
−ρ)
]
[∑
ν
sν(q
ρ)sη(Q2q
−ρ)sν(Q2q
−ρ)
]
=
= exp
∑
k>0
−Qk1 −Qk2 + (Q1Q2)k
k[k]2
, (8.10)
This result is the same as the rystal expression (7.19), up to MMahon funtion
invisible for the vertex. Sine this is a partition funtion without any brane insertions,
it is also unaeted by q inversion.
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Figure 8.2: The tori diagram orresponding to a brane inserted in the double P1
geometry (with Kähler parameters t1 and t2) on the right ompat axis at distane D
from the middle point.
The vertex omputation with a brane on the right ompat axis of double P1, in
−1 framing also agrees with rystal result. Inserting this brane at position D from the
middle vertex, as shown in gure 8.2, the topologial vertex rules lead to the amplitude
ZP
1P1
D =
∑
CP t••(−Q2)|P |CR⊗QL,P,•(−Q1)|R|CRt⊗QR••
qD|QL|q(N1−D)|QR| TrQLV TrQRV
−1[
(−1)|QL⊗R|+|QR⊗Rt|q−(κQL⊗R+κQR⊗Rt )/2
]
. (8.11)
As before, we take one-dimensional V = qN0+1/2 and absorb the position into V as
a = qD+N0+1/2 = qN
′
0+1/2.
Performing sums over all representation in the appropriate order leads (after a little
eort) to the result
ZP
1P1
D = Z
P1P1
L
(
Q1/a, qcrystal
)
L
(
a, qcrystal
)
L
(
bQ2, qcrystal
) , (8.12)
whih is the same as the rystal answer (7.20) after enlarging the size of the right axis
to N1 + 1 due to the brane insertion.
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8.3 C
3
amplitudes
The amplitude for several branes on one axis of C
3
an be omputed diretly from
the vertex rules, but sine we already have the onifold result it is easiest to take the
N → ∞ limit in (8.7). This also gives result in (−1) framing, and substituting (8.1)
we get
ZC
3
M branes =
[∏
i<j
(1− ai
aj
)
] M∏
i=1
L(ai, qcrystal), (8.13)
whih is the result for the C3 rystal (7.1). For one brane it redues to a single
dilogarithm.
For a brane on one axis at position a and antibrane on the other at position b, and
in framing (−1, 0), the vertex gives
ZC
3 vertex
D;D¯ (a, b) =
1
1− abL(a, qcrystal)L(b, qcrystal).
whih reprodues the rystal answer (7.3). In this ase the vertex rules an be expressed
in terms of Hopf link invariants (B.6)
ZC
3 vertex
D;D¯ (a, b) =
∑
P,R
WPR(−1)|P |+|R|q−
κP+κR
2 sP (a)sR(b),
so that inverting q (8.1) aording to our onventions and using (B.9) proves that this
is the same Hopf link generating funtion as in the rystal ase (7.4).
The alulation for two branes, one in eah axis, is similar and also gives the rystal
result in (−1, 0) framing1
ZC
3 vertex
D;D = (1− ab)
L(a, qcrystal)
L(b, qcrystal)
.
The onguration with two branes on one axis and antibrane on the other is slightly
more ompliated. The strethed string fators between the two branes on the same
axis, at positions ai = q
Mi+1/2
(for i = 1, 2) give an (1 − a1/a2) fator. The full
amplitude, with antibrane at b = qN1+1/2, and in (−1, 0) framing an be written as
Zvertex2Dy, D¯x = (1−
a1
a2
)
∑
CP1⊗P2,Rt,•sP1(a1)sP2(a2)sR(b)(−1)|R| ×
×
[
(−1)|P1⊗P2|q−
κP1⊗P2
2
]
= (1− a1
a2
)L(b, q−1)
∑
cαP1P2sαt/η(q
ρ)sP1(−a1)sP2(−a2)sη(−b). (8.14)
1
This is also an example of a situation, whih an be resummed in anonial framing, with the nal
result L(a, q)L(b, q)
1−a
√
q+ab
1−a
√
q
. This result does not agree with the rystal one (in anonial rystal
framing), thus a proper hoie of framing is indeed ruial.
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After performing summations in several steps and substitution (8.1) we reover the
rystal result (7.1)
Zvertex2Dy, D¯x =
1− a1
a2
(1− a1b)(1− a2b)L(a1, qcrystal)L(a2, qcrystal)L(b, qcrystal). (8.15)
Thus another way to look at the rystal result (8.15) is provided by the rst line in the
expansion of (8.14), whih due to (B.6) an be written in terms of Hopf link invariants
(with all omponents in knot (−1)-framing) as
Zvertex2Dy, D¯x = (1−
a1
a2
)
∑
WP1⊗P2,R,•sP1(a1)sP2(a2)sR(b)[
(−1)|P1⊗P2|+|R|q−
κP1⊗P2
+κR
2
]
.
Taking out the strethed string fators (1−a1/a2) this result has a form of a generating
funtion of invariants for a knot shown in gure 3.1, arising from merging two Hopf-
links along a ommon unknot. Beause of a one-dimensional soures Vi = ai, this is a
generating funtion for representations with one row only.
8.3.1 Two axes of C
3
 general situation
Finally we onsider m branes on one axis at positions ai = q
Mi+1/2
, and n an-
tibranes on the next axis at bi = q
Ni+1/2
. As usual we take all branes in framing (−1),
whih makes resummation doable. Using properties of tensor produt, the part of the
partition funtion without fators from strings strething between branes on the same
axis (B.16) (whih is denoted by ') an be written as
Z ′m,n¯ =
∑
CP1⊗...⊗Pm, Rt1⊗...⊗Rtn,•(−1)
P
i |Ri|
[
(−1)|⊗jPj |q− 12κ⊗jPj
]
·
·sP1(a1) . . . sPm(am) · sR1(b1) . . . sRn(bn) =
=
∑
s(P t1⊗...⊗P tm)/η(q
ρ)sP1(−a1) . . . sPm(−am) ·
·s(Rt1⊗...⊗Rtm)/η(qρ)sR1(−b1) . . . sRn(−bn), (8.16)
where it is understood that
s(P t1⊗...⊗P tm)/η =
∑
α
cαP t1 ...P tmsα/η.
The antibrane part takes the form (here we write the partial result for the R summation
only), aording to (A.51)
cβ1
Rt1R
t
2
cβ2
β1Rt3
. . . c
βn−1
βn−2Rtn
sβn−1/η(q
ρ)sR1(−b1) . . . sRn(−bn) =
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= sβt1/R1(−b2)sβt2/βt1(−b3) . . . sβtn−1/βtn−2(−bn)sβn−1/η(qρ)sR1(−b1) =
= sβtn−1(−b1, . . . ,−bn)sβn−1/η(qρ) =
= L(b1, q
−1) . . . L(bn, q
−1)sη(−b1, . . . ,−bn) (8.17)
In the same way, the brane part (P summation separated) ontributes
L(a1, q
−1) . . . L(am, q
−1)sη(−a1, . . . ,−am) (8.18)
The remaining summation over η in (8.17) and (8.18) gives fators for strings strethed
between all brane/antibrane pairs; also taking into aount (B.16) for eah pair of
branes (antibranes) on the same axis nally we get (after the q-inversion)
Zm,n¯ =
[(
1− a1
a2
)
. . .
(
1− am−1
am
)][(
1− b1
b2
)
. . .
(
1− bn−1
bn
)]
1
1− a1b1 . . .
1
1− ambn
∏
i
L(ai, qcrystal)
∏
j
L(bj , qcrystal),
and this is the same answer as we found from the rystal (7.1).
This more general ase also an be understood as a generating funtion of Hopf-link
invariants orresponding to tensor produts of one-row representations, as the rst line
of (8.16) an be written using (B.6) as
Z ′m,n¯ =
∑
WP1⊗...⊗Pm, R1⊗...⊗Rn
[
(−1)|⊗jPj |+|⊗kRk|q− 12 (κ⊗jPj+κ⊗kRk )
]
·
·sP1(a1) . . . sPm(am) · sR1(b1) . . . sRn(bn),
where fators from strings strethed between branes on the same axis (B.16) are taken
out. The orresponding knots are shown in gure 8.3 for the ase of four branes and
three antibranes inserted in the geometry.
To summarise, rystal amplitudes we onsidered an be interpreted in two distint
ways: either as generating funtion of Hopf-link invariants for representations with sev-
eral rows (as desribed in setion 7.1)  or (as shown here from the topologial vertex
point of view), when expanded without the strethed string fators, as generating mul-
tiple Hopf-link invariants (involving tensor produts) with a single row representations,
in knot framing (−1,−1).
8.4 Mirror Symmetry and B-model example
In this thesis we fous mainly on the A-model topologial string theory. This
is equivalent to the B-model theory via powerful Mirror Symmetry whih has been
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Figure 8.3: A multiple Hopf-link whih orresponds to four branes on y axis and
three antibranes on x axis in C3 geometry.
mentioned at the end of setion 2.2. Even though we do not disuss Mirror Symmetry
in any more detail, its following manifestations in topologial string theory will be
important to us:
• A-model partition funtion on some Calabi-Yau manifold is equal to B-model
partition funtion on a mirror manifold,
• under Mirror Symmetry A-branes on some Calabi-Yau manifold are mapped to
B-branes on a mirror manifold.
We now disuss briey how Mirror Symmetry is realised for tori manifolds and in
the topologial vertex theory [65℄. Let us onsider a two-dimensional tori diagram for
some partiular tori three-fold. It an be shown a struture of a mirror manifold is
enoded in a Riemann surfae whih is also related to this diagram. More preisely, if
edges of the tori diagram are thikened, we obtain a Riemann surfae whih satises
equation of the form
H(u, v) = 0, for (u, v) ∈ C2, (8.19)
and the mirror manifold is given as a subset of C
4
desribed by the equation
xy −H(u, v) = 0, for (x, y, u, v) ∈ C4. (8.20)
For a generi point (u∗, v∗) suh that H(u∗, v∗) 6= 0 there is a ylinder over this point in
remaining two omplex dimensions, desribed by the equation xy = H(u∗, v∗) = const.
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Figure 8.4: Riemann surfae representing B-model geometry mirror to C3 obtained
from thikening edges of the trivalent A-model vertex, with two anti-branes and one
brane inserted in two asymptoti pathes.
A Riemann surfae (8.19) is a lous where xy = 0 and over this surfae ylinders
degenerate to pairs of interseting lines x = 0 or y = 0 in C2.
As an example, a tori diagram for C3 is given by a trivalent vertex, and thikening
its edges we obtain a Riemann surfae shown in gure 8.4, desribed by the equation
H(u, v) = eu + ev + 1 = 0.
Similarly as Chern-Simons theory is an eetive theory for A-model open topologi-
al strings, there is also an eetive theory for the B-model topologial strings. This is
alled Kodaira-Spener theory of gravity [37℄. Its exitations desribe deformations of
the omplex struture of the target spae manifold and an be enoded in variations
of holomorphi three-form Ω given in (2.5). For manifolds of the form (8.20) these
exitations redue to the Kodaira-Spener salar eld φ(v) whih lives on a Riemann
surfae (8.19) suh that
∂φ(v) = u(v). (8.21)
Consisteny of Kodaira-Spener theory leads to the so-alledW-onstraints whih allow
to nd amplitudes for B-model theory in terms of expetation values of the salar eld
φ. In partiular B-model partition funtions found in this way agree with A-model
partition funtions on mirror manifolds.
As mentioned in setion 4.3, while A-branes in A-model theory wrap lagrangian
yles, the B-branes in B-model theory have to wrap omplex submanifolds whih have
neessarily even real dimension. There is a speial lass of suh branes in the geometry
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(8.20) whih will be of partiular interests to us. These branes are xed to the Riemann
surfae H(u, v) = 0 and they just wrap one of the omplex lines x = 0 or y = 0 in
remaining C2. Suh a B-brane an move around the Riemann surfae and its position
on this surfae is its modulus. These B-branes have a remarkable property: they are
desribed by a two-dimensional free fermion eld ψ whih is related to the salar φ by
usual bosonisation
ψ = eφ(v)/gs , (8.22)
and similarly anti-branes are represented by a onjugated eld ψ∗. However, these
fermions are not standard fermions, whih manifests in the fat how they transform be-
tween dierent pathes on the Riemann surfae. Instead of usual transformation rule as
a half-dierential, they transform aording to some partiular Fourier transformation.
Nonetheless, W-onstraints mentioned above also allow to nd these transformation
properties and ompute expetation values of these fermions.
Let us onsider a onguration of branes in two asymptoti pathes, at positions
e−ui = ai in one path and bj in the other path. Fermioni B-brane operators (8.22)
have a standard mode expansions (A.12) in these two pathes
ψ(a) =
∑
k
ψk+1/2 e
−(k+1)ui =
∑
k
ψk+1/2a
k+1,
ψ˜(b) =
∑
k
ψ˜k+1/2b
k+1,
and only fermions from the same path antiommute
{ψ−k−1/2, ψ∗l+1/2} = δkl,
whereas the bare vauum is annihilated by all positive modes (A.13)
ψk+1/2|0〉 = ψ∗k+1/2|0〉 = ψ˜k+1/2|0〉 = ψ˜∗k+1/2|0〉 = 0 for k ≥ 0.
It an be shown that topologial string partition funtions with branes inserted in
two pathes at positions speied above are indeed reprodued by expetation values
of these fermioni operators
Zbranes at ai, bi = 〈0|
∏
i
ψ(ai)
∏
j
ψ(bj)|V 〉, (8.23)
where 〈0| is a standard vauum state representing one path of a Riemann surfae,
whereas |V 〉 a non-trivial vauum representing another path. The state |V 〉 enodes
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information how these pathes are glued into entire surfae, and it turns out to be
given simply by a Bogoliubov transformation of the standard vauum
|V 〉 = exp
∑
k,l≥0
(
aklψ−k−1/2ψ
∗
−l−1/2 + a˜klψ−k−1/2ψ˜
∗
−l−1/2
)
|0〉,
with all details of the surfae enoded in oeients akl and a˜kl orresponding to two
pathes.
In the ase of C3 the state |V 〉 is determined (up to q1/6 fators) by
akl = (−1)lshook(k+1,l+1)(qρ),
a˜kl = (−1)lq−
κ(l+1)
2 (Wk+1,l+1 −Wk+1Wl+1),
where hook(m + 1, n+ 1) is a hook representation with the relevant number of boxes
in its row and olumn, and Wk+1,l+1 is Hopf-link invariant for two symmetri repre-
sentations with relevant number of boxes. For symmetri representation, the value of
Casimir is κn = n
2 − n.
Now we wish to analyse the onguration of B-branes shown in gure 8.4. We insert
two antibranes in one path (these in framing (−1)) and a single brane in the other
one. In fat, instead of 〈0|, we should hoose 〈vac| = 〈0|ψ˜1/2 vauum (8.23) to ensure
vanishing of the total fermion ux. In this ase the only ontribution omes from the
third oeient (with 1/2 fator) in the exponent expansion of |V 〉. Manipulations
with fermion operators lead to
〈vac|ψ˜(b)ψ∗(a1)ψ∗(a2)|V (−1,0)〉 =
=
∑
p,t,r≥0
a˜pta˜r0 b
t+1
(
ar+11 a
p+1
2 − ap+11 ar+12
)
(−1)−p−rq−
κp+1+κr+1
2 .
Performing the summation gives
〈vac|ψ˜(b)ψ∗(a1)ψ∗(a2)|V (−1,0)〉 = −a1a2b
L(a1, q)L(a2, q)L(b, q)
( 1
1− a2b −
1
1− a1b
)
=
a1a
2
2b
2
L(a1, q)L(a2, q)L(b, q)
1− a1
a2
(1− a1b)(1− a2b) .
We already know that inverting q exhanges branes with antibranes. So if we
started with two branes in the rst path and antibrane in the seond, we would get
dilogarithms in numerator. This agrees with the rystal result (7.1) up to the irrelevant
overall a1a
2
2b
2
fator.
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8.5 Closed topologial vertex and 'o-strip' geome-
tries
In this setion we reonsider the losed topologial vertex geometry and prove
its partition funtion is indeed equal to the generating funtion of the ube rystal
(7.26). We derive this partition funtion using the topologial vertex formalism. As
we explain in setion 8.5.2 this derivation an be understood as 'moving o the strip' in
the terminology of [68℄, and oers a possibility to simplify topologial vertex tehniques
to a broader lass of Calabi-Yau geometries. To support this laim we also onsider a
op transition of the losed topologial vertex and ompute the partition funtion of
the resulting geometry in setion 8.5.3.
8.5.1 Derivation
Now we derive the partition funtion (7.22) for the losed topologial vertex geom-
etry from the topologial vertex formalism, in a way whih gives this result in the form
expliitly related to (7.26). In omputation we use various identities given in appen-
dies A.4 and B.1. In fat the result an be obtained muh faster, if ertain sums in
the amplitude are automatially performed using additional mahinery of [68℄, whih
we also review in appendix B.2. It turns out the derivation presented below an be
understood as an extension of that mahinery to a more general situation. Nonetheless,
for ompleteness we rst derive the losed topologial vertex partition funtion from
rst priniples.
The basi topologial vertex amplitude is given in (B.1). It will turn out onvenient
to use yli symmetry to write the amplitude for the losed topologial vertex from
gure 7.3 as
ZC =
∑
R1,R2,R3
CR2R3R1CRt1••CRt2••CRt3••(−Q1)|R1|(−Q2)|R2|(−Q3)|R3| =
=
∑
R1,R2,R3,P
[
sP (−Q1qρ)sP (−Q2qρ)
][
sR3(q
ρ)sRt3(−Q3qρ)
]
[
sR2(q
Rt3+ρ)sRt2(−Q2qρ)
][
sRt1(q
R3+ρ)sR1(−Q1qρ)
]
.
This an be rewritten using (A.62) in the form
ZC = exp
[∑
n
−Qk1 −Qk2 +Qk1Qk2
n[n]2
]
×
×
∑
R3
sR3(q
ρ)sRt3(q
ρ)(−Q3)|R3|
∏
k
(1−Q1qk)Ck(R3)(1−Q2qk)Ck(Rt3). (8.24)
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The exponent fator whih arises above is equal to Z1 (7.27), whih is double-P
1
parti-
tion funtion (up to the MMahon funtion). Thus we have to show the sum over R3
above reprodues Z2 (7.28). We use (A.60) to rewrite (8.24) as
ZC =
Z1
M(q)
∑
R3
(−Q3)|R3|XR3YR3 , (8.25)
where
XR3 = sRt3(q
ρ)
∏
k
(1−Q1qk)Ck(R3) =
= (−1)|R3|q|R3|/2+n(R3)
∏
(i,j)∈R3
1− qM+j−i
1− qh(i,j) (8.26)
and similarly
YR3 = (−1)|R3|q|R
t
3|/2+n(R
t
3)
∏
(i,j)∈Rt3
1− qL+j−i
1− qh(i,j)
where we used identiation (7.25).
Finally, the ruial step is to rewrite XR3 and YR3 using the identity (A.59) for a
Shur funtion with nite number of variables
ZC =
Z1
M(q)
∑
R3
(−qQ3)|R3|sR3(1, q, q2, . . . , qM−1)sRt3(1, q, q2, . . . , qL−1)
=
Z1
M(q)
∏
i=1,...L; j=1,...,M
(1−Q3qj+i−1) = Z1Z2
M(q)
(8.27)
where the sum of Shur funtions (A.56) was used in the last line. Beause Z1Z2 =
Zcube, we indeed obtain (7.24)
Zcube = M(q)ZC.
In the above derivation the same fators as in the rystal model arise, i.e. Z1
assoiated with double-P1 partition funtion and Z2 'implementing' the third P
1
. In
this form it also beomes a trivial observation that in N →∞ limit the proper result
for double-P1 is reovered (7.19).
Let us also remark on MMahon M(q) fators. It is known the topologial vertex
omputations do not produe this ontribution, so to obtain the full topologial string
partition funtion (4.16) one should introdue one fator of M(q) for eah topologial
vertex CPQR used in the vertex omputation of the amplitude [74℄. On the other hand,
in our rystal model just a single fator of M(q) arises as the plane partitions it ounts
are anhored in one partiular orner of the ube. This is why there is one fator of
M(q) in (7.24).
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8.5.2 Moving o the strip
It is interesting to relate this result to the formalism developed in [68℄ whih allows
to perform omputations for tori geometries whose dual diagrams are given by a
triangulation of a retangle (or a 'strip' - hene the terminology). We briey review
this mahinery in appendix B.2. A simple example of a geometry of this type is the
double-P1 from gure B.1, whose dual diagram is undoubtedly a triangulation of a
strip.
Let us notie that the tori diagram for the losed topologial vertex an be under-
stood as a double-P1 with one additional sphere attahed. This is shown in gure 8.5,
with double-P1 given by spheres Q1 − Q2 and the additional sphere denoted by Q3.
Even though the full diagram for the losed topologial vertex annot be drawn on a
strip, a diagram for the double-P1 part an as presented above. Thus the partition
funtion ZC an be written as
ZC =
∑
α
sαt(q
ρ)(−Q3)|α|Zα,
where Zα is the fator for a double-P
1
with one nontrivial representation, and is derived
in appendix (B.22)
Zα = sα {•α}Q1[••]Q1Q2{αt•}Q2 =
=
Z1
M(q)
sα(q
ρ)
∏
k
(1−Q1qk)Ck(α)(1−Q2qk)Ck(αt), (8.28)
whih altogether reprodues (8.24), and now the alulation ontinues as above and
reprodues (8.27).
So, in this way we managed to 'move o the strip', whih tehnially boils down to
performing a sum of Shur funtions with nite number of arguments (8.27). It thus
seems likely this result might be generalised to a broader lass of non-strip-like Calabi-
Yau manifolds, and is interesting to pursue further. Below we onsider an example of
another 'o-strip' geometry related by a op to the losed vertex, for whih a partition
funtion an also be derived using these methods.
8.5.3 Flop transition
The losed topologial vertex onsists of three P1's with loal bundles isomorphi
to the resolved onifold. As is well known, suh a bundle may undergo a op tran-
sition. For the resolved onifold with Kähler parameter t and Q = e−t, a op may
be understood as a ontinuation to negative values of t. The partition funtion is in-
variant under this proess and this should be seen order by order in genus expansion.
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Figure 8.5: The losed topologial vertex as a strip with an additional P1 (of the size
determined by Q3) attahed.
To get a partition funtion of the opped geometry, after the analyti ontinuation to
negative t one should expand the result again in positive powers of Q. For the resolved
onifold the geometry before and after the transition is the same, whih allows to x
the polynomial dependene of the free energy on t [51℄. In the ase of the losed topo-
logial vertex the geometries before and after the op are dierent, but it is possible to
determine lassial ontribution to the free energy of Cflop in terms of those of C as we
disuss below. Moreover, the invariane of the partition funtion under the op implies
in partiular the Gopakumar-Vafa invariants should not hange during the transition,
providing the parameters on both sides of the transition are mathed appropriately;
suh a behaviour indeed follows in general from the topologial vertex rules as shown
in [71℄, and the alulation below proves the onsisteny of our method with these
results.
Let us fous on the losed topologial vertex geometry, and the transition under
whih the onifold assoiated to Q2 is opped. We all the ensuing geometry Cflop.
The transition is presented in gure 8.6, and it is best understood in terms of a dual
graph  it is then represented by a tilt of a diagonal of a square orresponding to the
onifold. The losed vertex on the left onsists of three spheres meeting in one point,
and after the op it is replaed by a string of P1's with two meeting points, and with
a proper arrangement of bundles, as on the right side of the gure. We denote the
parameters of the opped geometry by P1, P2, P3, and also express them in units of gs
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as
P1 = q
Mf = e−s1 , P2 = q
Lf = e−s2 , P3 = q
Nf = e−s3. (8.29)
Figure 8.6: The losed topologial vertex C with its dual diagram (left) and the geom-
etry after the op Cflop (right).
How should the partition funtion for the opped losed vertex look like after
the transition? As mentioned above, it should be related to (7.22) by a suitable
identiation of target spae parameters. The geometry of the bundles in gure 8.6
suggests the following relations
Q1Q2 = P1,
Q2 =
1
P2
, (8.30)
Q2Q3 = P3,
from whih it follows that Q1 = P1P2, Q3 = P2P3, Q1Q2Q3 = P1P2P3, Q1Q3 =
P1P
2
2P3. Substituting these into (7.22) the only terms with negative powers we obtain
are P−n2 . Upon analyti ontinuation these should turn into P
n
2 together with appro-
priate hange in the lassial part of the free energy, as is the ase for the onifold.
Thus we expet the following instanton ontribution to the partition funtion of Cflop
ZC
flop
= exp
∑
n>0
−P n1 P n2 − P n2 − P n2 P n3 + P n1 + P n1 P 2n2 P n3 + P n3 − P n1 P n2 P n3
n[n]2
, (8.31)
We rst show by expliit alulation this is the orret result, and afterwords analyse
lassial ontributions.
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To prove that (8.31) is indeed orret we again use topologial vertex rules. Sim-
ilarly as for the losed vertex, we onsider the opped geometry as a strip with an
additional P1 attahed
ZC
flop
=
∑
α
sαt(q
ρ)(−P3)|α|Zflopα
[
(−1)|α|q−κα/2
]
,
the fators in square brakets originating from a nontrivial framing of the additional
sphere. This is presented in gure 8.7, with Zflopα orresponding to the amplitude on
the strip orresponding to a string of spheres P2 − P1
Zflopα = sα {α•}P2{α•}P1P2[••]P1 =
= e
P
n
−Pn2 −P
n
1 P
n
2 +P
n
1
n[n]2 sα(q
ρ)
∏
k
(1− P2qk)Ck(α)(1− P1P2qk)Ck(α),
where we again used rules from the appendix B.2 (now we read verties from left to
right, and they are of the types Aα − B − B). Now we use (A.60) to write the full
amplitude as
ZC
flop
= e
P
n
−Pn2 −P
n
1 P
n
2 +P
n
1
n[n]2
∑
α
(qP3)
|α|q2n(α)
∏
(i,j)∈α
1− P2 qj−i
1− qh(i,j)
1− P1P2 qj−i
1− qh(i,j) .
Finally, after identiation (8.29), using equality (A.59) and summing over α we get
ZC
flop
= e
P
n
−Pn2 −P
n
1 P
n
2 +P
n
1
n[n]2 e
P
n
Pn3 −P
n
2 P
n
3 −P
n
1 P
n
2 P
n
3 +P
n
1 P
2n
2 P
n
3
n[n]2 ,
whih is indeed the same as the expeted result (8.31) and onsistent with [71℄.
Let us nally turn to the issue of polynomial ontributions. As mentioned above,
those for Cflop and C are related to eah other due to the invariane of the full partition
funtion. We will show this relation is onsistent with the values of ubi intersetion
numbers. These intersetion numbers an be derived from the desription of homology
lasses given in [100℄, where both geometries are disussed as dierent resolutions of
C3/Z2 × Z2 orbifold: the losed topologial vertex is a symmetri resolution, and its
op an asymmetri resolution. The homology struture is in fat enoded in the dual
diagram, with verties orresponding to divisors and internal intervals to ompat
urves (eah one arising as an intersetion of two divisors at the end of the interval),
as shown in gure 8.8. There are three divisors Di, i = 1, 2, 3, in the singular orbifold,
and additional three: Eij in its symmetri resolution, or E
f
ij in asymmetri resolution,
for i 6= j. The ompat urves are the familiar by now three P1's: Ci with sizes given
by ti for the losed vertex geometry and C
f
i with sizes si for its op. For ompleteness,
let us reall the intersetion numbers derived in [100℄. For the losed topologial vertex
these are
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Figure 8.7: The opped losed topologial vertex Cflop as a strip with attahed P1 of
the size determined by P3.
D1 D2 D3 E23 E13 E12
C1 = E12 ∩ E13 1 0 0 1 −1 −1
C2 = E12 ∩ E23 0 1 0 −1 1 −1
C3 = E13 ∩ E23 0 0 1 −1 −1 1
whereas for its op
D1 D2 D3 E
f
23 E
f
13 E
f
12
Cf1 = E
f
12 ∩ Ef13 1 1 0 0 0 −2
Cf2 = E
f
12 ∩ Ef23 0 −1 0 1 −1 1
Cf3 = E
f
13 ∩ Ef23 0 1 1 −2 0 0
>From these intersetion numbers we an dedue the form of genus zero prepoten-
tials F0 in terms of sizes of P
1
's. In general
F0 =
1
6
J3,
with J the Poinare dual to the Kähler form. For the losed vertex geometry C it an
be parametrised by ei as
JC = e1E12 + e2E13 + e3E23,
so that the sizes of P1's are given by
t1 = J
C ∩ C1 = −e1 − e2 + e3,
t2 = J
C ∩ C2 = −e1 + e2 − e3,
t3 = J
C ∩ C3 = e1 − e2 − e3.
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Figure 8.8: Two geometries C and Cflop as a symmetri (left) and asymmetri (right)
resolution of C3/Z2 × Z2.
Expressing ei in terms of ti and ombining with genus one ontributions (whih depend
on a single parameter b due to symmetry in the geometry), the lassial free energy
(4.17) for the losed topologial vertex reads
F Cclass =
(t31 + t32 + t33
6g2s
+
t21t2 + t1t
2
2 + t
2
1t3 + t3t
2
1 + t
2
2t3 + t3t
2
2
4g2s
+
t1t2t3
2g2s
)
+
b
24
(t1+ t2+ t3).
(8.32)
Similarly, for the opped geometry the Kähler form has the Poinare dual
JC
flop
= ef1E
f
12 + e
f
2E
f
13 + e
f
3E
f
23,
and the sizes of P1's are
s1 = J
Cflop ∩ Cf1 = −2ef1 ,
s2 = J
Cflop ∩ Cf2 = ef1 − ef2 + ef3 ,
s3 = J
Cflop ∩ Cf3 = −2ef3 .
Inluding genus one ontributions (for symmetry reasons now depending on two pa-
rameters c, d), we get lassial free energy
F C
flop
class =
(s31 + 2s32 + s33
6g2s
+
2s21s2 + 2s1s
2
2 + s
2
1s3 + s3s
2
1 + 2s
2
2s3 + 2s3s
2
2
4g2s
+
s1s2s3
2g2s
)
+
+
c(s1 + s3) + ds2
24
=
t31 + t
3
3
6g2s
+
t21t2 + t1t
2
2 + t
2
1t3 + t3t
2
1 + t
2
2t3 + t3t
2
2
4g2s
+
t1t2t3
2g2s
+
+
c(t1 + t3) + t2(2c− d)
24
, (8.33)
where we used the identiation (8.30) whih equivalently reads s1 = t1 + t2, s2 =
−t2, s3 = t3 + t2. Finally these lassial terms an be ombined with quantum ones
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F C = logZC and F C
flop
= logZC
flop
given in (7.22) and (8.31). Indeed, the full partition
funtion is now expliitly seen to be invariant under the op
F Cclass(t1, t2, t3) + F
C(t1, t2, t3) = F
Cflop
class (s1, s2, s3) + F
Cflop(s1, s2, s3),
under the identiation between ti and si (8.30), and providing c = d = b. There are
two important remarks to be made. Firstly, quantum genus zero ontributions for Cflop,
given by trilogarithm (4.27), are ontinued to negative t2 using Li3e
t2 −Li3e−t2 ∼ t32/6
(where we keep only a ubi term, the other being ambiguous for topologial string).
This ontinuation is preisely the origin of the well known shift in lassial intersetion
numbers under the op (in our ase this is seen expliitly in expressions (8.32) and
(8.33)). Seondly, the ondition c = d = b whih must be enfored, is just a statement
that the genus one lassial part after the op is entirely determined by the geometry
before the op.
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Appendix A
Starring
A.1 Two-dimensional partitions
A two-dimensional partition R = (R1, R2, . . . , Rl) is a set of non-inreasing positive
integers, R1 ≥ R2 ≥ . . . ≥ Rl ≥ 0. l = l(R) is alled a length of partition R.
Sometimes it is onvenient to understand a partition as an innite sequene, suh that
Rl+1 = Rl+2 = . . . = 0. A partition an be presented in a form of a Young diagram,
whih is a tableaux of l rows of boxes, with Ri boxes in i'th row. We often identify
a partition with its diagram, and denote it usually by letters P,Q,R or Greek ones
α, β, µ, ν, η. A dual (or transposed) partition is given by a Young diagram Rt whih
arises from a transposition of the Young diagram orresponding to R.
A partition an also be presented in the so-alled Frobenius notation. Let d(R)
denote the number of boxes on a diagonal of a Young diagram of R. Then
R =
(
a1 a2 . . . ad(R)
b1 b2 . . . bd(R)
)
(A.1)
where ai and bi have interpretation as distanes from eah diagonal element to the end
of its row and olumn respetively and are given by
ai = Ri − i, bi = Rti − i. (A.2)
Sequenes (ai) and (bi) are neessarily stritly dereasing. In Frobenius notation a
transposition amounts to exhanging upper and lower elements in (A.1). Taking for
example (in both standard and Frobenius notation)
R = (5, 4, 2, 1) =
(
4 2
3 1
)
=
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its transposition is
Rt = (4, 3, 2, 2, 1) =
(
3 1
4 2
)
=
For a partition R = (R1, R2, . . . , Rl) we dene its total number of boxes |R| and
other useful quantities as follows
|R| =
l(R)∑
i=1
Ri = d+
d(R)∑
i=1
(ai + bi), (A.3)
||R||2 =
∑
i
R2i , (A.4)
n(R) =
∑
i
(i− 1)Ri, (A.5)(
R
2
)
=
∑
i
(
Ri
2
)
=
||R||2
2
− |R|
2
, (A.6)
κR = |R|+
∑
i
Ri(Ri − 2i) = 2
(
R
2
)
− 2
(
Rt
2
)
= −κRt . (A.7)
One an also show
κR = 2
∑
=(m,n)∈R
(n−m) (A.8)
where (m,n) denotes a position of a ertain box  in the diagram R, i.e. respetively
its row and olumn. For suh a single box, its hook length is dened as
h() = h(m,n) = Rm +R
t
n −m− n+ 1. (A.9)
Two partitions P and R interlae one another P ≻ R if the following interlaing
ondition is satised
P ≻ R ⇐⇒ P1 ≥ R1 ≥ P2 ≥ R2 ≥ P3 ≥ . . . . (A.10)
For any n ∈ N one an ask what is a number of partitions with suh a number of
boxes p(n). These numbers are enoded in the generating funtion of all partitions
whih is equal to the inverse of the Euler funtion
1
ϕ(q)
=
∞∑
n=0
p(n)qn =
∑
R
q|R| =
∞∏
k=1
1
1− qk =
q1/24
η(q)
=
= 1 + q + 2q2 + 3q3 + 5q4 + 7q5 + . . . (A.11)
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The relation to η(q) whih has modular properties is an important fator in our on-
siderations.
Sometimes we need to onsider the following restrited sets of partitions. A set of
Young diagrams with at most l rows is denoted by Yl. A set of Young diagrams with
at most l rows and k olumns, i.e. those whih t into a retangle of size l × k, is
denoted by Yl,k.
Coloured partitions
A N-oloured partition is a set of N partitions ~R = (R(1), R(2), . . . , R(N)); eah R(i)
by itself is a usual partition: R(i),1 ≥ R(i),2 ≥ . . . ≥ R(i),l(Ri) ≥ 0. A diagram of N-
oloured partition is a set of N diagrams orresponding to R(i)'s. A size of N-oloured
partition
~R =
∑
i,j R(i),j is equal to the total number of boxes in its diagram.
A.2 Free fermion formalism
Let us onsider a omplex fermion in the NS setor
ψ(z) =
∑
n∈Z
ψn+ 1
2
z−n−1, ψ∗(z) =
∑
n∈Z
ψ∗
n+ 1
2
z−n−1, (A.12)
subjet to antiommutation rules
{ψn+ 1
2
, ψ∗
−m− 1
2
} = δm,n.
Partile annihilation and reation operators are ψ∗
n+ 1
2
with respetively n ≥ 0 and
n < 0. The vauum state |0〉 is dened as
ψn+ 1
2
|0〉 = 0, ψ∗
n+ 1
2
|0〉 = 0, for n ≥ 0, (A.13)
and a basis of the total Fok spae F is given by states obtained by ating with reation
operators on this vauum. The spae F deomposes
F = ⊗p∈ZFp
into subspaes Fp of xed U(1) harge with respet to the urrent
J(z) =: ψ(z)ψ∗(z) :=
∑
k∈Z
z−k−1
∑
n∈Z
: ψn+ 1
2
ψ∗
k−n− 1
2
:=
∑
k∈Z
Jk
zk+1
and vaua |p〉 with harge p an be introdued
ψn+ 1
2
|p〉 = 0, for n ≥ p,
ψ∗
m+ 1
2
|p〉 = 0, for n ≥ −p, (A.14)
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so that eah subspae Fp is generated from |p〉.
There is a very interesting one-to-one orrespondene between free fermion states
and two-dimensional partitions. In p = 0 setor the state
|R〉 =
d∏
i=1
ψ∗
−ai−
1
2
ψ−bi− 12
|0〉
orresponds to the partition R = (R1, . . . , Rl) suh that
ai = Ri − i, bi = Rti − i,
whih are preisely the numbers whih speify a partition in the Frobenius notation
(A.1).
It is easy to visualise this orrespondene in terms of the Fermi sea. In partiular
the vauum |0〉 is given by a Fermi sea with all negative states lled and it is mapped
to the trivial partition •. For a nontrivial partition one draws it with a orner xed at
the edge of the lled part of the Fermi sea. Then positions of partiles and holes are
read o by projeting ends of rows and olumns of this partition onto the Fermi sea.
There are then two onventions to draw suh a state of the Fermi sea, as presented in
gure A.1.
Figure A.1: A orrespondene between partitions and states. Positions of partiles
and holes are given by projeting ends of rows and olumns of a partition onto a Fermi
sea. Partiles are drawn in red, and aording to one of the onventions used holes are
drawn either in red (left), or just as holes (right). The partition drawn in the gure is
R = (5, 2, 2, 1) and the orresponding state is |R〉 = ψ∗1
2
ψ− 3
2
ψ∗
− 9
2
ψ− 7
2
|0〉.
For p 6= 0 one draws a partition with a orner xed at position p of the Fermi sea,
and then reads o positions of partiles and holes similarly as above, by projeting
ends of rows and olumns onto the Fermi sea. A state orresponding to partition R of
harge p is denoted as |p, R〉.
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A zero mode of Virasoro algebra is an important operator
L0 =
∑
r∈Z+ 1
2
r : ψrψ
∗
−r :
States represented by partitions are its eigenstates with eigenvalues related to the
number of boxes of a partition and a harge
L0|p, R〉 =
(|R|+ p2
2
)|p, R〉. (A.15)
Bosonization
Free fermion is related to a free boson system
φ(z) = φ0 − iJ0 ln z + i
∑
k 6=0
z−k
k
Jk, (A.16)
so that
i∂φ(z) = J(z),
ψ(z) =: eiφ(z) :, ψ∗(z) =: e−iφ(z) : (A.17)
The modes of this boson satisfy ommutation relations
[Jm, J−n] = mδm,n
and a bosoni Fok spae is built by applying reation operators Jn with n < 0 on the
vauum |p〉. The boson-fermion orrespondene an also be presented as
e
1
~
J−1 |p〉 =
∑
R
µR
~|R|
|p, R〉,
where the so-alled Planherel measure on partitions is
µR =
∏
i<j
Ri − Rj + j − i
j − i =
∏
∈R
1
h()
.
One an also introdue vertex operators related to the positive and negative parts
of the boson
Γ±(z) = exp
∑
n>0
z∓n
n
J±n, (A.18)
whih satisfy a ommutation relation
Γ+(z)Γ−(z
′) =
1
1− z/z′Γ−(z
′)Γ+(z). (A.19)
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Moreover
Γ±(z) = z
−L0Γ±(1)z
L0 , (A.20)
and
Γ−(1)|R〉 =
∑
P≻R
|P 〉, Γ+(1)|R〉 =
∑
P≺R
|P 〉. (A.21)
It an also be shown
N∏
i=1
Γ−(1)(xi)|R〉 =
∑
P≻R
sP/R(x
−1
1 , . . . , x
−1
N )|P 〉, (A.22)
where sP/R are skew Shur funtions dened in (A.53).
A.3 Ane Lie algebras and ane haraters
In this appendix we introdue a notation and ollet various results onerning ane
Lie algebras and ane haraters, in partiular for the ŝu(N)k ane Lie algebra,whih
are used in several plaes in the thesis. This summary is neessarily very brief and
inomplete, as any more detailed treatment would be beyond a sope of this thesis.
Standard exellent monographs on these subjets are [8℄ and [9℄.
su(N) Lie algebra
Let us introdue rst a notation for lassial su(N) Lie algebra, denoted also AN−1
in Cartan lassiation. It is onvenient to onsider a partiular realisation of su(N)
in terms of traeless N×N matries. Let Ei,j be N×N matrix with all elements equal
to 0, apart from 1 at position (i, j). They satisfy ommutation relations
[Ei,j, Ek,l] = δjkEi,l − δl,iEk,j.
In terms of these matries, Chevalley generators of su(N) are given by
em = Em,m+1,
fm = Em+1,m,
hm = Em,m −Em+1,m+1,
for m = 1, . . . , N − 1. (A.23)
The elements of Cartan subalgebra an be written as
u =
N−1∑
m=1
u˜mhm =
N∑
j=1
ujEj,j suh that
∑
uj = 0. (A.24)
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Let ǫi, for i = 1, . . . , N , denote the basis dual to {Ej,j}. We an think of both Ej,j's
and ǫi's as orthonormal basis of two dual N-dimensional spaes. We also introdue
ǫi = ǫi − 1
N
N∑
j=1
ǫj .
Simple roots are
αm = ǫm − ǫm+1, m = 1, . . . , N − 1.
The root lattie is given as
Q = {
N−1∑
m=1
kmαm | km ∈ Z} = {
N∑
i=1
niǫi | ni ∈ Z and
∑
ni = 0}.
Weyl denominator formula is the following relation∑
w∈Weyl group
ǫ(w)ew(ρ) =
∏
α∈∆+
2 sinh
α
2
, (A.25)
where w are elements of the Weyl group, ∆+ is a set of positive roots whose number
is |∆+|, and the Weyl vetor is
ρ =
1
2
∑
α∈∆+
α.
The struture of Lie algebra an be enoded in a Dynkin diagram, with nodes
assoiated to simple roots, joined by a number of lines related to angles between roots,
as in example in gure A.2.
Figure A.2: Dynkin diagram for Ak Lie algebra.
Fundamental weights are
ωm =
m∑
i=1
ǫi.
Simple oroots α∨m are elements of a basis dual to fundamental weights (ωm|α∨n) =
δmn. Coroot lattie is
Q∨ = {
N−1∑
m=1
kmα
∨
m | km ∈ Z}.
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Cartan matrix for su(N) takes the form
Amn = (αm|α∨n) =

2 for m = n
−1 for |m− n| = 1
0 otherwise
(A.26)
There is a one-to-one orrespondene between Young diagrams with at most N − 1
rows and highest weights of su(N):
R = (R1, . . . , RN−1) ∈ YN−1 → λ =
N−1∑
m=1
Rmǫm =
N−1∑
m=1
λmωm, (A.27)
where λm are usual Dynkin labels of a highest weight, related to parts of R as
Rm = λm + λm+1 + . . .+ λN−1 ⇐⇒ λm = Rm − Rm+1.
ŝu(N)k ane Lie algebra
Ane algebra is an extension of a nite Lie algebra by the entral element k̂. This
extension implies there is an extra (zeroth) simple root α0 and a orresponding oroot
α∨0 , as well as additional (zeroth) node in the Dynkin diagram.
Figure A.3: Dynkin diagram for Âk ane Lie algebra.
For ŝu(N)k there are N ane fundamental weights, the basi (zeroth) one and
N − 1 orresponding to nite ones:
ω̂0 and ω̂m = a
∨
mω̂0 + ωm.
a∨m are eigenvalues of k̂ and are all equal to 1 for ŝu(N)k. An ane integrable weight
λ̂ at level k is an extension of its nite part λ, and is neessarily of the form
λ̂ = kω̂0 + λ =
N−1∑
m=0
λmω̂m, suh that k =
N−1∑
m=0
a∨mλm.
There are
(N + k − 1)!
(N − 1)! k! (A.28)
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ŝu(N)k ane integrable weights, determined unambiguously by their nite parts.
These nite parts, due to the level onstraint, orrespond in one-to-one way to Young
diagrams with at most N − 1 rows and at most k olumns YN−1,k.
Ane haraters
In general, the harater of an ane integrable weight λ̂ at a given level l and nite
part λ an be written in terms of string funtions c
bλ
bλ′ and Θ-funtions
χbλ(q, ζ) =
∑
bλ′
c
bλ
bλ′Θbλ′, l, Θbλ′, l(q, ζ) =
∑
α∨∈Q∨
e2πi(lα
∨+λ′|ζ)q
l
2
|α∨+λ′/l|2
(A.29)
where ζ =
∑
ziα
∨
i is ertain speialisation point and q = e
2πiτ
.
Under the ation of the modular group SL(2,Z)
τ → aτ + b
cτ + d
, ad− bc = 1, a, b, c, d ∈ Z, (A.30)
ane haraters have simple transformation properties. It is enough to speify these
properties for generators of the modular group
T : τ → τ + 1, S : τ → −1
τ
(A.31)
for whih respetively
χbλ(τ + 1) =
∑
bµ
Tbλbµ χbµ(τ), χbλ(−
1
τ
) =
∑
bµ
Sbλbµ χbµ(τ), (A.32)
where summation runs over all ane integrable weights µ̂ and
Tbλbµ = δbλbµe2πimbλ ,
Sbλbµ =
i|∆+|N−1/2
(k +N)
N−1
2
∑
w∈Weyl group
ǫ(w) exp
(
− 2πi
k +N
(
w(ρ+ λ) | ρ+ µ)), (A.33)
where the onformal anomaly is mbλ =
|ρ+λ|2
2N
− |ρ|2
2N
.
χ
ŝu(k)1
r haraters
For ŝu(k)1 there is a single string funtion in (A.29) whih reads c
bλ
bλ = η(q)
−k+1
,
and there are k integrable weights at level 1 with orresponding haraters labelled by
r = 0, . . . , k − 1 ,
χcsu(k)1r (q, zi) =
Θlevel 1λr (q, ζ)
η(q)k−1
=
1
η(q)k−1
∑
α∨∈Q∨
e2πi(α
∨+λr |ζ)q
1
2
|α∨+λr|2 .
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For r'th weight we an hoose e.g. λr = rω1. For an arbitrary element of oroot lattie
α∨ =
∑k−1
i=1 niα
∨
i we get
1
2
|α∨ + λr|2 =
∑
i
(n2i − nini+1) + n1r +
r2
2
k − 1
k
,
e2πi(α
∨+λr |ζ) = y2n1−n2+r1 y
2n2−n1−n3
2 . . . y
2nk−1−nk−2
k−1 =
k−1∏
i=1
y˜
ni+
k−i
k
r
i ,
where we introdue
yi = e
2πizi ,
y˜1 =
y21
y2
, y˜2 =
y22
y1y3
, . . . , y˜k−1 =
y2k−1
yk−2
. (A.34)
With suh a notation haraters read
χcsu(k)1r (q, yi) =
1
η(q)k−1
∑
n1,...,nk−1
q
P
i(n
2
i−nini+1)+n1r+
r2
2
k−1
k yr1
k−1∏
i=1
y
P
j Aijnj
i =
=
1
η(q)k−1
∑
n1,...,nk−1
q
P
i(n
2
i−nini+1)+n1r+
r2
2
k−1
k
k−1∏
i=1
y˜
ni+
k−i
k
r
i . (A.35)
χ
û(1)N
j haraters
A notion of χ
bu(1)N
j haraters is even more subtle. We just dene them through the
formula
χ
bu(1)N
j (x) =
1
η(q)
∑
n∈Z
q
N
2
(n+j/N)2xn+j/N . (A.36)
χû(k)1 harater and its deomposition
û(k)1 harater is given by a trae over a Fok spae of k free omplex fermions. It
depends on variables zi, i = 1, . . . , k whih ouple to Cartan urrents Ji
χbu(k)1(q, xi) = TrF
(
e2πi
P
i ziJi qL0−
k
24
)
=
= q−
k
24
k∏
i=1
∏
p∈Z++
1
2
(1 + xiq
p)(1 + x−1i q
p) =
=
1
η(q)k
∑
~p=(p1,...,pk)∈Z
q
1
2
(p21+...+p
2
k) xp11 . . . x
pk
k =
ΘZk(q; zi)
η(q)k
, (A.37)
where xi = e
2πizi
. Here Jaobi triple produt identity has been used, and in the last
line ΘZk funtion is dened in terms of summation over Z
k
lattie spanned by ǫj (for
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j = 1, . . . , k) dened is appendix A.3. We now show this lattie deomposes as a
produt of a one-dimensional lattie and su(k) root lattie Qsu(k)
Z
k =
k−1∑
r=0
Z×Qsu(k),
and rearrange summations appropriately. One-dimensional Z fator orresponds to
u(1) overall harge, so it is spanned by a diagonal ~p = (n, . . . , n) ∈ Zk. For a xed
point on this diagonal , su(k) lattie is given by a perpendiular hyperplane whih is
spanned by k−1 vetors ǫj−ǫj+1. An example of this deomposition is shown in gure
(A.4). To probe all points of the original Zk in fat an additional shift r = 0, . . . , k− 1
has to be introdued, and we have to sum over all values of r eah point in Zk is
uniquely speied by a set of numbers (n;n1, . . . , nk−1; r):
~p = (p1, . . . , pk) =

n+ n1 + r
n− n1 + n2
n− n2 + n3
.
.
.
n− nk−2 + nk−1
n− nk−1

∈ Zk. (A.38)
Figure A.4: Deomposition of Z3 lattie into Z (along the diagonal x = y = z) and
su(3) root lattie Qsu(3) (along dotted plane).
Rewriting the above harater in terms of these variables we get
χbu(k)1 =
1
η(q)k
k−1∑
r=0
∑
n;n1,...,nk−1
q
kn2
2
+
P
i(n
2
i−nini+1)+
r2
2
+nr+n1rxn+n1+r1 x
n+n2−n1
2 . . . x
n−nk−1
k =
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=
1
η(q)k
k−1∑
r=0
∑
n
q
k
2
(n+r/k)2 x˜n+r/k
∑
n1,...,nk−1
q
P
i(n
2
i−nini+1)+n1r+
r2
2
k−1
k
k−1∏
i=1
x˜
ni+
k−i
k
r
i (A.39)
where we introdued new variables
x˜ = x1x2 · · ·xk; x˜i = xi
xi+1
, i = 1, . . . , k − 1. (A.40)
Comparing with (A.36) and (A.35), this an be written as
χbu(k)1(xi) =
k−1∑
r=0
χbu(1)kr (x˜)χ
csu(k)1
r (x˜i) (A.41)
where r runs over dierent u(1) harges and ŝu(k)1 weights.
A.4 Symmetri funtions
In this appendix we summarise properties of symmetri funtions whih often ap-
pear in formulae in this thesis.
A symmetri polynomial S depends on a partition R, and its argument is a string
of variables x = (x1, x2, . . .), what we denote by
SR(x) = SR(x1, x2, . . .). (A.42)
By qR+ρ we understand a string suh that xi = q
Ri−i+1/2
for i = 1, 2, . . ., thus
SR(q
R+ρ) = SR(q
R1−1/2, qR2−3/2, . . .).
In partiular
SR(q
ρ) = SR(q
−1/2, q−3/2, . . .). (A.43)
One an onatenate two strings of variables, x = (x1, x2, . . .) and y = (y1, y2, . . .),
and then use it as an argument of a symmetri polynomial, whih is denoted by
SQ(x, y) = SQ(x1, x2, . . . , y1, y2, . . .).
One of the simplest examples of symmetri funtions are Newton polynomials
PR(x) =
∏
n
PRi(x), where Pn(x) =
∑
i=1
xni . (A.44)
Let us next introdue elementary en(x) and omplete symmetri funtions hn(x),
for n = 0, 1, 2, . . ., in terms of a generating funtions
E(t) =
∞∑
n=0
ent
n =
∏
i
(1 + xit), (A.45)
H(t) =
∞∑
n=0
hnt
n =
∏
i
1
1− xit , (A.46)
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and h−1 = e−1 = h−2 = e−2 = . . . = 0. Then, for a partition R = (R1, R2, . . .),
eR = eR1eR2 · · ·
hR = hR1hR2 · · · .
For a partition R, the Shur funtion is dened as
sR(x) = det(hRi−i+j) = det(eRti−i+j). (A.47)
Let us introdue Littlewood-Rihardson oeients cPQR as
sQ⊗R = sQsR =
∑
P
cPQRsP , (A.48)
whih have properties
cPQR = c
P t
QtRt = c
P
RQ, c
P
R• = δ
P
R , (A.49)
cPQR = 0 for |P | 6= |Q|+ |R|. (A.50)
It is also onvenient to dene multiple oeient
cPR1...Rn =
∑
αi
cα1R1R2c
α2
α1R3
cα3α2R4 · · · cPαn−2Rn , (A.51)
in terms of whih a multiple tensor produt takes the form
R1 ⊗ . . .⊗Rn =
∑
P
cPR1...RnP, (A.52)
Finally we dene skew Shur funtions
sQ/R =
∑
P
cQRP sP . (A.53)
For trivial representation R = •, we have
sQ/• = sQ.
and
If not Q ⊂ R ⇔ sR/Q = 0.
For Shur funtions, we have the following identities
sR(cx) = c
|R|sR(x)
sR(q
ρ) = qκR/2sRt(q
ρ)
sR(q
ρ) = (−1)|R|sRt(q−ρ)
sQ(q
ρ)sR(q
Q+ρ) = sR(q
ρ)sQ(q
R+ρ). (A.54)
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Skew Shur funtions satisfy
sQ/R(cx) = c
|Q|−|R|sQ/R(x)
sQ/R(q
ρ) = (−1)|Q|−|R|sQt/Rt(q−ρ). (A.55)
In addition, we have the summation formulae for Shur funtions∑
R
sR(x)sR(y) =
∏
i,j
1
1− xiyj∑
R
sR(x)sRt(y) =
∏
i,j
(1 + xiyj) (A.56)
and for skew Shur funtions∑
η
sQ/η(x)sR/η(y) =
∏
i,j
(1− xiyj)
∑
η
sη/R(x)sη/Q(y)
∑
η
sQ/η(x)sR/η(y) =
∏
i,j
1
1 + xiyj
∑
η
sηt/R(x)sη/Q(y)∑
η
sη/R(x)sη(y) = sR(y)
∑
µ
sµ(x)sµ(y)∑
η
sηt/R(x)sη(y) = sR(y)
∑
µ
sµ(x)sµt(y)∑
η
sR/η(x)sη/Q(y) = sR/Q(x, y),∑
η
sR/η(x)sη(y) = sR(x, y). (A.57)
the last two sums being over partitions η suh that Q ⊂ η ⊂ R.
For the speial ase a partition with a single row R = (R1, 0, 0, . . .), the Shur
funtion is related to the quantum dilogarithm as
sR=(R1,0,...)(q
ρ) = (−1)R1qR21/2ξ(q)L
(
(R1 +
1
2
)gs, q
)
(A.58)
where
ξ(q) =
∞∏
i=1
1
1− qi .
The following identity holds for Shur funtion with nite number of arguments
sR(1, q, q
2, . . . , qK−1) = qn(R)
∏
(i,j)∈R
1− qK+j−i
1− qh(i,j) , (A.59)
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and for K →∞ this redues to
sR(q
−ρ) = q|R|/2+n(R)
∏
(i,j)∈R
1
1− qh(i,j) . (A.60)
A sum of Shur funtions (A.56) an be rewritten as an exponent∑
P
sP (x)sP t(y) = exp
[
−
∑
n,i,j
(−1)n
n
xni y
n
j
]
. (A.61)
As notied in [68℄, with x = qR+ρ and y = qR
′+ρ
this allows to write the sum as∑
P
sP (q
R+ρ)sP t(−QqR′+ρ) = exp
[
−
∑
n
Qn
n[n]2
] ∏
k
(1−Qqk)Ck(R,R′), (A.62)
where oeients Ck(R,R
′) are given by∑
i,j
qRi−i+1/2qR
′
j−j+1/2 =
∑
k
Ck(R,R
′)qk +
q
(1− q)2 . (A.63)
From this statement the following properties are more or less easily dedued
Ck(R,R
′) = Ck(R
′, R),∑
k
Ck(R,R
′)qk =
∑
k
Ck(R
t, R′t)q−k,∑
Ck(R,R
′) = |R|+ |R′|,∑
kCk(R,R
′) =
κR + κR′
2
.
(A.64)
In partiular, Ck(R) = Ck(R, •) ounts the number of boxes (i, j) ∈ R with xed
k = j − i, and so ∑k Ck(R) = |R| and 2∑k kCk(R) = κR.
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Appendix B
Properties of the topologial vertex
B.1 Calulational framework
In this appendix we summarise topologial vertex alulational framework. The
most onvenient form of the vertex is representation basis, in whih vertex ampli-
tudes an be expressed in terms of Shur funtions. We reall the general formula for
topologial vertex in the anonial framing given in (4.46)
CR1R2R3 = q
1
2
(κR2+κR3)sRt2(q
ρ)
∑
P
sR1/P (q
Rt2+ρ)sRt3/P (q
R2+ρ). (B.1)
The ruial property of CR1R2R3 in the anonial framing is yliity w.r.t. repre-
sentations Ri. The above formula also immediately implies
CR1R2R3 = q
1
2
P
i κRiCRt1Rt3Rt2. (B.2)
The identities from appendix A.4 lead to the following speial ases, with some
representations involved being trivial •
CR•• = q
κR/2sRt(q
ρ) = sR(q
ρ), (B.3)
CPR• = q
1
2
κRsP (q
ρ)sRt(q
ρ+P ) = (B.4)
= q
κP
2
∑
η
sR/η(q
ρ)sP t/η(q
ρ). (B.5)
The vertex with one trivial representation is losely related to the leading term of
the Hopf Link invariant WPR, whih also an be expressed in terms of Shur funtions
WPR = q
κR/2CPRt• = (B.6)
= sP (q
ρ)sR(q
ρ+P ) = (B.7)
= q
1
2
(κP+κR)
∑
η
sRt/η(q
ρ)sP t/η(q
ρ), (B.8)
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and it is not diult to show that
WPR(q) = (−1)|P |+|R|WP tRt(q−1). (B.9)
The important feature of the vertex is a framing ambiguity, whih arises as a need
to speify an integer number for eah stak of branes on a leg of C3. The vertex in a
partiular framing speied by numbers f1, f2, f3 orresponding to representations Ri
on dierent axes is given as
Cf1,f2,f3R1R2R3 = (−1)
P
i fi|Ri|q
P
i fiκRi/2CR1R2R3 , (B.10)
where |Ri| denotes number of boxes in the Young diagram for a given representation.
The anonial framing (B.1) orresponds to fi = 0.
It is also possible to reverse orientation of the branes on one leg, what an be
interpreted as hanging branes to antibranes. To obtain vertex amplitude with an
antibrane on the rst axis one should substitute
CPQR → (−1)|P |CP tQR, (B.11)
and similarly for any other leg.
To onstrut the full tori diagram, one has to glue together C3 pathes. Gluing
together just two pathes gives a resolved onifold with Kähler parameter Q = qN =
e−t, and the propagator is given by (−Q)|R|. The orientations of two glued axes must
be onsistent, and sum over representations performed, what leads to
ZP
1
=
∑
R
C••Rt(−Q)|R|CR•• =
∑
R
sR(q
−ρ)sR(Qq
ρ) =
=
∞∏
i,j=1
1
1−Qqi−j = exp
(
−
∞∑
k=1
Qk
k[k]2
)
. (B.12)
It is also possible, though a bit more ompliated, to onsider branes on internal
legs of tori diagram and ongurations of several staks of branes on one leg. In the
ase of one stak of branes on a ompat leg one more parameter d = gsD should
be introdued, whih denotes the position of the brane along the ompat leg, as
measured from the left vertex. To properly glue two vertexes with additional brane
between them, two additional summations must be introdued representing strings
ending on the brane from the left and from the right, so the relevant vertex fator
takes the form ∑
R,QL,QR
C••R⊗QL(−1)sqfe−LCRt⊗QR•• TrQLV TrQRV −1 (B.13)
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where a framing of the brane p has also been taken into aount, so that
L = |R|t+ |QL|d+ |QR|(t− d), (B.14)
f =
p
2
κR⊗QL +
n+ p
2
κRt⊗QR,
s = |R|+ p|R⊗QL|+ (n+ p)|Rt ⊗QL|. (B.15)
The additional number n = |v′ × v| is determined by planar diretions of two axes v
and v′ of glued vertexes, and in all ases we onsider it equals zero.
For more staks of branes we need to speify a position of eah stak as di = gsDi.
The holonomy matrix orresponding to branes at di is denoted Vi. In fat, to get
agreement with rystal results we will need to absorb di into Vi. Moreover, in this ase
we have to hoose dierent representations Ri for eah stak of branes, and for a given
leg of the vertex onsider the tensor produt of representations CP,Q,⊗iRi. In addition,
for eah pair of branes at di, dj we have to introdue an additional fator from strings
strethed between them ∑
P
(−1)|P | TrPVi TrP tV −1j . (B.16)
If there are several branes on an internal leg, also summations from the left and
right vertexes for eah brane must be introdued, as well as an overall summation over
|R| as in (B.13).
It is also important to make lear how summations over tensor produts should be
understood. The Hopf-link with a single fator of |P1 ⊗ P2| an be obtained from a
fusion rule
WP1⊗P2,R =
∑
α
cαP1P2WαR =
∑
α
q
κα+κR
2 cαP1P2sαt/η(q
ρ)sRt/η(q
ρ), (B.17)
and then related to topologial vertex by (B.6). When a few fators of |P1⊗P2| appear,
the internal summation over α should also be introdued, with eah suh fator replaed
by α. For example, for two staks of branes on one leg of C3 in (−1) framing we have
CP1⊗P2,R,•(−1)−|P1⊗P2|q−
κP1⊗P2
2 =
∑
α
cαP1P2sαt/η(q
ρ)sR/η(q
ρ)(−1)|α| =
= (−1)|P1|+|P2|
∑
α
cαP1P2sαt/η(q
ρ)sR/η(q
ρ), (B.18)
where two fators of qκα/2 (from vertex expression and (−1) framing) anelled eah
other, and formulae (A.49) and (A.50) have been used.
The internal summation arising in quantities with tensor produt involved is a
ruial and subtle issue. In partiular, knot invariants in dierent framings but without
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tensor produt dier just by an overall sign and fators of q. On the other hand, the
summation impliit in tensor produt formulae hanges the struture of polynomials
representing knot invariants. For example, in anonial framing we have
C1⊗1,1,• = W1⊗1,1,• =
(q2 − q + 1)2
(q − 1)3√q . (B.19)
On the other hand, in framing (−1, 0)
C1⊗1,1,•(−1)|1⊗1|q−
κ1⊗1
2 =W1⊗1,1,•(−1)|1⊗1|q−
κ1⊗1
2 =
= W1,2 q
−1 +W1,2t q =
(2q2 − 3q + 2)√q
(q − 1)3 , (B.20)
and this is also preisely the oeient whih we get from rystal expansion without
the fator (B.16) (1− a1
a2
) (and up to q inversion) with two branes at a1, a2 on one slie
of the rystal and antibrane on the other slie.
B.2 Topologial vertex on a strip
There is a lass of tori Calabi-Yau geometries whose dual diagrams are represented
as a triangulation of a retangle (or a strip). Computation of their partition funtions
via topologial vertex methods has been vastly simplied in [68℄. As this simpliation
is quite onvenient for a part of the alulations we perform, we briey reall the rules
on the strip. A derivation and a more detailed disussion of these rules an be found
in [68℄.
Figure B.1: Tori diagram (left) for the double-P1. The dual diagram (right) is a
triangulation of a strip.
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A diagram whih an be drawn on a strip is a string of P1's with parameters Qi,
eah represented by an interval between verties i and i + 1. For every suh interval
we introdue representations Ri whih we sum over aording to topologial vertex
rules. Additionally, with every external leg of eah vertex we an assoiate one xed
representation αi (for the rst vertex in a string there are two external legs, but one
of them must be assoiated with a trivial representation •; the same statement must
hold for the last vertex).
The partition funtion for suh a system an be expressed in terms of the quantities
{αiαj}Qij = exp
[
−
∑
n
Qnij
n[n]2
]∏
k
(1−Qijqk)Ck(αi,αj), (B.21)
[αiαj]Qij = {αiαj}−1Qij ,
aording to the following rules:
• determine the type of the rst (i = 1) vertex to be A or B if respetively its
topologial vertex fator is given by C•α1R1 or C•R1α1
• determine reursively the type A or B of all other verties: (j + 1)'th vertex is
of the same type as j'th if the loal bundle of the sphere Qj is O(−2)⊕O, and
of a dierent type if this bundle is O(−1)⊕O(−1)
• for eah pair of verties (i, j) in a diagram (with i < j) introdue a suitable fator
aording to their types (A/B,A/B):
(A,B) → {αiαj}Qij ,
(B,A) → {αtiαtj}Qij ,
(A,A) → [αiαtj]Qij ,
(B,B) → [αtiαj]Qij ,
where Qij = QiQi+1 · · ·Qj−1.
• the full amplitude, with external representations αi xed, is given by a produt
of all fators above together with Shur funtions for all external representations
ZQαi =
∏
i
sαi(q
ρ)
∏
i<j
[{α†iα†j}]Qij ,
with appropriate hoie of the pairing [{ }], and with or without transposition
† = t, ·.
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For example, in gure 8.5 the strip-part onsists of two intervals Q1 and Q2. We
denote the right-most vertex by i = 1, the middle one with external representation α
by i = 2 and the left-most by i = 3. There is no external representation on the rst
vertex, so we are free to hoose its type to be e.g. A; then we reursively determine
types of all three verties to be A−Bα−A (for onveniene we expliitly write external
representations assoiated with verties, if they are nontrivial). Then aording to the
rules above the amplitude reads
Zα = sα {•α}Q1[••]Q1Q2{αt•}Q2. (B.22)
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